
July Making Over Old Farmhouses — Perennials 25c 
1910 That Should Be Better Known— Water ® ©°P” 

Gardens — Five Homes of Distinction’ — Vines 
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OME Canadian Convents are today using 

Knabe Pianos made over sixty years 

ago. 

The "Music Trades" recently printed an interesting interview with a , yp g 
prominent piano dealer of Montreal, Canada. 

Among other things, this gentleman said : 

“‘The Knabe piano is probably as well known in Canada as is any 
instrument there * * Jt is found in many Convents, in Quebec 
especially. For instance, one of the nuns of the congregation of 

Notre Dame, Sister L’Assompcion, has a Knabe piano that has been 
in use for sixty-seven years. Now this is in use today, and its owners 
prefer itt lo a new piano. In another convent there is a Knabe 
piano that is sixty-fwe years old, etc., etc.” 

Truly, what a longevity has the 

WORLD’S BEST PIANO 
This Canadian Gentleman only voices the experiences of Knabe owners the world over. 

Aside from its great artistic merit—aside from its being the personal prefer- 
ence of many of the great musical masters during the past three generations— 
the Knabe piano has an intrinsic value in its physical self that carries it 
through long years of usefulness, thus making it an economical and desirable 
piano to buy. 

Knabe pianos may be purchased of any Knabe represen- 
tative at New York prices with added cost of freight and 
deltz evry. 

Wm. KNABE & CO. 437 Fifth Avenue, Corner 39th Street 

NEW YORK 
Baltimore London 
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LO CKS and 

HARDWARE 
ME Lads ach this ts 
house are apt toremain undisturbed 

longer than any other furnishings. 

Therefore it pays to have them right 

when first put on, have them easy 
working, durable and artistic. 

These are the essential qualities of 

HARDWARE 
P. & F. CORBIN 

MAKERS OF 

“Everything in Builders’ Hardware” 
N. W. Cor. Eighth and Arch Sts, - Philadelphia 

106-108-110 Lafayette St., New York 
39 West 38th St., - - - New York 

104-106 Lake St., - - Chicago 

MAIN OFFICES AND FACTORIES 

NEW BRITAIN, CONN. 

Descriptive Literature on Request. 

od 

Plan the i os 
If you are newly build- 
ing, don’t discredit your 
property at the start by 

putting in old-fashioned }y« 
forms of heating. @ 
Whether planning a 

new house or intending 
to move, don’t overlook 
the great importance of 

a modern heating equip- sal i ae 4 

ment. There isn’t any other feature of the home which will 
save youso 

you equa [WMERICAN x [DEAL you equal S 

comfort as RADIATORS BOILERS Water will soon 
repay their cost 

in coal savings, lessened labor, absence of repairs, and low insurance. All ash- 

dust, smoke, soot, and coal-gases are kept out of the living-rooms—reducing 

house-cleaning one-half and saving the wear on carpets, 

decorations, and furniture. 

These outfits for 

Low - Pressure 

Steam or Hot 

If property is sold you get back their full value, or they attract and 

hold best tenants at 10% to 15% higher rental. The saving of but 

one ton of coal in a year will meet the interest upon $100, and this 

sum will nearly cover the difference in the cost of IDEAL Boilers 

and AMERICAN Radiators as compared with a hot-air furnace for a 

good-size cottage. 

IDEAL Boilers and AMERICAN Radiators are annually replacing 

thousands of hot-air furnaces and stoves that have been found 

wasteful and wanting in OLD cottages, houses, stores, churches, 

schools, etc. Ever heard of any one going back to other forms of 

heating once they have tried our way? Any argument in that to you? This small, plain, perfectly 
smooth Radiator is one of 
several thousand patterns 
and sizes of AMERICAN 
Radiation made to fit any 
architectural needs. It is so 
clean and cleanable— suited 
to narrow halls, bathrooms, 
nursery, etc. 

Please let us tell you the full why, how, and present attractive price. 

No tearing-up necessary—and in these less hurried months you get 

the services of the most skillful, quickest fitters! Ask for free valu- 

able booklet. Inquiries cordially welcomed. 

AMERICANRADIATOR (OMPANY — 10 CHICAGO 

PPPPSSHSSESSSSSSSSSSS SSS! 

OPEN FIREPLACE FIXTURES 
Andirons, Fenders, Firetools, 

Fire Screens and Smokeless Gas Logs a 
Domes or sicenc® 

TRADE MARK 

Give easy gliding movement to all kinds of chairs and fur- 
niture—won't tear carpet or mar hardwood floors—slip easily 
~~ the edge of a rug. 

Nickel Steel—guaranteed unbreakable. A few hammer taps 
adjust—no nails or screws needed. Fit over old castor holes 
on any furniture. 15c a Set of 4 

Also with felt centre at_25c. set of 4. 
Sold by Hardware, Furniture, popssrurnlsning, and De- 
vartment Stores. If not at your dealer’s order direct. 
IENRY W. PE ABODE & CO., 17 State St., New York 

CAUTIO: Specify “*DO VES OF S/LF NCE" 

We display a large selection of Period 
Andirons; also an assortment of reproduc- 
tions in Old Colonial Andirons, Hob Grates 
and English Settee Fenders in Brass, 
Bronze and Wrought Iron. 

Frank H. Graf Mfg.Co. fsc'orz snd 
323 Seventh Ave.,Cor. 28th St., New York 

In writing to advertisers please mention House anp GARDEN, 
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The Real Estate Department of House & Garden will be glad to advise its readers in regard 

This service is given without charge. Address Real Estate ee 

+ : 

Brookridge Park 
Greenwich 

Conn. 
This distinctive home, beautifully appointed, with all 
modern improvements is offered for sale, price $20,000. 

The house is attractively placed in a plot comprising 

two acres of land. It contains 12 rooms, 7 bedrooms 
and 3 baths, is equipped with hot water heating system 
and is electric lighted. 

For further particulars you will please communicate with 

LAURENCE TIMMONS 

37 Railroad Ave. teiepnone 46 Greenwich, Conn. 

——PRINCETON——|SCARSDALE, N. Y.| Most Magnificent View 
Princeton air is a by manufacturing. Beautiful and complete new Home, with gar- pooween Fadelehe and yee Verh, wumans o 

: e . eiawar 1 ) Splendid old shade trées, wide streets, beauti- age and 144 acres_ land; vegetable garden; a U Bele. 4 i aincen’ Cake ee en Philo. 

ful country surroundings, artesian well; electric pump with 1,000 gallon | delphia or N. Y. on Reading-Jersey Central. Stone 
Rentals $300 to $6000 a year. Completely pneumatic tank supply, hot water heat, etc., cueing, 17 rooms, all conveniences, FF acres ot land. 

furnished homes also for rent. 12 rooms, three baths, including five bedrooms he I acne cost $30,000.—Country Home and Farms. 
Fast trains to New York and Philadelphia and two servants’ bedrooms, large living room; WN 
Other desirable Summer propertics—fur- open fireplaces; a rare opportunity to get a ARTHUR P. TO SEND, Langhorne, Pa. 

nished —for sale or rent. most attractive country place; price $23,000.— 

Also have 1% acres adjoining in large hard- 
WALTER B. HOWE, Princeton, N. J. wood treco—will sell manne or enantioer 

New York Office, 86 Cedar Street : : , 

P. OWEN 

Oxford Road Scarsdale, N. ¥. | FOF Sale al East Hampton, Long Island 
5 acres at $1600 per acre 

5 acres at $1200 per acre 
Near Ocean 

E. S. TILLINGHAST, Hibling, Minn. 

Great Neck, L. I. 
Thirty acres for sale. High ground, 
beautiful view. Adjoining Vanderbilt 
Estate. Will divide 

STEWART C. SCHENCK 
503 Fitth Avenue New York City 

ees “A —' [\i\) | GREENWICH, CONN. 
YW 

ENS < The Choicest Residence Section along the Sound 
an 

I am offering for Rent for the Season 

Several exceptionally desirable houses of the 
rN a fy Wee 

A Charming Suburban Community best class on shore and inland now at 
oe | . * 

Je) at Hollis, Long Island, twelve miles out on attractive prices. 
Along the Sound .! 4 the Penn. Garb R. R. main line. 2 minutes 

t rom ecw € : 
d g° ¥ 1, Hollis Perk Gordons i net im, the class of lam offering for sale 

the typically developed suburb. omes are 
Estates and Country not of the stereotyped sort but are distinctive DWELLINGS, ACREAGE, FARMS, 

Places f S ] > witnout being expensive. This gives the place 
or Sale * a charm that is unique among suburban com- BUILDING LOCATIONS, SMALL 

d R munities 
an ent { Hollis Park Gardens has every city COTTAGES, ETC. 

ience and improvement, all pn EP NOW. 
Furnished or Unturnished Houses Situated on the ridge of Long Island it is a ' 

W } high and dry with a cool ocean breeze tem- Patronage solicited and personal attention 
in estchester, Connecticut pering the mid-summer afternoons and even- 

and Long Island . ings. 1A few residences ready June Ist for sale given in showing all properties 

FURNISHED DWELLINGS FOR THE 

SEASON 

WM. R. FERGUSON 
Smith Building Tel.981 GREENWICH, CONN. 

on convenient terms.‘ As a home site Hollis 
= % Park Gardens is ideal; as an investment it 

| is unexcelled. 
Send for the book 

1B. ISLAND CITIES REAL ESTATE CO. 
oe 585 Fulton Street Brooklyn, §. Y. 

&5 WEST 34™ ST NEW YORK 

In writing to advertisers please mention Hovse anp GARDEN. 



Property 
and {rent 

to the purchase, sale or rental of country and suburban real estate in all parts of the country. 

Department, House & Garden, 449 Fourth Avenue, New York City. 

BUNGALOW ‘tm Sts‘inte SEER Sees CEA GIRT cmt Pines at the Ocean”? mer rel wei re ee Broadway, N.Y. 
Send for Booklet D. 

New England 
Country Estates 

IN RINDGE, N. H., the town of many lakes and hills with 
elevation of 1,000 ft., in the Mt. Monadnock District, only 
60 or 70 miles from Boston, several desirable estates for 
sale, having grand yiews and picturesque surroundings. Farm 
of 60 acres 2 miles from station, on main road, 6-100om house, 
barn, fruit, neighbors near. Price, $1,250. 

Also small village place, 5 minutes’ walk to dépot—$1,250. 

Also new house of 12 rooms in village, 1 acre, shade and 
fruit trees—$2,500. 
IN PETERBORO, another beautiful town in the Monadnock 

District, one of the finest old estates to be found any- 
where, is offered for sale. Old Colonial house of best type, 
12 large rooms, hall from front to rear,l0 acres land, fine 
views, elevation 1200 ft. Price, $2,500. 

Also 120 acres on hilltop, finest possible location; adjoins 
estate owned by Harvard professor. House in good order. ie neat eS ee 5 " 
Price, $3,000. 1 —- . — = — 

Also new bungalow in choice location and neighborhood. 
Price, $2,000. 

IN SHARON, in the Monadnock District of New Hamp- 
shire, farm of 65 acres, very elevated; price, $2,600. Also 
farm of 150 acres, over 1,000 ft. elevation—$3,000. 

IN DUBLIN, another lovely Monadnock town, farm of 50 

acres, $2,000. 

IN TAMWORTH, N- H., in the White Mountain District, 
hill farm of 200 acres with renovated farmhouse having 12 

GREENWICH, conn. 
lf you contemplate renting or 

buying, consult 

FRANKLIN EDSON, RAYMOND B. THOMSON CO. 

Real Estate Agency 

SMITH BUILDING Telephone 729 GREENWICH, CONN. 

Personal attention given ail inquiries 

View unsurpassed in Westchester County. Best 
neighborhood. Mile and half from Chappaqua to- 

rooms and bath, fully furnished, large barn, etc. Price, ward Mt. Kisco. House can be enlarged as desired. 
$12,000. Also farm of 140 acres, 9-room house, barn, etc., 2 

fnsured. $3,500. ‘Price, mT oe ALFRED BUSSELLE, Architect 
IN SUGAR HILL, N. H., 2,000 ft. elevation, farm of ‘ : 

acres, large new house, still incomplete. Price, $7,500. 1133 Broadway, New York City 

CAMP AT MOOSEHEAD LAKE, ME. | Frame house 

and log cabin fully furnished. Re ad situated. Send 
tor phctos and full details. Price, 500. 

For Sale by A RARE OPPORTUNITY ; ; ' 

W. B. BLAKEMORE to purchase a handsome Farm Property and Elegant S 0 iH] | h N 0 [ 4 3 | - 6 0 Nl nN. 

Am Pn ZO S2mzR ZS 

ae, ae salt water. Eastern Shore of Maryland 
; near Easton in Talbert County. 200 acres in highest . 7 , ‘ 

141 Milk St., BOSTON, MASS. state of cultivation. Fine Mansion, splendid Dock This 9-room, well built house with bi 
and Wharf Beautiful water views, tine fishing, boat 
ing, bathing. Oysters and crabs and wild fowl. 

g fireplaces, good 
cellar, fine well, fruit, brook, and 4 acres or more as desired. 

Convenient to Cass und Ginamer connecting with 20 minutes walk from station. Express train service. 
Baltimore, Philadelphia and Northern and Western H. S$, BENTON, 114 East 28th St., New York 
Cities. Hospitable people, good schools, good roads 

—~ and refined society. Address, 

Meany Bidg. Tel’s 103-293 Greenwich, Conn. P H 0 TO G R A P H E D IN Cc OLO R 

G R E E N W I ‘ H, CO N N,. C A ene Colonial home and stock farm in Orange AUTOCHROME PROCESS 
REALTY of ali d iptions FOR SALE ounty, Va.; 275 acres, all open land, 112 in crops, bal- : 

‘ Se . eters Resid ance in grass. Large brick Colonial dwelling of 12 Write for Particulars 
rooms, situat i b i y ‘ 1 yard. Comstey Seale, Setetns, Riatienees, Ai meceesate’ in. 4, beautifully ‘shaded and tried yard: | By ned S. Bates. 18 Brestvar: tev 1st 

arms, Acreage, Dullding sites eeher rm buildings. Eighty miles from Washington, bs ’ NEW YORK 
: aE - C., by rail; 10 minutes’ drive from dwelling to depot. 

aint oe ee A $27,500. Terms easy. Full details on application. F ” 
' ; irginia and Maryland farms, Colonial homes, blue rib- 

At Special Prices bon stock farms and water-front properties. List on CO 
Would be pleased to have correspondence or a call application. C, H. HARRIS( IN, a 

4a advising of requirements. ] Fredericksburg, Va. 

YO are one of many who will 
this read advertisement. 

@ Thousands consult this department 
monthly looking for desirable property ape we eataton Fine Opportunity! 
@ If you desire to dispose of your 1. cE ieee GOOD SITES FOR INN AND . ‘ ' ee : |. SUMMER HOMES 

**Cogemont €state’’ at Scarsdale Station q Special ae eye application. near the Ashokan aqueduct High plateau on foothill 
The ideal realization, of out of town living. A delightful Manager Real Estate Department of the Catskills, commanding fine view of regions be 

home community, for all year residence. Srotected social . yond, including Shawangunk Mountai | 
5 " awe ountains ane ake environment, the charm of the country, all city improvements. 

Rondout. Valle 

J honk ous : : =~ < > 4 
imanediately at tation; only 19 miles, on Harlem Elec. Div. HOUSE & GARDEN nda ee a poe Boner oy sponse Yer ve ley 
“. . ent. ° . ¢ slats : ° aw” vo < 0 “stead, and a ouse 

449 Fourth Ave., New York City, N.Y. built in 1810 still standing ) M oss-covered Stones tor > 
artistic buildings Accessible to State road ¢ id Oo , SDcarsdale Company, Gwnere 
W. R. R. A fine automobile trip loom New York. oy seaman ws y 2° WaPFEM Thayer, Pm Address: MRS. A S. VROOMAN 

carsdale, N. Y. ‘ 
Westchester Co. Sane 25 Berea 

enlincaies «+ —o TELEPHONI 4 KIN ‘TON 

in twriting to advertisers please mention Hovss ANN GARDEN, 
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riment is ft give advice to those iter 

‘ wir eive careful attention Ad 

net md enclose a self-addressed en 

Toy and Other Small Dogs 
BY FrRaNK T. CARLTON 

N thousands of refined homes through- 
out the country are to be found one 

or more specimens of the various breeds 
of Toy Dogs—such as Pomeranians, Eng- 
lish Toy Spaniels, Pekingese, Japanese 
Spaniels, Maltese and Yorkshire Terriers, 
Schipperkes, Pugs, Toy Poodles, Italian 
Greyhounds, Griffons, Bruxellois and 
Chihuahuas. To these may be added 

Peng = ls A Toy Bull Terriers, and Boston Terriers 
(please don’t call these “Boston Bulls,” 
though they trace their origin to the bull- 
dog). Other dogs, often to be made up 
in small packages, too, are the Black and 
Tan Terrier, and even the French and 
English bulldog—though these last are 
not technically referred to as “Toy Dogs.” 
They are just “miniatures.” 

Walescott Kennels 
Scottish Terriers Welsh Terriers 

Have at present the best collection to Airedale in color, Fox Terrier in size. 
Large enough for watch dog, small enough 
for the house. Game little companions. 

Puppies from $35 for females to $250 lor Males Puppies trom $25 for females to $75 for Males 

BERNARDSVILLE, N. J. 

] be found in any kennel in the world. 

Ruddington 

Kennels 

CHOW CHOWS 

For Sale and Stud 

Address ae 

on KARBO i DIP M k, New York © CHANG FONG a i 
Peg nates SPECIALLY FOR DOCS A Pekingese that has won his blue ribbon 

is sure death to the Mange parasite at Mineola 
and Fleas. Stimulatesthe Skin Makes 

CHINESE CHOWS ndhnegnienine- neat In anything like numbers, and claim- USED ag tle LARGEST KENNELS. 

Puppies and grown stock for sale. By Celebrated Champion nd for | Circular. Ing wide < pt pularity, only Pomeranians, 

Chinese Chum, and other well-known sires J. W. BARWELL, English Toy Spaniels and Pekingese j (or 

Blue Dragon Kennels, - Great Neck, Long Island Blatchford’s Animal Food Works, Waukegan, III the aristocratic t y “spaniel” of China) 
14 miles from New York City Established at Leicester, England in 16 obtain in this country—as yet. That is 

when the word “Toy” is used in its strict, 

Have A Picture Of Your commonly accepted sense. 

ADDRESS MANAGER 

DOG, CAT OR HORSE r Other varieties of small dogs are 

_ Mes. M. V. Fummegs, the wel coming” all the time, such as the trim, 

ay gy Ae pS perky, spunky little Schipperke (pro- 
Soup or chine @ “itt nounced “Skipperkey”), whose ancestral 
aig ye ~e home is the Netherlands, and the long- 
Ee et ee ee V. FURSESS coated Yorkshire, and Maltese Terrier. 

nya one eames \las, the poor Pug, I fear he must be 
reckoned, for the present at all events, a 
member of the “Down and Out Club”’— 
though he is by no means threatened with 
extinction. He is just one other victim of 

POMERANIAN DOGS and PERSIAN CATS 
The Argent Kennels have for dis- 

posal, exquisite toy pomeranians. All 

: Ww ‘HOW ages and colors; bred from noted winners, that fickle dame, Fashion. 
CHO C also prize winning, longhaired cats and Gaze into the windows of Fifth Ave- 

Registered males and females, also puppies for sale. Apply kittens. Silvers and Whites. Pw nleii ns > alate 
©. J. TOREN Mgr. Greea Acre Kennels, Fairfield, Conn. MRS. CHAMPION nues palaces to-¢ ay, Or my ady s 

Todt Hill Read, Richmond Turnpike, West New barouche, or Limousine car, and reclining 
Brighton, Staten Island, Tel. 97SW West Brighton Firefly. A.K.C. 133794 . . . ° . tas 

TOY WHITE FRENCH POODLES. young at ease either on silken cushion or his fair 
and grown stock. Pedixrocd. reason POMERANIANS owner’s lap, your glance will almost in- 
———.— PETS FOR LADIES As a yet for wife, or daughter 1 variohiw be rei ‘ - di Write your wants ups ee Stee the sprightly frite..°7, danwhter there ie no variably be returned by the black diamond 

; ay and female six months to two years, §45.00 up. sparkling eye of the Pom, or the lustrous 
a THE SHADOW POMS” 142) Elk St., Franklin, Pa. 7 

melting orbs of a Peke, or one or other of 
the “royal” spaniels—King Charles, Prince 

DUNDEE KEN NELS, BULLDOGS AT STUD | Charts, Blenheim or Ruby. 
But don’t run away with the idea that 

in the Pom, the Peke and the Toy Spaniel KHARTOUM, CH. DUNDEE SWASHER, CH. ST. VINCENT, CH. LORD CHANCELLOR? 

FEE, $26.00 FEE, $25.00 FEE, $26.00 FEC, 26.00 you have inert, soulless, useless creatures 
Apply stud cards G G. ANDERSON. MANAGER. HEWLETT. Nav. —fit companions only for human feather- 

brains. Such a description applies to no 
"Phone 1053 Far Rockaway Grown Stock and Puppies for Sale | living dog—and least of all to any one of 

In writing to advertisers please mention House anv Garpen. 
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KENNEL DEPARTMENT 

HOLDFAST KENNELS 
CHAMPION GREAT DANES 

Importers and breeders of 
Harlequin, fawn, brindle and 
black varieties. Owners of 
champions and _ win- 
ners of more valuable 
trophies than any 
other American ken- 
nel specializing in this 
jreed. Pups and ma- 

tured stock for sale 
champions at stud. 

288 Ave. A, New York 

THE ELMS KENNELS, 
AIREDALES. 

A choice litter of healthy farm raised puppies now ready 
to ship, grandsons and daughters of that great Champion, 
Clonmel Monarch. 

At Stud, Loper Eugene Mecoy, A. K.C., 132, 556. 
H. PB. GLEEZEN, Box k, Georgetow~, Mass. 

and 

Airedale Farm Kennels 
SPRING VALLEY, Be NEW eR 

30 miles from New Yor 
) MR. HOWARD KEELER, Owner 
3 This is probably the largest and finest farm home for 
} Airedale Terriers in America. 

THE BEST CHUM FOR CHILDREN 
4 The most intelligent, affectionate and useful dog 

. living. 

Oniy Tue Best Recistrerep Strocx For Sars 
The man who owns an Airedale has at least one loyal frien 

AIREDALE TERRIERS and 

ENGLISH SETTERS 
Sired by the greatest living Champions 

We can sell you Airedale or Setter pup- 
pies of the world’s greatest breeding at 

and u according te uality. 
We breed but a few a a those the best. 

No catalogue. Please =. your wants 
and we will guarantee to please you. 

ELMHURST FARM KENNELS, Kansas 
City, Missouri. Fifty-ninth & Jackson Ave. 

MALTA PURA wiitese TERRIERS 
are the purest blood in the world. Onlv a few dollars 

more gives you a thoroughbred. rolifie Stads. 
Champion of a Sonny for sale - #1500 

LTA PURA 
Gig East 1980/0 — New York. Tel. 3419 Harlem 

“DOGS IN AMERICA” 
Two Dollars Yearly 

The most High-Class organ in 
The American Dog Fancy. Every 
article is written with the Ama- 
teur as well as the Fancier in view. 
Publication office, Port Chester, 
, Me - Editorial Office, 406 
World Building, New York City 

Two Dollars Yearly 

“DOGS IN AMERICA” 

If You Have a Dog 

You Should Read 

FIELD and FANCY 
the only weekly in America de- 

voted exclusively to the dog. 

Sample and Special Trial Sub- 

scription Offer on Application. 

FIELD AND FANCY, 14 Church St., New York City 

the toy breeds I have named so far. Be 
sure of it, they would not enjoy the vogue 
they do—despite the fickleness of fashion 
—if mere beauty of form were all they 
had to recommend them. Remember, too, 
that while in the nature of things, they are ' 
most affected by women, the most success- 
ful breeders of them are of the masculine 
persuasion, and are amongst their most 
ardent champions. As a “watch,” the 
Pomeranian has no superior. The Peke 
is veritably rugged in his vivacity. The 
Toy Spaniel is a fount of love—and should 
you demand more of him, like another 
Charles II, shoulder your gun, and take 
him out to the covert with you. You 
would blush for ever having suspected his 
potential utility. 

The head and face of the Pom are fox- 
like—he has small, erect ears, tapering 
muzzle, dark sparkling eyes, not too wide 
apart, very short body, with his tail or 
“plume” carried flat over the back. He 
has two coats under and over; the one 
soft and fluffy, the other long, straight 
and lustrous. He should have a profuse 
mane and frill. In color he may be white, 
black, blue or gray, brown, sable, shaded- 
sable, red, orange, fawn and parti-colored. 
Very small specimens, between three and 
five pounds, when otherwise typical, are 
most popular. 

Champion Senn Senn Reliance, a cup-winning 
King Charles—one of the most affectionate 
of breeds 

In color the English Toy Spaniels run 
thus: King Charles, black and tan; 
Prince Charles, tri-color, white, black and 
tan; Blenheim, orange and white; Ruby, 
a rich chestnut red, whole-colored. The 
basic points of perfection apply equally 
to all four varieties, but space will not ad- 
mit of further detail in this article. 

Pekes run in all colors—red, fawn, 
black, black and tan, sable, white and 
parti-colored. They have profuse coats, 
especially the mane, the body is heavy in 
front and falls away lightly behind. The 
tail, most generously feathered, should 
be curled well over the loins. The eyes 
are large, lustrous and prominent, and the 
ears heart-shaped, and not carried erect. 
Black masks and “spectacles” round the 
eyes, are additional marks of perfection. 
Pekes are often bred small enough to be 
stowed away in a lady’s muff—but most 
people are content to get them anvwhere 
under a dozen pounds. They are perhaps 

KENNEL DEPARTMENT 

Nowata Pekingese 
Several very beautiful puppies, red, bis- 
cuit, or parti-colored for sale; they are 
small, sweet tempered and housebroken ; 
in their pedigrees are twelve champions. 

At Stud to Approved Bitches 
Nowata Chir.-qua-pin Fee, $25.00 

This little dog is a proven sire and is from the highest 
pedigreed stock. His own last winnings were at the 

Toy Spaniel Clubshow atthe Waldorf Astoria, Decem 
ber Vand 10, where he wasawarded eight special prizes 
and was adjudged the best Pekingese in the show, 
winning over several imported champions of note 

Nowata Kenr els Huntington, L. L., New York 
(Property of Mrs. M_ E, Harby) 

ENGLISH BLOODHOVUNDS 
The most perfect family dog. Companion- 

able, intelligent, affectionate. Natural man 
trailers, easily trained to find any member of 
the family or strangers; long registered pedi- 
grees; always winners on the show bench and 
on the trail. 

I can now offer pups as fine as I ever bred, 
from three of my best pairs, not related. Also 
one imported litter, from the great bitch, 
‘Queen of Hearts,’’ sired by ch. Hordle Ajax, 
the best dog of England for years. 
Illustrated Book two stamps. Photograph 25c, 

J. WINCHELL, FAIR HAVEN, VERMONT 

COLLIES FOR SALE 
An_ exceptionally promising sable and oie d pu T 

months, by B Blue J John Brandane Carmel (sh y Sn Wistiaw 
Leader—Brandane Olive Fuppy has very tong, fiat 
tiful ears and size. make a very gc , 2x 

Also a tricolor bitch puppy—1l0 montha--b3 South ot Blue 
Ben. ~ ch. aa Peacock bitch—has not been seasun, 

Both over distemper. 
Puppies by Southport Blue Ben ex. Biandane Carmel. Apply 

NETHERMUIR COLLIE KENNELS 
MT. CARMEL, CONN 

the hard‘est of the Toy, or Lap dogs. 

In writing to advertisers please mention House anp GARDEN. 

FOR COCKER SPANIELS 
Write to the “Old Reliable” 
HANDSOME BROOK KENNEL 

Franklin, Del. Co., N. Y¥.@ 

Nearly 30 years’ expe- 
rience handling and 
breeding Cockers for 
every class of buyers— 
for house or field. I 
ship at myrisk. State 
wants clearly. Satis- 
faction guaranteed. 

ce 

Do You Want a Dog? 
There are many popular breeds adver- 

tised on these pages by reliable dealers who 
have high bred puppies and stock to 
dispose of. 

This Department is run for the benefit 
of Dog lovers and solicits correspond- 
ence. If you are confronted by any prob- 
lem connected with Dogs write us about 
it and see if we cannot help you out. 

A special advertising rate in this De- 
partment will gladly be quoted to those 
— have dogs of authentic breeding to | 
sell. 

: Mgr. Kennel ot | 

SHETLAND PONIES 
An unceast source 

of pleasure and robust 
health to children. Safe 
and ideal playmates. 
Inexpensive to ee p. 
Highest type. Complete 

outfits. Satisfaction guar- 
anteed. Illustrated catalog. 

BELLE MEADE FARM 
Box 19, Markham, Va. 

' RABBITS AND PET STOCK 
Unrivalled Flemish Giant, Angora, Tan and Polish Rab 
bits Peruvian and Smooth Cavies for fancy or pets 

a Youngsters now for sale, $1.00 up 

- ELM COVE RABBITRY, Creat Neck, L. I. 
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TOO LATE! 
to buy 

© u Wsleie YD 

TOO LATE! 
Chicks if you wish Winter BUFF ORPINGTONS Egys or Little 

=a Bid Layers. 
Breeding Stock for We make a specialty of selling pullets. Let us 
Sale Bargains. tell you about our famous White Diamond Strain 
The best utilitv bird and ors, ( Ny. Leghorns 

mthing fancier a teature PULLETS 

nme mrt ; oad _— also 1000 yearlings and 500 two yea! old breeders. 

a tabie towl there are 

better 

THE VILLAGE POULTRY YARDS, Wilson, N. Y. 
Thernie 

JOE-PYE 
South Norwalk, Conn. 

PRIZE POULTRY, PIGEONS, HARES 
Catelee wish -_ a. F. 0. 37 20 ewes $1.00. Leading varieties. Booklet Free. Send 10 cts. 

e ectua ’ ° for my large illustrated and descriptive ee Address 

photos on request 116 East 28th Street, New York PROGRESSIVE POULTRY YARD 
F. G. WILE, Prop TELFORD, PA. 

a LEONTINE LINCOLN, JR. 

Breeder of 

White Crested Black Polish and Fancy Pigeons 

Eges tor Netching in season, $3.00 Stock always for sale 

American Polish Club, Crested Fow! Breeders 

289 Bank St., P. O. Box 4 

Member As«ociation of America. 

FALL RIVER, Mass. 

150 Acres 

devoted exclusively to the rearing of 

SINGLE COMB 

White Leghorns 
to supply hatching eggs and breeding 

stock produced by unrelated cockerels 

and hens. 

Mountain Eagle Games 
Originated by me. On Top as Pit Winners 

The thriftiest and most beautiful pit game birds on earth to- 
day. 48-page catalogue illustrated with more than 40 half- 
tone pictures free for the asking 

W. S. CHURCH, Summit, N. C. Egee—$8.00 per 100 § ~ per 1000 

Wilson Farm Morristown, N.J. 

Onondaga Minorca Poultry Yard 
Excelsior Strain 

S. C. Black Minorcas 

Prize winners at all the lead 
ing shows. A fine lot of stock 
for sak Exys at half price 
Send for price list and matter 
tor 1910 

Joseph G. Krenn, Prop, 
114 Beecher St , Syracuse, W. Y, 

Woe not have the 

ate ORIN ind 

st successful and 

rotitable Powltry 
House vet evolved by 
f wing the Wittman 
‘ ‘ kront bre Arf 

lM 

Ww. Thad, Wittman 
Allentown, Pa. 

JUMBO SQUAB BREEDERS | 
Are Largest and Fastest Breedera 
guaranteed mated and banded. Money-makers 
everywhere, If you wish to be successful, start 
with Our “JUMBO HOMERS.” Send 4 cents 
in stampa for our large ILLUSTRATED BOOK 

‘How to make MONEY with SQUABS’ 
| PROWISENCE SQUAB Co, 772 Hope St, P ovidence RJ. 

_— 

Every pair 

PHEASANTS, SWANS 
DUCKS, PEAFOWL 

and all kinds of ornamental land and water fowl 

FAIRVIEW FARM ON HUDSON 
Game Park & Pheasantry, HIGHLAND, N. Y. 

that new hen howse of fic up the old one until you get our | lange Rew to 
telling all about the Potter Po try House Fixures, Perfecti 
supeties of a)! ki Potter Fixtures have hee mathe market 
~ualtry keepers. | hey are iete nvenient a sanitar ace | 

Ve now make the 1 dete eat P ‘ K. D ret I 

otc., former ale pw Morgan tary liouwse « f Lemont, lll 
Gyles and» ta ete to-date and chea 

fall to send foo lar ‘ alia t thes 

ng hens 

Bend two red stamps to cover postage on 

> catalog and cirvulara 

DON’T BUILD 
pp. catalog (over roo fMlustrations) 

n Feed Hoppers, Simplex Trap Nests, feeds and 
over 8 years an 4 are used by thousands of 

} ety les and re sizes to fit any hen house, 
BROOD COOPS, 

se OF COO} 

DON’ T Kili: ‘y me 8 aytng ens une he e I Th KK *SYSTI A and pick out the lavers from 

The Potter Syste: 
covery of the cont itry world a sed by eres © poultry beepers y an save dollars 
every year by r sywte ecause y keep only layers. Our new soo pp. book entitled “Don't Kill 
the Laying . n t raisers on the subject of eying and non-laying hens and egg 
Potter Io heey ~ whe te are for 1 articular | 

proctuction. 
try People, and if you are particular and want to make more money on your flock you will write today. 

T. F. POTTER & CO., Box 77, Downers Grove, Illinois 

PIGEON LOFTS 
These are made in ao diferent 

ofany kind you should not 

is the greatest «is 

tisers please mention House ann GARDEN, 

Poultry Enemies 

By M. Roperts CONOVER 

\ HILE vermin are the natural result 
of unsanitary conditions, quarters 

which receive the most fastidious care may 
become infested by the introduction of af- 
flicted fowls. Whatever their origin, they 
must not be tolerated, since they are a 
direct menace to the health and profit of 
the fowls. Strange birds should be exam- 
ined and, if necessary, treated before their 
admission to clean quarters. 

Lice, mites and the gape worm are the 
most common forms of poultry vermin, 
and since they may appear ere the owner 
is aware and breed rapidly in the warm 
weather, it is well to make a midsummer 
cleaning of the house and pens. The pres- 
ence of lice is a constant source of irrita- 
tion to fowls, and the bird usually shows 
a ruffled, untidy condition of plumage and 
a drooping, despondent air. By lifting 
the wings, or examining beneath the soft 
feathers, the lice may be seen moving 
about upon the skin. Flour of sulphur 
should be dusted through the feathers 
three or four times a week. Lice are fre- 
quently fatal to young chicks, as their ten- 
der bodies cannot stand the irritation. 

The mites are not so dangerous as the 
lice, since they do not live continually upon 
the bodies of the fowls, but remain upon 
the perches and walls of the building dur- 
ing the day. The perch mite is a tiny red 
spider and directs its attacks along the legs 

Local applications of kerosene and melted 
lard ointment should cure “scaly leg” 

of the fowls producing an unsightly 
roughness called “scaly leg.” An effectual 
local treatment is the application of an 
ointment made by adding equal parts of 
kerosene and melted lard. This should be 
brushed over the legs and feet with a 
small brush, at least once a week until 
the parks regain their natural appearance. 

All local applications are of no lasting 
value, however, unless the surroundings 
are overhauled. 

Remove all nests and perches and 
burn flour of sulphur or sulphur candles 
in the building. Wash the perches with 
strong soap suds containing one-half pint 
of kerosene to every pail of suds. Burn 
all nesting straw. 
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Prepare a solution as follows :— 
Slake five pounds of lime in a sufficient 

quantity of water—about one pailful. Use 
a deep firkin and stir the bubbling liquid 
with a long stick during the process. Dis- 
solve three pounds of flour of sulphur in 
water, adding enough afterward to make 
ten gallons in all. Pour into a boiler, add 
the slaked lime and boil for four hours, 
stirring from time to time. Apply hot to 
the walls of the hennery, to the nesting- 
boxes and the floor, using a small spraying 
pump. It may be applied with a white- 
wash brush, but in that case, a double 
quantity should be used. The quantity 
suggested should be sufficient to cover two 
hundred square feet of surface. The solu- 
tion is an amber color when applied and 
dries almost white. When dry the perches 
are replaced, and the nests are filled with 
fresh straw, among which a few leaves of 
tobacco should be scattered. 

The dust baths should contain fine, 
clean sand, and a little powdered tobacco 
or sulphur may be mixed into it as a pre- 
ventive. 

A species of vermin known as the gape 
worm often affects young chicks, causing 
them to make a peculiar gaping movement 
in the effort to dislodge the worm from 
the throat. If not removed, the trouble 
will lower the vitality of the chicks. 
Moisten a feather in oil of turpentine or 
kerosene and insert it into the throat, 
twisting it slightly to loosen the worms. 

The gape worm originates in damp 
filthy ground and is picked up by the 
chicks that run thereon. To eradicate it, 
the soil should be sweetened by broad- 
casting it with lime. It should be turned 
with a plow and limed again. Sprinkling 
with a five per cent. solution of carbolic 
acid is also very useful. 

Having obtained a sanitary condition, 
the next aim is to maintain it. Daily re- 
move the droppings from the floor and put 
them into a covered box outside. Sprinkle 
over the floor, clean, fine ashes or sand. 
Examine the poultry frequently, and if 
vermin are found, repeat the local treat- 
ment and fumigate the building. 

The hiding places which crevices and 
rough surfaces afford are very favorable 
to poultry vermin. Perch poles unstripped 
of bark should not be tolerated. If possi- 
ble, have the inside woodwork smooth. 

Admit as much sunlight as possible by 
means of large windows and see that the 
floor of the hennery is free from dampness. 
An earth floor should be five or six inches 
higher.than the outside ground and should 
be underlaid with crushed stone or cin- 
ders.&A board floor must be tight and 
should incline slightly from beneath the 
roosts toward the sunlit front. The roof 
of the building should be a watershed— 
never flat. A dry, sunny, airy poultry 
house will help greatly to prevent the 
question of vermin from presenting itself. 

In the construction of nests, coarse 
wire such as is used for coal sieves, makes 
a strong light support #- the bottom. 
The passage of air throug) this wire bot- 
tom keeps the nesting mat rial dry. 

PRICE 15 CENTS 

THEQC)RcLE 
A Modem Depgermen \agnsme for al Prpyliy 

-—<—~--— 

Is Ready To Go To YOU 

Free from ‘The Circle 
YOU will be glad of this chance, of course, to receive the Free 

Copy of the handsome $2 limp leather Dictionary which is 
ready for you as soon as you tear off the Circle Coupon below 
and send it to us with your two-year subscription. Already 
thousands of fortunate subscribers have received their Diction- 
ary and are delighted with it and with THE Circle. We guar- 
antee that you will be, also, as soon as you receive them. 

"THE CIRCLE Magazine i is the one and only high-class All- 
Family magazine full of the best articles, stories, music, pic- 

tures, and practical departments for men and women, boys and 

girls. It is a perpetual delight to its readers. It breathes the 

spirit of good cheer, inspiration, sympathy and helpfulness to a 
wonderful degree. It is preeminently the kind of magazine 
you want in your home. 

OUR SPECIAL 
SUMMER OFFER 
This newly revised, illustrated 
Dictionary, bound in full seal- 
grain leather, 734 x5 4x 134 
inches, regular price, $2, will 
be given to you Free with a 
a two-year subscription for 
THE CIRCLE Magazine at 
the regular price of $1.50 
a year. Add only 20 cents 
for shipping the Dictionary. 
SEND THIS COUPON 42> 

THE CIRCLE PUBLISHING 
COMPANY 

Madison Sq. New York City 

THE CIRCLE 

PUBLISHING COMPANY 

50 Madison Ave. New York 

Enclosed $3.00 for two years sub- 
scription for THE CIRCLE Magazine 
and 20 cents to pay shipping cost on 
Free copy of Dictionary as offered in adv, 

Name 

Address ... 

By simply 

the floor. 

COMING UP 

MILLER’S AUTOMATIC 

SPACE-SAVING DUMB-WAITER 
A 20th century invention of unique design, economical and 

Sanitary. 

immediate service. 
to the cellar and the top of the waiter again becomes a part of 

Our booklet will show you how easily it can be installed and 
also our price list. 

HAMBURG, PA. 

pressing a button the dumb-waiter is brought into 

By a gentle pressure of the hand it returns 

Made in any size to suit your requirements. 

JOHN H. MILLER 

In writing to advertisers please mention House aNp GARDEN. 
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The Magnificent Country Estate of the Late George Crocker Is Now for Sale 
FY tnteed er is situated in the charming hill country of Northern New Jersey, comprises about eleven 

hundred acres, and offers a rare combination of mountain, wood and stream, with broad expanse of 
fertile field and residential park. On the north and east lies the well-known Havemeyer Estate; be- 
yond it, the village of Suffern, and a little farther on, Tuxedo. Good roads radiate in all directions, 

and the property is easily accessible by motor or by the Erie Main Line (Ramsey station, 3 miles; Suffern, 5 miles). 
While nature has been very lavish here, the late owner spared neither expense nor time in improving and 

beautifying the surroundings, crowning the whole by the erection of one of the most noteworthy private resi- 
dences in America. The residence, modeled largely after a famous English manor house of the Elizabethan 
period, was completed in 1908. It stands on a lofty ridge overlooking a large part of the estate and commands an 
extended outlook, including the picturesque Ramapo valley and mountains. 

Interiors Remarkable for Beauty and Splendid Proportions The Grounds are Spacious and Highly Ornate 

HE. richly carved woodwork is chiefly of English oak, Circassian walnut and HE beautiful terrace front with its grassy slopes, broad stone stairways, and 
Calitorma redwood. Caen stone and marbles are also used in profusion, mirror pool; the extensive vine-covered pergolas and pavilions, which are 
and decorations are the work of artists of high repute. The most impressive integral portions of the Mansion ; and the Stately entrance front, about which 

feature of the interior is the magnificent Great Hall, two stories in height with oak- are grouped a wealth of evergreens, box trees, Japanese maples, flowering plants and 
carved gallery and walls of Caen stone. The fittings of this great room are unusu- shrubs---cannot be adequately described or pictured. the nearby wooded 
ally striking and suitable, including a large built-in pipe organ, extraordinary rugs, slopes and drives are many thousands of rhododendrons. Beyond the lawns are 

hangings and furniture. Here and in other rooms are numberiess art the extensive formal gardens with large fountain pool, then the green- 2 
treasures in bronze, silver, porcelain, wood, ivory and needlework. There houses of extraordinary size and completeness, filled with choice flowers " 
are paintings by great masters, tapestries and embroidenes with histories and rare fruiting vines and trees. An abundance of pure water from an aia * 

and of rare value, and a remarkable collection of Chinese porcelains. artificial mountain lake (a part of the estate) has been piped to every de- 
Throughout the house are many pieces of antique furniture and costly sirable part of the grounds and into every building, with ample pressure and = 

reproductions, equipment for fire protection. The lake is a well socked trout preserve. a * 
: sd =. 

ARLINGTON is for sale, as it @ands, complete in every detail. The offering not only includes the lands, Mansion, farm buildings, 
and many other @ructures, but practically the entire contents of all buildings, the large herd of Jersey cattle and other live stock the 

vehicles and other equipment essential to a large country estate. The property, pending its sale, is maintained in the perfect condition in 
which it was the late owner's pleasure to keep it: —. department in working order; the Mansion itself literally ready for immediate 
occupancy. 4 booklet, containing description by Barr Ferree and a number of exterior and interior views, will be mailed on request. 

PY }. Ample facilities will be afforded for conveyance between the railroad station and the estate on due notice. 

For further information, apply to €. F. Carpenter, Agent, Ramsey, W. J., or to the Executors of the Estate of George Crocker, 60 Wal! St , New York City 

- 
- - » > 

‘Se : n 4 : 7 
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By the edge of the Mianus River. The approach is at the extreme left where the highroad crosses the water 

The Farmhouse Reclaimed 
*SOME OF THE PROBLEMS MET IN REMODELING THE OLD LANDMARKS 

THAT ARE TO BE FOUND NEAR MOST OF THE LARGER EASTERN CITIES 

GITHENS BY ALFRED MORTON 

Photographs by the author and H. H. S. 

[This is the second of two articles by Mr. Githens. The first revealed the wonderful material for country or summer homes lying ready 

to our hands in the well built farmhouses of a century ago.—Ep1Tor. ] 

ing of what should be perpetuated. Back of the golf club in 
Greenwich is one of the larger farmhouses (see frontispiece), 

HERE is a fascination about an old house, but in just what 
consists the charm it is hard to tell. Not in the architec- 

ture only; houses in the same style and just as well designed are 
built every day. Is it in the setting, the choice of location, the 
suggestion of former gardens, an occasional box-tree or a white 

lilac of monstrous size? Perhaps in part; or is it rather in a 
sentimental appreciation of the old for the sake of its age—almost 
a reverence which leads us to see all that is good and gloss over 
the bad? Do we unconsciously feel that new work in an old 

style is an anachronism, an affectation, and therefore prefer the 
old itself, lest such a criticism be raised in our subconscious minds? 

A restoration cleverly done we welcome as a proper revitaliz- 

restored so that all the old one can detect is the kitchen wing. 
Most subtile and difficult is the restoration or adding to an old 
house, but so alluring that one welcomes an opportunity, even if 
it is only in acceding to an editor’s request and experimenting 
with a photograph. This square house, for instance, in a later 
stvle, built in the age of beaver hats and nankeen trousers ; unin- 

teresting in outline and nothing but a box, it needs something to 
change the rigid silhouette and lengthen it; wings, perhaps, with 

bedrooms on the second floor and each a single room below; 
north, a library toward the orchard, and south, a dining-room 

(11) 
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opening on new imaginary gardens; a wider entrance gateway ; 
hedges, shrubs and straight flower beds; a terrace at the floor 

level along the front, with formal bay-trees or Catalpa Bunget to 
break the even white. One is curious to see what the future 
owners will do with it, for the place happens to be for sale, with 
its forty acres in one of the better sections of Greenwich over- 

looking a broad stretch of country. 

Just what an old place of this sort would need in repairs 1s 

difficult to say; sometimes an old house is habitable just as one 
finds it; generally there is no plumbing and one or more bath- 
rooms must be arranged, and if the city supply is not near, a ram 
or windmill provided to pump water to a storage tank from one 
of the old wells. This means a range with a water-back and 
boiler for hot water, at a cost of perhaps three hundred dollars 
for each bathroom and somewhat more than that for the water 
supply. 

A house now square and uninteresting, but with possibilities of de- 
velopment, as suggested on the page opposite 

A heating system will probably be necessary—if it is a small 
house and ducts can be ar- 
ranged, probably hot air; if 

larger, hot water, at somewhere 
near an average cost of sev- 

enty-five dollars a room. It is 
not always necessary promi- 
nently to expose the vertical 
pipes called the “risers” and 

“returns;’ they can be ar- 
ranged in closets, or in corners 

behind a projecting angle where 
they are seldom seen. In an 
old house they cannot be placed 

in partitions, for the old sys- 
tem of house framing placed a 
solid beam in each of the floor 
levels, and pipes cannot pass. 

Electric wiring would cost 
seventy-five dollars or more, 
depending on the number of 
outlets and whether a “knob 
and tube” or a hollow pipe or 
“conduit” system is desired— 
the former the usual type, but 
the latter far better and safer. 
As to general repairs, no aver- 

a » = at 4 age can be made, for various 
sere ~ — ere rs houses cover all ranges of good 

or bad condition. New leaders 

i : 
a 2a e : , ag OO oe a — ‘ 

Pane — = en nee ae So aie law t ie —— . PT GS Ae = S IEG :, 

One of the solutions of a common problem. In old houses the second-story ag, et J sa near the floor, and gutters they generally 
cornic ke th liv: . — - under the cornice, and must be enlarged to make the bedrooms livable need; flooring sometimes laid 

over the old floors. Chimneys 
must be carefully inspeeted, for mortar is apt to have fallen out 
in places. The chimney used for the heater flue must be re-lined 
for at least half the height, past the second-floor beams. If a new 
wing were added, the heater chimney could be placed in it; in 

general it is more economical to place the bathroom, pantry and 
any rooms that require especial fitting there. 

The other altered photograph—the lower one on page 13— 
presents a typical local farmhouse in one of the excellent sites 
they seem invariably to have chosen; this one on an eastern hill- 
side at a turn in the road. A west wing might be added; the 
old terraced farmyard converted into a formal garden, with 
pergola or arbor at the edge overlooking the valley and stream 
helow. One is eager to attack the briar patch along the road and 
rebuild the ragged stone wall or plant a hedge in place of it. 

“@ > Pruning here and there, sawing off dead limbs, clearing weed- 

yt pate pe cenaan billeide overtaking the volley ond pris oe Tio @ patches and a fresh coat of paint on the house—these count out 

garden and lawn might be developed as shown opposite of all proportion to their cost. 

wr 
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The square house on the opposite page as it would appear if new wings were added and the approach bvdtenst 

The old terraced farmyard, planted as a garden, with a pergola along the oie of he hill 
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The long sloping roof on the Mianus house has something of the 
quality familiar in the Dutch Colonial work 

2 ~ 

There is one difficulty often met; the second-story windows 

under the eaves or cornice are too small. Sometimes, as in the 

house just mentioned, they are high and their sills may be cut 

down; sometimes they are near the floor and must be raised; a 

ection of the cornice might be lifted and the roof up from it 

given a flatter pitch, or the cornice boldly broken and a gable 
built over cach window as in the house illustrated in the middle 

of page 12. It is perhaps the most satisfactory of the several 
solutions, but the house must be long and low to stand it and too 

many gables must not be introduced. In the case cited the center 

window has been left as it was 

A farmhouse developed along bungalow lines. The porch posts are 
rough tree-trunks 

The House with the Pine Tree at the edge of the Mianus 
Valley is of this type (see top of page 15), singularly beautiful 
in its architecture and well worth adding to. Another is opposite 
a reach of the Mianus where the river road crosses the stream. 
Like many of these old places, it is not near a station, but with 
a motor car one or two miles is hardly regarded, and the best 
of the old houses are gradually being taken up and converted 
with more or less success. This house is small and plain, but 
one must look far to find a site with such possibilities ; sheltered 
from the northwest wind by gently sloping farm land, its lawn 
extends to the river edge, an invitation for someone to try his 

7 age 1. $ een EX 

\ ‘$ 

A nearer view of the house shown in the heading on page 11. The house is quite small but there is always the opportunity to add new wings 
in conformity with the old work 

i 
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hand at planning 
a garden on vari- 

ed levels, at de- 

veloping the ap- 
proach or adding 
to the house. 

Another of the 

type has been 
curiously altered. 
An old farmhouse 

turned into a bun- 

galow sounds ab- 
surd, yet it has 
been attempted 

(top of page 14) ; 
rough tree-trunks 
are used as col- 

umns and a ver- 

anda built almost 

around, It is 

rather attractive 

in certain ways, 

with its curious 

cru-ed - mulber- 

ry cuior that tones 
in with the pink apple blossoms. 
perhaps always an attraction. 

Pa 
-_ 

That is the quality of the old 
Dutch houses with their long curved roofs, a type non-existent 

“The House with the Pine Tree” calls for a solution of the problem presented in the small 
second-story front windows 

It is low, with sloping roofs, date,” for they are distinctly “practical” in that vicinity. 

them bought twenty bed-springs “dirt cheap” in Long Island and 
shipped them across the sound to mend gaps in his stone walls! 

in this part of 
Fairfield County, 
unless the Mianus 
house (top of 

page 14) is an 
example of it; 
a beautiful old 
house and pa- 
thetic withal, for 
Mianus village 
has engulfed it 
with wretched 
houses and it has 
fallen into an ig- 
noble old age. 

Immense wistar- 
ias that covered 

the entire gable 

end were. cut 

down last year, 
dear knows why! 
—when they 
think it worth 
while they will 

“make it up to 
One of 

A Shrubbery Group of Wild Things 
HOV? THE PROBLEM OF HARMONIZING A NEW HOUSE WITH ITS SITE WAS 

SOLV: D BY NATIVE SHRUBS DUG UP FROM THE WOODS AND ROADSIDES 

HEN the new house in the suburbs was fairly finished 
and they had moved in, not a dollar was left over; in 

fact, the man who came to do some extra tinkering on the cis- 
tern had to Le paid, for the time being, with a promise. 
these circumstances, there was nothing of course for shrubs. 

Anil perhaps it was just as 
well that it was so, for other- 
wise they never would have 
found what glories were all 
around them. It was sum- 
mer, so of course, nothing 
could be planted until fall. 
Even then the expenditure of 
every cent of the family in- 
come had been planned for 

months to come, 
That is how She came to 

say, “We'll dig up that Thorn- 
apple tree we used to see when 

we came out to watch the 
house grow.” It was on a 
stretch of wild woodland on 
their way to the city, and had 

attracted their attention in the 
spring by its wealth of snowy, 
fragrant bloom. 

BY E. P. CAHOON 

Photographs by N. R. Graves and others 

Under 

An Elderberry bush was one of the shrubs marked for transplanting 
—one of loveliest though least appreciated native shrubs 

And that set them thinking of other lovely things they had 

seen, and set them marking these same shrubs that they might 
distinguish the right ones in the fall when the bloom foliage 
would be lacking, and they should come to transplant them. 

In their Sunday afternoon walks they soon found a fine pink 
Meadow Sweet, which is 
really a beautiful native Spi- 
rea (S. salicifolia). They 
marked it, and, at the same 
time, a high-bush Cranberry 

(Viburnum Opulus), with a 

little strip of red cloth, and 
two months later found the 
birds had fancied and had 
carried the strip away to add 
a bright note to their nest- 
dwellings! So next time the 
two marked the shrubs with 
a bit of shingle tied on with a 
wire. 

“We'll plant all this end 
of the lot with wild things,” 
said She, “and when we can 
afford it we'll plant the west 
end of the place with nursery 
stock,” said He; and so it was 
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different appear- taking up in the 

The wild Aster can be dug up from the road- ance fall. 
side and will thrive under cultivation They “now be An Elderberry 

prepare | the soil b working it into shape as 1f they were expect- 

The Black-eyed Susan is another flower that 
we would import if it did not grow plen- 
tifully in the fields 

settled. In the 

meantime the west Honeysuckle vine 
end of the lot was and these they like- 
plain lawn of in- wise marked for 

brush, a_ yellow 

gan in earnest,and bush (Sambucus 

ing a carload of things trom a nursery In the summer evenings 

He spaded the ground and - pe eS 

: | } a= ‘ ~ LW Merth 
brok« up all lumps Lhe \ 

o ie e Me 

| i } 
\ 

outlined the plantation in a \s a 

ort of irregular border such + P £ 

, ' t | ae 

as they had seen in the lan House orn ( 

| > 

scape work of neighboring Iw . = 

n 

plac 

iS Sea 

Qjur shrubs grew in the Lawn Sal 

woods: we'd better get some | pe 

old decaying leaves, and som« Well 5 

" elmer! . CJw 
leaf-mould So they hired a Boy Pc <. zt 

boy to scrape up and draw to “ Arch aa 

hy i? | ° i) i i le 
‘PA PA 

the garden a load of leat “ J ; Go 

mould, and the mistress went am » : bec % ¥ 

with him to the woods as ofh WR HC f aU os 

WR WR ~ Cc HC 
cial overseer to be sure the 7 ) South ex os. T Go > 

oA P ? as. ted ov Ps £ 

boy scraped and collected only a x= 

. , The shrubbery border as finally planted appeared thus: 
the fine, soft black substance W W oodbine D. B.—Dog Bane G.—Wild Grape 

. y the ) ‘ ( Clematis B. \ Blue Vervain B.—White Birch 
trom the top ot the wor lland Pp r ~~ B.S Black-eyed Susan GB Gooseberry 

- “ = , 1) { iH. ¢ High-bush Cranberry \ \sters Co, { ornus earth—the true leaf-mould H. C—High-bush Cra F —Elder \ —Therseneie (iewtherse) 

\ little sand, which the M. S.—Meadow Sweet r. S.—Tall Sumach B. H.—Black Haw 
Cet ‘ len ! ~ Shrub Sumach P.A Prickly Ash 

plasterer had left, was mixed 

with this soil for the sake of 

drainage, and this load of 

leaf-mould with a small load 

of fertilizer from a barnyard 

nearby was well mixed into 

it by turning with a fork and 

spade, The ground then had 

to be left to warm and soften 

in the summer sun, with only 

a digging over each two or 

three weeks to turn the weeds 

under In the fall it was in 

excellent condition 

\t the edge of a swamp 

down the road, not far away, 

they found a Black Haw 

(Viburnum prunifolinm), and 

near it, among the Hazel 

B. S.—Bitter Sweet 

* m & oS ee - 2 

The tall Sumach has not only the merit of rich fern-like summer ver- 
dure but crimson fruits in fall and winter 

A white Clematis may occasionally be found 
on an old tree stump or fence 

Canadensis) was trailing its black berries from a fence corner as 
they passed on one of their long tramps, and that, too, was 

promptly marked for trans- 
planting. Coming home they 
saw at a little distance a thicket 
of wild Plums, so they went 
nearer to see if there were 
small trees among them. In 

addition to the plums there 
were three or four Cornel 

(Cornus Mas) bushes that 
bear such beautiful blue-black 
berries, each on a small crim- 
son stem. 

Sumach (Rhus Canadensis 
and Rhus cotinoides) was easy 
to get, and very desirable for 
its vivid color in the autumn; 
and finally some Prickly Ash 
(Xanthoxrylum Americanum) 
showed its scarlet seeds from 

the bushes along a country 
road, and was tagged care- 

fully for transplanting, 

Bitter Sweet (Celastrus 
scandens) and Woodbine 
(Ampelopsis —quinquefolia) 
were not hard to find, for the 
mistress knew the limestone 
ledge was the kind of place 
the first would likely haye for 
a home, and Woodbine (or 

Virginia Creeper) is likely to 
be found wherever a bit of 
woods has for a few years 
been left undisturbed. 

A Gooseberry bush was the 
find of another tramp one day, 
and marked for transplanting. 
And truly, when it was in 
place and sent out its clear-cut 

(Continued on page 56) 
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A stone wall along the highway changed the old inn into a country home. A driveway entrance leads around to the end of a wide porch 
overlooking the rear lawn 

The Sorrel Horse Inn Reborn 
THE MAKING OF A DISTINCTIVE COUNTRY HOME NEAR RADNOR, PENNSYLVANIA, FROM AN INN 

THAT WAS USED BY OFFICERS OF THE CONTINENTAL ARMY DURING THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR 

| bop England a man about to build for himself a home will, as 
a rule, look eagerly over the property on which it is to stand, 

to see whether there is not some old building upon it that might 
serve as the basis of the new work. If it is possible for him to 
remodel and add to an exist- 
ing structure, no matter how 
dilapidated its condition, he 
counts himself a _ fortunate 
man. The matter of economy 
does not enter into the ques- 
tion at all; the remodeled 
country seat may cost more 

in the end than a new house 
would, but the former will be 
far more likely to meet his 
ideas of what a home should 
be. With an entirely new 
house, the place may be 

brighter, cleaner, more sani- 

BY JARED STUYVESANT 

Photographs by H. H. S. 

Barclay Farm’s herd of Ayrshire cattle is known the country over 

(17) 

tary, more conveniently planned, but with a remodeled old house 
there is an atmosphere about it that is absolutely foreign to new 

stone walls or unseasoned woodwork. It is a difficult thing to 
define, but it is no less certainly present about any place that has, 

in part at least, become soft- 
ened by time and weather and 
made a more intimate part of 
the land itself. Anything that 
has been in existence for a 
considerable time is sacred to 

the Englishman — buildings, 
laws, customs. He has in him 

something akin to the Japan- 
ese ancestor worship, but the 
former is a feeling that we 
of the Western world can 
more readily understand and 
sympathize with. 

And we in America are 
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painted woodwork of the interior had 
a distinction in its simple dignity that 
architects despair of attaining, and the 
place stood serene under the shelter of 
trees that only a century could grow. 

Then there was the atmosphere of 
historical associations about the old 
landmark. As far back as the time of 
the Revolutionary War the inn was 
well established and known the coun- 
try around. When the Continental 
Army moved from Valley Forge to 

Chester, during the occupancy of Phila- 
delphia by Lord Howe, the patriot offi- 
cers had spent their evenings in the tap 
room of the Sorrel Horse Inn planning 

their movements for the coming days, 
and the upper bedrooms were filled to 
overflowing. 

Very little had to be done, after all, 
to make the old inn conform to modern 

A glimpse of the driveway entrance porch from the semi-formal garden. The photograph was needs for a country home. The remod- 
taken too early in the spring to show the garden at its best eling, which was done under the super- 

vision of Messrs. G. W. 
and W. D. Hewitt, archi- 
tects, consisted largely in 
the restoration of dam- 
aged woodwork and the 
installation of modern 
plumbing, heating and 
drainage systems. 

A stone wall along the 
road side secured the de- 
sired privacy, while the 
rear, with a large porch, 
was given a more rational 
connection with the broad 

, : stretch of lawn under the 
rather than the trees It At the lower side of the great rear lawn stands the old spring house old trees at the rear and 
shows itself in a revert 

just beginning to develop 

this same feeling of rev 

erence for that which has 

been honored by time. It 

begins to show itself in a 

new attitude towards old 

trees: a tew years ago we 

would have cut down the 

century-old monarchs in 

order that our puny little 

dwelling might occupy 

the exact center of its 

plot, whereas now wt 

would move the house - ; ® iw i 

ence for old furniture, old books, old 

landmark \ll this is evidence that a 

very young people is gaining in wis 

dom and in years. The first mad rush 

is spent and we are slowing down to 
a speed that permits us to enjoy some 

thing of the landscape as we pass by. 
he country home that ts illustrated 

herewith is that of a man who was one 

of the first to reach this stage of our 
national development. \ number of 

years ago, when most of us had our 

axes out chopping down the big trees 
that we might put up our brand-new 
clapboard cottages, Mr. George H. Mc- 

Fadden's eves were opened to the fact 

that a very old and very dilapidated inn 
along the post road between Philadel- 
phia and Lancaster had 1m it the pos- 

sibilities of a charming country home. 

The fact that the old stone building 

stood directly alongside the public road 
dismayed him not at all. Of greater mo- 
ment was the fact that the thick walls 
of weather-worn stone had acquired 
a quality that modern building ingenu- 
ity could not hope to match, the white- Most of the bedrooms have the outlook over the clover lawn opposite the post road front. The 

rear door to the hall appears at the right 



One end of the living-room with its window overlooking the garden. The mantel ornaments carry out the consistent scheme of 
Dutch Colonial furnishing 

% 

The old tap room with its smoke-blackened beams and dark oak wainscot has been made the dining-room 
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A view from the central hall looking down into the 
The conservatory lies beyond room 

west or living-room end 

lhe old tap room, 

everal steps lower than 

the main floor ot the 

house was very consist 

ently made the dining 

room. Its worn wooden 

floor was replaced with 

one of small dull red 

hand-made tiles, some 

of which bear a raised 

pattern. On the ceiling 

the heavy smoke-black 

ened beams of oak re 

main, standing out in 

bold relhef against the 

white ceiling, From one 

end of this room a con 

servatory opens, its glass 

up 

graceful curve from overt 

roof sweeping im a 

the low outer benches to 

the stone wall of the 

service wing 

Up the steps from the 
dining-room, and across the 

central hall that runs trom 

front to rear, lies the living 

room, and back of it a recep 

tion that 

The main approach to 
ot 

the 

porch 

room is almost as 

large 

the estate being by 

the 

house 

way 

drive, one enters 

the rear 

and finds the reception room 
trom 

nearest the door 

Throughout the house the 

turniture, wall coverings, 

prints 

ornaments 

hangings, framed and 

many quaint are 

and 

the 

so thoroughly consistent 

make 

r one of the most 

harmonious as to 

whole interi 

tiled dining- 

In the bedrooms, as on the main floor, the furniture and hangings are Dutch 
Colonial 

From the wide porch on the rear, one looks out over a great ex- 
panse of lawn shaded by the century-old trees about the house 

An arched opening separates the reception room from the stairway 
end of the hall 

distinctive in America. 

It is well known that the 
eastern end of Pennsyl- 
vania was settled largely 

by the Dutch and the 
Germans. The furnish- 
ing of Barclay Farm, as 

Mr. McFadden’s place 
is called, shows the most 
interesting blending of 

Colonial pieces with 
those of Dutch flavor. 
And this is carried out 
even to the quaint little 
china figures on table 
and mantel- shelf, the 
curious blue plates over 
the dining-room wains- 
cot, and the old lanterns 
hanging from the tap 
room beams. 

Mr. McFadden’s es- 
tate is primarily a farm, 

that is known the country 
over for its herd of Ayrshire 

cattle. The house is consid- 
ered merely as an adjunct to 
the farm, not the farm to it, 
and is occupied not merely as 
a summer home but more or 
less during the entire year. 

Isn’t there something more 
than an interesting home 
here? To me it presents a 
striking object lesson upon 
our opportunities in seeking 
out and using some of the 
picturesque old stone mills, or 
even barns, that lie ready to 

hand—that we may weave 
into our new home something 
of the atmosphere that time 
alone brings. 
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The spring and pillar box interrupting an old stone 
wall in a small English village 

This distinctive fountain and 
signed primarily for birds. 

An effectively located wall fountain 
and pool. F.C. Brown, architect 
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A terra-cot:a drinking fountain at the end of a rustic pergola on the 
Hutchinson estate, Lake Geneva, Wis. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR 

A wall fountain as the central 
panel in a fore-court wall 

ool in Rochester was de- 
laude Bragdon, architect 

We have far too few public drinking fountains such 
as give an atmosphere to older countries 

Few features are so well adapted for 
axial terminals in a formal garden 

— edly iron Drea 

The pool and its wall fountain source in the garden of Montalto near 
Florence, Italy 

WALL FOUNTAINS 

« 



Blending Architecture and Nature by Planting 
THE IMPORTANCE OF CLIMBING VINES IN LANDSCAPE WORK, WHETHER FOR THE 

GREAT ESTATE OR THE TINIEST COTTAGE—THE RIGHT AND WRONG USE OF VINES 

BY GRACE TABOR 

Photographs by Nathan R. Graves and others 

he nin 1 Si Viss Tabor on the subject of landscape gardening as applied to the American home of moderate size. Preced- 

, rticles in the series ha ippeared under the titles: “Utilizing Natural Features in Garden Making” (Oct., 1909); “Getting Into a Place” (Nov.); 

rmal or Informal Gardens” (Dec.); “Screening, Revealing and Emphasizing Objects or Views” (Jan., 1910) ; “Boundary Lines and Boundary Plant- 
ne (} Planting Tre yr Aw, Light and Shade” (Mar.) ; “Planting Shrubs for Mass Effects” (Apr.); “The Part Flowers Play in Garden and 

ind V/ ( t further details and planting information will be gladly answered.—Epitor] 

| . would scarcely appear at with any sense of real satis- 
first glance that vines need faction. 

occupy the attention of the But vines themselves are 
landscape gardener for ver) formal and informal in their 
long, or that they hold a place habits, quite the same as other 
very peculiarly their own in plants; and they must there- 

landscape work, Yet they are fore be chosen to suit the 
possibly the one class of plants place which they are to occupy 
upon which we are dependent and the material which is to 
more than any other, in every be their support. Then, too, 
circumstance, and whether the they are quite different one 
work to be done is very great from another in other ways, 
and pretentious or very humble and the qualities which distin- 
and modest. For vines—or to guish them in these other 
speak more accurately, climbers 

are a paramount necessity at 

the very beginning 

Nature, sober, staid and 

dignified, objects, I take it, to 

being surprised. Witness how 

aloof she holds herself from 

any newly finished work of 

man, until even the most unim 

fee] her absence and 

are chilled. And of course the 

work 

aginative 

It is only when we appeal to Nature through planting that she takes 
away from the work of man’s hands the crude lines of artificiality 

ot man must be a sut 

prise! Perhaps it is even a 
presumption—certainly it is ar 

tifcial and unnatural—and pos — 3 

sibly her averted face is no 

more indeed, than a very justly 

deserved rebuke 

But, however that may be, if man, with understanding of 

Nature's peculiarities and acknowledgment of his own crude- 
ness, will offer her the apology which is implied in an appeal to 

All her resources are 
immediately at his disposal and the exquisite fabrics of her looms 
are flung with careless grace here or hung with rich splendor 

there, according to the need. Airy draperies and heavy there are 
enough kinds to suit the demands of every place and occasion ; 

encourage her to spread them—that is all she needs. 
In common parlance and dropping lofty metaphor — plant 

vines—that is appealing to her for aid. Plant them first of all 

and plant them plentifully around new buildings. And plant 
them as soon as the builders have gone, quite independent of 
whatever other work may be intended and quite independent of 
the garden design, Whether a place is large or small, formal or 
informal, matters not at all so far as this detail is concerned ; the 
vital thing is that every building must have vines upon it to 

impart that sense of oneness with the earth which ts the first 
essential. Until this is acquired the eye will not rest upon it 

her tor aid, she is graciousness itself. 

{2 > 

ways must guide very consid- 
siderably in their planting. 

In the first place, though 
we speak generally of “vines” 
and though all vines are 
climbing plants, all climbing 
plants are not by any means 

vines ; and in the second place, 
all do not “climb” unassisted. 

Climbers are defined as weak- 
stemmed, tall-growing plants 
which are incapable of rising 
from the earth without sup- 
port. Of this very general 

class the true vines lift them- 
selves; the others are simply 

prostrate unless lifted. 
The means by which vines 

lift themselves are the determining factor as to their use, and 
these means are three in number. Some twine bodily around 

their support, some catch it with tendrils or twining leaf stalks, 
and some cling to it with aerial rootlets, or with numerous tiny 

sucker-like disks provided for the purpose. 
The latter of course are the vines which furnish the dense, 

compact and beautiful wall coverings—the most formal growth 
that there is; the Ivies ascend in this way, also the “clarion- 
flowered” Trumpet Creeper. Morning-glories and Wistaria are 
twiners — note that they are more airy and careless in their 
growth—while the Grape in both its ornamental and its purely 
utilitarian forms, is an example of those still more careless 

growers which draw themselves to their support with coiling 
tendrils. 

The so-called climbing Roses do not climb at all, but must 
be helped up and tied to their support; the Matrimony Vine, so 
often found in old gardens, is at a similar disadvantage, but this 
is usually planted where it may fall over a wall and in such a 
position needs only to be let alone. A variety of the familiar 

) 
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Forsythia, which has slender, pendulous 
branches, is practically as much of a 
climber as either of these, though it is 
all too seldom used as such; this is suited 
to a similar location against a wall. And 
there are numerous hardy plants listed 
as prostrate shrubs which send out long 
runners quite the equal of many reputed 
climbers. 

Of course, only the class of climbers 
which actually hold fast to a surface by 
disks or rootlets, are entirely independ- 

ent of a trellis or support of some sort; 
but on the other hand, this very quality 
of close surface clinging makes its pos- 

unsuitable for sessors use in many 
places. The grip of the tiny disks or 
rootlets carries the plant over and 
around an object until it is practically 
lost to view—and that is going a little 
too far. A shapely white column, for 
instance, is lovely when ornamented by 
a green tracery that shows against it— 
but clumsy when obscured by a thick, 
verdant blanket that destroys its outline. 

For, after all, though Nature is to be 
placated as far as possible, we cannot allow her to obliterate 
our abodes. 

Generally speaking, all porch vines should be provided with 

a trellis to climb on—and right here let me say that the orna- 
mental possibilities of various forms of trellis are rarely taken 

obscure its support 

For the drapery.of columns select one of the 
lighter, more graceful vines that does not 

advantage of as I should like to see them, 
and as they very easily might be. There 
is a permanent beauty in a well designed 
and well constructed permanent support, 
that frankly takes its place and makes no 

attempt to hide when the plant which it 
supports does not conceal it, that deserves 
more consideration than it usually re- 
ceives. Strings and chicken wire are not 
to be despised in their place, but the dig- 
nity of heavy-growing and profuse-bloom- 
ing hardy climbers requires something 
worthier than these to support it—and 
this something should always be built. 
The architecture of a building will usually 
suggest the form and the design to be 
adopted, and some architects, indeed, in- 
clude such suggestions in their elevation 

drawings for a house. 
Vines over a porch, however, whether 

suported on a trellis or climbing directly 
on the uprights which sustain the roof, 
should always follow the lines of construc- 
tion and should never open 
spaces between columns or uprights, nor 
should they be allowed to fill these by 

hanging over them from above. 
-rimarily a vine is a drapery and should be treated as such. 

Where it is wanted for shade it should be trained over an 
awning-like framework or extension to a porch roof, rather than 
in a dense, vertical wall that closes the porch in from light and 

vnc il 

cross the 

The right and the wrong way to plant vines around a porch. In their rightful place vines should embellish and not conceal architecture, nor 
should they be so dense upon any part of the porch as to cut off the air 
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air and view. Vines 

clothing walls 

should likewise be 

trimmed sharply 

away around case- 

ments and other 

openings; indeed 

the effect is better 

if they are not al- 
lowed to cover an 

entire wall surface 

but are restraimed 

at suitable points 
so that the wall 

itself is visible for 

perhaps a third of 
its area. [he con- 

trast between wall 

and foliage is usu 

ally more pleasing 
than the unbroken 

expanse of green 
and cornice lines, 

corners and angles 

here and _ there 

should always be 
left uncovered to 

reveal unmistakab 

ly the definite form 

and strong, sharp 

If you plant English Ivy on a stone wall or outline of a build- 
brick wall keep it trimmed back from the Ing 
window openings and do not let it obscure The use of 
the entire surface flowering climbers 

avainst a house is never a source of any particular pleasure to 

the dwellers therein, for the blossoms are borne where they 

cannot be seen excepting from without. It is well to bear this 

in mind in selecting and planting—not that it is a reason for not 

planting flowering climbers, but rather 

that it 1s a reason for planting two of 

them—one against the house, if you 

will, and one against a trellis or arbor 

or outbuilding, where it can be seen 

from the house 

It isa good rule to kee] the green 

and leafy vines for the dwelling, how 

ever, because of their freedom from 

insects and the absence of litter in the 

shape of falling petals and flowers 

Roses require spraying invariably, 

and other flower-bearing climbers are 

apt to—and itt 1s a great nuisance to 

accomplish this where they are trained 

against a surface which may be 

stained by the spray 

Climbers are the one means whereby 

Nature's green may creep up and 

cover foundation walls where they 

rise from the ground—and that is the 

particular place where they need cov- 
ering. The work of garden construc 

tion on any place is well begun when 
plants to furnish this cover are once 

established. The planting of shrubs 
later, at points along a foundation, is 

the place as. a 
whole — and must 

wait for such plan 
to be matured. 

\s a first step, 

then, it is safe to 

Say that Boston 

Ivy ampelopsis 

tri uspidata ) or 

one of its varieties, 

may always take 
tts place on a 

building's sunn) 
side, while English 

Ivy (Hedera He- 
fix) may be used 

where no sun will 

reach, if one 

wishes. The Eng- 

lish Ivy is more 
formal in growth 

of the two and 1s 

therefore especially 

suited to buildings 

of a very formal 
nature or style, but 
its hardiness in 

this climate de- 

pends on its being 
protected from the 
warmth of the sun 

during cold weath- 

er—the sun kills it, 
not the cold—and 

There is a wonderful opportunity in specially 
designed lattice work as a support for 
vines in place of the chicken wire or string 
that is too often seen 

this of course renders its general use on all sides of a structure 

out of the question. 
On buildings other than dwellings several vines may some- 

times be mingled with good effect, if the right kinds are chosen. 

; “Wyck,” a famous old home in Germantown, where a 
a matter to be decided by the plan of trellis for vines covers the whole wall 

With those which, like the Honey- 
suckle, are inclined to be bare of foli- 
age near the ground this combination 
planting is indeed quite essential to a 
pleasing result. Clematis also needs 
the leafiness of some companion to 
make up for its own lack of foliage, 

especially low on the stems. 
Combinations to insure all-summer 

bloom are easily worked out, while 
striking hedges made up of a tangle 
of two or three like Honeysuckle and 
Wistaria, supported by and mingling 
with the common wild rose of the 
fields and roadsides (Rosa lucida) or 
the even loveher Michigan Rose (Rosa 
setigera) that form a practically im- 
penetrable barrier, will grow almost 

for the planting. They require more 
ground, to be sure, than an ordinary 
fence, but they are a garden in them- 
selves, and the only care they need is 

the cutting away of enough of all 
three annually to prevent them from 
choking each other. The Honeysuckle 
will require the severest pruning usu- 
ally, being a rampant grower. 

(Continued on page 54) 



If the lily-pond must be an artificial one, try to preserve the semblance of nature by concealing the cement edge with rushes and the many 
available ornamental grasses 

Making a Water-Garden 
HOW EVERYONE MAY HAVE A LILY-POND IN HIS OWN YARD—WHAT 10 

GROW IN IT—SOLVING THE WATER SUPPLY AND MOSQUITO PROBLEMS 

BY Mary H. 

Photographs by the author, J. 

A! IL. mankind loves a garden, but comparatively few of us 
realize the charm of water-gardens, because they are so 

rare. Their beauty needs only to be seen in order to be appre- 
ciated. Three 

reasons have been given me by three different persons :—First, 
ignorance of their construction; second, an exaggerated idea of 
their cost; third, fear that the more or less stagnant water would 
breed mosquitoes! 

Then why are they not more commonly seen? 

As to the last objection, its futility causes one to smile. Put 

a few goldfish into your pool, and they will take care of the 
mosquitoes. ' Moreover, freeing the pool of mosquitoes will be 
to them a joy and not a duty, for the young larve are their 
favorite food. Sunfish will perform this office just as well as 
goldfish can, and, if less beautiful, they are also less expensive 
and more hardy. Do not, however, make the mistake of putting 
both kinds in at the same time, or your dainty little goldfish will 
fall an immediate prey to their stronger and more voracious 

neighbors. 

Now as to the construction of a water-garden, the scheme is 
really very simple. Fortunate is the person who has a small 
stream running through the premises, part of which can be 
diverted from its original channel, and coaxed to form a thing 
of beauty in some pleasant nook of the garden or lawn. With 

H. McFarland Co. 

NORTHE ND 

and others 

a natural brook, however small, to furnish the theme, we 

produce numberless aquatic variations. 
can 

There can be miniature 
cascades and moss-grown rocks, carefully shaded banks draped 
in Stonecrop and Maidenhair fern, a mossy log spanning the 
stream at one spot and a vine-clad rustic bridge at another. 

Between the bridges the water may widen out into shallow pools, 
carefully planned in their details, but so very natural in their 

cumulative effect! Around the edges of these pools we set our 
roots for a bog garden. In the pools we have only to start 

roots of our native white Pond Lily or the pink Pond Lily that 
comes from Cape Cod. Both are perfectly hardy. Planted in 
a natural basin, such as I have described, they will take care of 
themselves in winter as in summer, and can need no possible 

attention from us, unless it be to thin the plants if they increase 
and fill the pool. 

Goldfish, sunfish or minnows will improve such a stream. 
You can even keep young trout, if you choose. But in any event, 
whatever your fish may be, to guard against loss you must screen 
with fine wire netting the passageway by which the water enters 
your land, and also that by which it leaves it. 

Now you may say that you have no natural stream that can 
be persuaded to cross your grounds; that if you had, you would 
at least give this experiment a fair trial. Are you sure that 

(25) 
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A natural water supply is not necessary; rains and a hose will keep a small pool fresh, and 
the occasional overflow will benefit the lawn or the edging of bog plants 

there is no unfailing spring or 
pond, situated on ground a little 
higher than your house-lot, from 

which a pipe can be laid to yout 
place at small expense? 

One of my pleasant memories 

is of such a case Che pipe runs 

from a pond in the hills to the 
north of the premises, and en 
ters the grounds through a re 

taining wall of roughly-shaped 
boulders laid in cement rhe 

iron head of an ugly gnome is 

fitted into this wall, and the out 

let of the pipe is at the gnome’s 
hideous mouth. The water falls 

himself, at odd times, and. looked upon 
it as a recreation. He first dug a shal- 
low basin, elliptical in shape and with 
gently sloping sides. Its depth at the 
edge was two feet, but the middle was 
fully six inches deeper than the edge. 
This basin he lined with a coating of 
cement, fully an inch thick, using the 
good old formula of two parts of sand 
to one of cement, and made it water- 
tight. Then he bought a few butter 
firkins, sawed off the staves about the 

topmost hoops, and wired them, to 
make them stronger. In the tubs thus 
formed he placed a very rich compost 
of scrapings from a cow-yard, mixed 
with garden loam. In one tub he 
planted roots of Water Hyacinths; in 
two others, roots of white Water Lil- 

ies; and in one, pink Water Lilies of 

the variety mentioned before. He then 
filled up his artificial pond by means of 
his garden hose, and put in two dozen 
goldfish. 

Not content with this success, he 
then dug all about his newly made pond 
a trench six inches deep and fully two 

feet wide. He cemented this in 
just the same manner described, 
and filled it with very rich loam 
mixed with black meadow muck, 

until it was level with the sur- 
face of the lawn. The overflow 
from his mimic pond keeps this 
bog garden saturated, and in it 
all manner of semi-aquatic plants 
are thriving finely. He enjoys 

this bog garden best for the rea- 
son that it is never so full of 
beauty as to hold no more. From 

every fishing excursion he brings 
back new specimens to add to 
the collection already flourishing 
there. So he has Jack-in-the- 
> . = 

into a shallow basin of perfectly The ideal water-garden is formed by a brook and a chain of Pulpit, Arethusa, Calopogon, 
' 

clear water, in which mav be 

seen stones of varied and beauti- 

ful colors, kept clean by frequent scrubbings with a hand 
brush. Goldfish sport about, but there is no vegetation in this 

pool The limpid clearness of the water, with the beauty 
of the fish and the ornamental stones, furnish sufficient 

attraction 

Vines are trained against the rock wall, and about the basin 

just described, hes a bog garden, filled with trailing cranberries, 

starry white Arrowhead, quaint Pitcher Plant and Sundew. 

lhe overflow from this basin directly under the spout is 

guided, by means of a visible channel paved with cement in 

which cobblestones lie imbedded, to a second basin at a some- 

what lower level. Here we find a real water-garden, comprising 

three kinds of lilies and the curious Floating Heart, with decora 

tive rushes \ second bog garden forms a finish for the edge, 

and the waste water leaves the grounds by means of a covered 
tile drain connecting with the sewer 

\ friend of mine who can control no water supply except his 
garden hose, has for two years past cultivated a satisfactory and 
very inexpensive water-garden. He was able to do the work 

pools in the rocks Sundew, Buckbean, Painted Cup, 
Marshmary, Watercress, Blood- 

A cement pool must be drained in winter or have sloping sides that 
will not resist the ice 
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root, Hepatica, Swamp Violets, Crow- 
foot and the Cardinal Flower, besides 
Arrowhead, Pitcher-plants and Cran- 

berry vines. 
You will notice that no outlet is 

provided save by overflow and evapo- 
ration. For a small pond on a lawn 
these are sufficient, if one gives his 
basin good attention. The goldfish take 
care of any troublesome larve from 
the insect world, and the hotter the 

sun shines, the better the vegetation 
thrives. Every hard rain causes the 
basin to overflow and thus freshens the 
water, and in time of drouth and great 
evaporation the same effect may be 
brought about twice a day by means of 
the garden hose morning and evening. 
Of course he winters his tubs of lily 
roots in the cellar, and patches up his 
cement lining for the main basin every 
spring, to be sure that it is watertight 

for the season. 
The house owner who desires a 

more permanent tank must construct 
one that is also more expensive. The 
two conditions which he has to meet are 
that the basin shall be absolutely water- 
tight, and that it shall be proof 
against frost. Concrete, com- 

bined with brick or stone, is 
undoubtedly the most satisfac- 
tory material to withstand the 

ravages of time and weather. 
A basin constructed with a solid 
concrete bottom and wails of 
brick, finished with cement, and 

flaring outward sufficiently to 
allow the expansion of the wa- 
ter within when it freezes, is to 
be strongly recommended. If 
the work is carefully done, such 
a pool will last for years, and 
it is sure to prove in the end no 
less economical than a cheaper 

ones which necessarily needs re- 
pairs more frequently. 

In the garden at Chelten, near Philadelphia, where the simple 
beauty of a placid pool is not allowed to be spoiled by too much 
plant life 

If the size of your property permits the establishment of a large pool its borders offer a splen- 
did opportunity for growing the many bog plants that are denied dry gardens 

The central feature of a formal garden, depending on rains for 
its water supply. The drain pipe carries off the surplus 

The regulation depth for a 
lily-pool is two feet. Of this 

space, one-half is occupied by a 
layer of marsh earth, well en- 
riched, and covered with a light 
top dressing of clean, sharp 

white sand. A few submerged 
plants such as the Anacharis 

Canadensis gigantea, serve a 
useful purpose in purifying the 
water. 

Judging from its beauty and 
the facility with which it adapts 
itself to varying climates and 
conditions, the most satisfactory 
plant for setting out in the pool 
is the Nymphea, or floating 
Pond Lily. Especially hardy 
and well adapted for water-gar- 

dening is the Nymphea odorata, or common sweet-scented white 

Water Lily, which is native to ponds, shallow borders of lakes 

and the edges of placid streams all through the eastern half of 
the United States. Once well established, it will thrive almost 
anywhere, and its fragrant blossoms and glossy pads are a con- 
stant delight to the eye from June to September. 

Included among the hardy Nympheas are several varieties of 
colored Lilies which afford a charming contrast when planted in 
combination with the white species. One of the very earliest 
kinds is the Marliacea rosea, a lovely rose-colored Water Lily, 
which often makes its appearance long before the Nymphea 
odorata has begun to put forth buds. The Marliacea chromatella 
is among the most satisfactory of all yellow Water Lilies and is 
also an early and persistent bloomer. Both are strong growers 
and so hardy as to require very little protection even during the 
cold winter months. Except in climates where there is danger 
of a pond freezing to the bottom, any of the Nympheas named 

may be safely left uncovered. North of New Jersey it is usually 
a wise precaution to drain the water from the lily-pool in the 
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autumn and cover the plant Its beautiful blossoms of soft 
with a thick mulch of dry rose color are held well above 

leaves or straw Over all the water and continue from 

hould be arranged a water July till October, adding much 

to the charm of any garden. 
Hardy and vigorous, the Lo- 
tus thrives amid almost any 
surroundings, once it is thor- 
oughly established. It can, 
however, be raised only from 

shed of boards to keep the 

basin dry and thus prevent 

the roots of the plants ft: 

freezing lf such a protection 

i aftorded = thi until the 

frost is well out of the ground 

n the spring mphaas imported seeds, since for some 

be grown in any part of th unknown reason those pro- 
untry with little danger of duced by American - grown 

plants lack fertility. 
Another Lily, which has In addition to the rose- 

been found admirably adapted For the indoor water-garden a sheet-iron tank, well protected from colored exotic, there is the 
for planting in America, i rusting by paint, is best native American Lotus, which 
the Lotu or Nelumbium is sometimes known as the 
From China and Japan this sacred flower, which is so inseparably Water Chinquapin. Throughout July and August this plant 
intertwined with the art and mythology of the ancient Egyptians, bears magnificent pale yellow blossoms, closely resembling the 

imported to this country to ornament pool and water-garden, (Continued on page 53.) 

Landscape Gardening With Bush-Hook and Pick 
sy H.W. HILLYER 

\R ago last autumn [ came into possession of too full of limbs and knots to please the woodman, but for that 
piece of land of about fourteen acres, which is — reason all the more full of character and beauty. 

ituated largely on a bluff overlooking a broad Most of my time and labor have been spent in caring for 
portion of the Connecticut valley. At the foot a neighboring piece of land on which are growing a young or- 

of the bluff is a bit of marshy land through chard and the crops planted between the trees. But from time 

which trickles a brooklet fed by springs. From to time I have walked over this woodland tract, noting its pres- 
this marshy spot the land sweeps up through ent beauties and thinking of the means for revealing them and 

the garden to the house site on a high knoll making them more accessible to myself and others. I also be- 
and back into the wooded dell from which the brooklet flows. lieve in the commercial value of beauty, and feel that to develop 

lhe public road, which gives access to the bluff, and borders — this place will increase its value by many times the value of the 

one side of the land, leads up through a glen and by the side of labor expended. As it is within reach by trolley and automobile 

i brook under a dark hemlock grove. From this road a zigzag of several good-size and prosperous towns, it will be desirable as 

cart-path leads up by a steep grade to a a site for summer residences or bunga- 
place not far from the edge of the blutt ' lows. 

and near to its highest point A part of this tract also is planted with 

In time past, the top of the bluff and a young orchard, but a part of it is too 

the steep slopes below have been covered steep and rough and stony for planting, 
with a growth of good timber, but a tew and in fact, too valuable for its beauty to 

vears ago everything useful for lumbet be used for planting. I had learned to 
ties or fence-posts was cleared away, and use the bush-hook in clearing out the 

it is now covered with bushes and cop fence corners in the orchard and the pick 

pice growth from the old stumps, and a in cutting a practical roadway to the barn. 

few old trees too gnarled to be worth In my Sunday walks I saw how these 
cutting Its varied soils, contours and tools might be used to good effect in this 

clevation and its aspect south, west woodland. At odd moments and at times 

and north, also give conditions suitable when the crops did not need my personal 

for the growth of a great variety of attention, I have done a little sketching 

lesser plants, These blooming in succes with bush-hook and pick, expecting that 
sion from the time of the skunk-cabbag« nature will complete the picture. 

My predecessor and present assistant 
in landscape gardening, an old white 
horse, has maintained several obscure 
paths along the easiest grades to the 

places of most interest to him—the old 
apple tree, the clearing where sweet 
grasses grow near the edge of the bluff, 

near the brooklet to the time of the gol 

den-rod and asters in the meadow, rival 

in interest its shrubs and trees, its rocks 

and distant views There are on this 

tract at least thirtv varieties of trees, 

mestly common native trees, but no less 

suitable and beautiful on that account 
Largely they are sprout growths in Improve your land and secure beautiful and round about through the bushes to 

vistas by judicious cutting out of the ; : 
clumps and Wroves, with a Tew old trees younger growth at odd moments (¢ ontinued on page 40.) 
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BY LOUISE 

aoe outdoor living- 

room, into which 
the American porch has 

developed during the past 
few vears, requires espe- 
cial care in its furnish- 
ings. It cannot be treated 

like an ordinary room; a brilliant outdoor light is a very different 
proposition, when considering color schemes, from the shaded 
effects obtained indoors; the adjoining lawn or garden, with its 
flower beds and shrubs, is seen in connection with the porch, and 

the two should be planned together. Everyone has seen the 
porch where this precaution has not been taken, where not only 
porch railings but sofa pillows and cushions are of a magenta 
hue, while close by are growing 
scarlet geraniums. This is an 
extreme case, but the porch is 
frequently fitted up in style and 
color to harmonize with the hall 

or living-room of the house, and 
no consideration is given the sub- 

tle relationship. that might exist 
between porch and garden. A 
careful study of harmony and 
contrast in flower beds is thought 
a necessity by successful planners 
of modern gardens. To goa step 
further, and to include in the gar- 
den color scheme the furnishings 
of the porch, usually built to over- 
look the garden, is the logical con- 
clusion of an artistic scheme. 

In choosing colors it is found that a luminous outdoor 

atmosphere softens certain colors that would be glaring indoors, 
while others become much more prominent on a porch than in 

an indoor room. The best method of selection is to test good- 
size color samples for pillows and cushions, as well as for wood 
finishes, on the porch where they are to be used, keeping in 
mind the colors of flower groups planned for the garden, and 
subordinating the porch scheme, making it a background effect 
rather than a color climax. In selecting shades of green, espe- 

Select conventionalized flower pat- 
terns rather than naturalistic ones 

cial care must be used, as 
it is easy to pick out in a 
shop a green that is agree- 
able enough indoors, but 
glaringly inharmonious 
when seen outdoors, near 
the modified greens of 
grass and shrubs. 

While occasionally defi- 
cient in color values, mod- 
ern porch furnishings are 
almost always simple in 
type. The word simplicity 
has been exploited of late 
years until it is connected 
in some minds with a Spar- 

The old-fashicned rag carpet weav- 
ing adapted for a porch pillow 

Porch Pillows 
THE NEED FOR DURABLE MATERIALS, 

STRONG DESIGN AND BRIGHT COLORS IN 

PILLOWS FOR THE OUTDOOR LIVING-ROOM 

SHRIMPTON . 

Pillows and cushion of rough canvas decorated with colored 
tapes go well with the dark oak swing-seat 

tan austerity of line and 

color in architectural de- 
tail and in house furnish- 
ings. However much some 

people may protest against 
this idea, clinging to as 

Stenciling, with an embroidered out- 
line, is used on this linen cover 

much luxury as they can 
afford in their houses, everyone admits that luxurious furnish- 
ings are out of place on a porch, where a free and easy out-of- 
door life is enjoyed during the warmer months. Comfort is 
demanded in porch furnishings, and especially in chairs and 
settles. Either woven furniture is used, with thin pad-like seat 
and back cushions; or Mission furniture, with its straight lines 
and sombre coloring relieved by a summer outfit of removable 

cushions; or if the house under 

consideration is Colonial in style, 
y : quaint Colonial chairs and high- 

backed settles, of the type once 

used in old farmhouses and cot- 
tages, are employed, either genu- 
ine antiques or modern reproduc- 
tions, fitted out with cushions to 
soften any angularities of shape. 

. 
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Pillows and cushions may 
readily be made at home, and the 
time and thought devoted to them 
are amply repaid by the increased 
comfort of the porch. In choos- 

ing material for covers, stuffs are 
selected that will stand sunlight 

or a few drops of rain without 
fading or spotting, and linens, 

cottons, or woollens that have a homespun appearance are usu- 

ally employed. The covers are of uniform material and color, 
with perhaps one or two of contrasting tone to give needed 
accents. If of washable material, two sets of removable covers 
are made, for greater convenience in laundering. White linens 
or cottons are especially delightful in tone when flecked by sun- 
light or in cool shadow, and English linens, that are printed by 
hand in all-over patterns of delicate coloring, are charming in 
effect. Importers’ samples of these linens can sometimes be 
bought at reduced prices at 

linen sales. Hesper cloth, 
a material that imitates a 
coarse linen weave, makes 
good pillow covers, and 
other dress goods are often 
used. Plain materials are 
sometimes decorated at 
home with hand - printed 
designs, by using the wood 

blocks now sold in Japan- 

ese shops. English cot- 
tons, with quaint patterns 
woven in the goods, are at- 
tractive as covers, though 

(Continued on page 48.) 
Appliqué decoration gives opportun- 

ity for strong color accents 
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A private driveway on an estate in Glencoe, Ill. Jens Jensen, landscape architect. 
is all that is necessary 

In flat, dry locations careful “crowning,” without gutters, 

Road Making on the Country Place 
THE HOW AND THE WHY OF ROAD MAKING AND ROAD MAINTENANCE— 

NEW METHODS MADE NECESSARY WITH THE COMING OF THE AUTOMOBILE 

WHITTLESEY 

Photographs by Henry Fuerman and others 

WO generations ago a Scotch engineer, MacAdam by 

name, taught the British to build their roads with a “dry 
cellar and a tight roof,” and his name in consequence has ever 
since been a part of the nomenclature of the science he founded. 

For sixty years MacAdam’s roads represented practically the 

last ideal of highway builders, and even now most of our roads 

are built to his specifications, with a foundation of broken stone 

surfaced with fine stone chips and cemented together to a firm and 
smooth surface by the bonding power of sifting dust, wet down 
and rolled in 

For the private driveway 4 

less width and a thinner wear- 

ing surface will be required 

than for the public highway. 
Eight feet is sufficient width if 

the driveway is short, or twelve 
feet where it is necessary to 
provide for the passing of ordi- 

nary vehicles. As to the depth 
of the macadam, six inches is ’ 
usually considered a minimum : 
for a highway, but four inches Ss | 

would suffice for a _ private . Sethe © 9 
driveway | Ran ~- 

Drainage is always the first 
Oak Avenue, River Forest, IIL, 

macadam 

essential to be provided, yet it is far too frequently left out of 

the amateur road maker’s calculations. If the road is to be 
built upon a level dry footing, shallow side gutters will, if kept 
clear of sand and leaves, usually suffice to drain the crowned 
driveway. If the location is a damp one or on a side hill, these 
gutters should be dug four or five feet deep and filled with 
coarse stone, a layer of hay or brush and a top dressing of dirt. 
The fibrous layer is to keep the earth from settling in among the 
stones and stopping the drain. If it becomes necessary to carry 

a drain across the road, do it 
by means of a concrete or 
sewer-pipe culvert, never with 
a surface gutter. 

Everyone knows that a well 
made road should be “crown- 
ed,” with its cross-section 
having a flat curve that drops 
about three-quarters of an 
inch to the foot from center 

to gutters. This crown is 
maintained by the use of a 
road scraper or a “King 
drag”—consisting of a pair 
of heavy planks that are 
drawn by chains fastened to 

ee 

an example of modern tarviated 

(30) 
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a wagon tree. One 
pair of the ends of 
these parallel planks 
lag behind the oppo- 
site ones, giving the 
scraper an angle of 

some forty degrees 
with the wagon tree. 
The drag is drawn 
along the side of the 
road with the lagging 
end towards the cen- 
ter, tending to throw 
the loose dirt towards 

the crown. 
Sandy roads are 

improved by a top 
dressing of earth, and 
in some Western lo- 
calities straw is also 
thrown down on it to 
make a more compact 
surface. With roads 
built largely of loam 
or clay, on the other 
hand, the addition of 
sand is an improve- 
ment. 

ipsa, ¢ Ry 
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With macadam roads, which are always more desirable, a 
well graded and substantial foundation of an earth road, such 
as described, is essential. Trap rock is a universal favorite for 
the macadam surfacing, with granites and limestones next ap- 
proaching it in value. For a four-inch depth of macadam, the 

lower layer may be of stones ranging from three-quarters of 

an inch to two inches in diameter, rolled down preferably by a 
very heavy roller to a depth of two inches. For the second layer, 

stone from an inch to an inch and a half in diameter is used, 
rolled to a depth of one inch, the roller working along the sides 
first and the middle last. A top layer of half-inch stone and 
dust is then put on dry, being rolled and well wet down succes- 
sively until it completes the total four-inch depth. In a twelve- 
foot driveway this macadamizing will cost from $10 to $15 per 

rod, which, of course, must be added to the cost of the earth 
foundation. 
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A private driveway in Illinois where the drainage problem is solved 
by blind drains with occasional grating-covered openings 

te % 

A reclaimed swamp on the estate of W. J. Chalmers, Lake Geneva, Wis., where the 
top dressing is gravel. Jens Jensen, landscape architect 

One of the great 
road problems of 
modern times has 
been brought with the 
automobile. MacAd- 
am was building for 
a traffic of vehicles 
weighing a ton or less 
and moving no faster 
than ten miles an 
hour. Let a 3000- 
pound motor car whirl 
over his carefully 
built driveway at thir- 
ty miles an hour, and 
a great cloud of his 
precious bonding dust 
goes swirling into the 
air and over the neigh- 
boring shrubbery. 

Investigating more 
closely into the prob- 
lem, he would learn 

ic > — that the  driving- 
~ ees , be wheels of the car 

register a greater 
mileage on the odo- 
meter than the front 

ones do. The rear tires, despite their broad clinging contact and 
the heavy weight they carry, are constantly slipping. An emery 
wheel could hardly be more effective in grinding and pulveriz- 
ing the brittle macadam surface. The old Scotchman himself 
would be quick to confess that his surfaces were not designed 

to resist such strains. 
So progressive highway builders of to-day have thrown away 

much of MacAdam’s teaching and have rewritten the whole sci- 
ence of road construction into conformity with modern demands, 
No longer does the builder of long driveways or public roads 
cement his surfaces with wet stone dust—the dust would be 
gone in a month. Neither does he make his surfaces hard, for 

a hard surface opposes just the dry brittle resistance to the 
abrasive wheel that it needs in order to produce powder. Coal 
Tar, that wonderful mother of so many commercial articles, rang- 

(Continued on page 52.) 

A tar-treated macadam road in Massachusetts where the automobile 
dust had previously been a serious nuisance 
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It has frequently been said that every bit of architecture in America is patterned after the work of another la 
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G ISLAND: Charles Barton Keen, architect 

another land; there is absolutely nothing in this American farmhouse type that is not distinctly our own 



The broad-leaved Megasea Saxifrage will supply a bold, low foliage 
for the edge of the border or for the rockery, with spring-bloom- 
ing flower clusters 

Do you know the Geum, with its small scarlet and orange flowers, 
blooming throughout the summer, and its almost evergreen hairy 
leaves? 

Perennials That Should Be Better Known 
FLOWERS FOR THE HARDY GARDEN THAT FOR SOME STRANGE REASON OR ANOTHER HAVE 

rOO LONG BEEN OVERLOOKED — LEOPARD’S BANE, GEUM, BLUE SALVIA AND OTHERS 

ny H. S. ADAMS 

Photographs by the author and F. A. Walter 

“ROWERS of flowers for the sheer pleasure of the thing 
are, as a rule, singularly unresponsive to not a few of the 

most alluring offers of the enterprising makers of catalogues. 
They are forever prating about wanting “new things,” but they 
are not game when it comes to trying to pick winners of them- 
selves. Half the time, when they see something new—that is 

new to them, though it may nave been catalogued for a genera- 
tion, or more—they take it out in seeing and don’t even ask the 
name for further reference. This is one of the greatest of mis- 
takes, for it may be that only the measly sum of fifteen cents 
stands between them and the acquisition of that very plant for 
their own gardens. The result of all this lack of gardening 
gumption is that a very considerable number of really admirable 
hardy perennials are by no means so well known as they should be. 

For example, there is the Leopard’s Bane—Doronicum, if 
you like the Latin name better. How many persons who grow 
flowers in gardens can hold up their hands and say they know 
that plant? Not many, I wager. I rarely come across it any- 
where and I can name a town that never saw it at all until last 
year. Yet it is one of the most charming of the spring peren- 
nials—the more so as it provides a good, clear yellow note just 
when it is particularly welcome. Doronicum Caucasicum is the 
type; but there are named varieties, ranging from lemon to 
orange. The Leopard’s Bane is particularly desirable for mass- 
ing in the border or the larger pockets of a rockery, in either case 
in a naturalistic effect. The showy, rayed blossoms, sometimes 
more than three inches in diameter, rise gracefully from a bed 
of handsome, heart-shaped leaves to a height of two feet or so. 

May is its month, but some varieties run over into June. 
Hands up again. Who knows the blue, or false, Indigo— 

Baptisia australis? Just about the same few. Early last summer, 

when the Leopard’s Bane had about gone by, I saw a large, 
symmetrical, well established plant of this showy native. It was 

more than three feet high and above the bluish-green compound 
leaves were quantities of the racemes of blue flowers, resembling 
somewhat the lupine, though larger. And all that beauty, of 
genuine distinctiveness, represented an investment of just fifteen 
cents not many years before. Somebody, instead of crying, “Oh, 
dear, I never could hope to grow anything like that!” had seen 

a similar plant somewhere and had immediately set about taking 

time by the forelock. 
Quite as neglected is the Globe Flower, or Trollius, which 

gives the early hardy garden an even finer yellow note than the 
Leopard’s Bane. Like that, the Globe Flower is admirable in 
a small massing of clumps. Personally I prefer the deep orange 
Asiatic type, but the light yellow of Europe is perhaps quite as 

fine in its way. Globe Flowers will stand partial shade, and, 
whether there or in the sunshine, few garden flowers are more 
striking. It should be remembered when planting them that the 
foliage becomes unsightly after the first blooming ; there is some- 

times a lighter crop of blossoms in autumn. 
Then who knows the Geum? There’s a little plant that ought 

to be more welcome in the home garden. I think I would use 
it in the border, if only for the tufts of hairy leaves that in my 
garden are virtually evergreen. Scarlet and orange, and shades 
wavering between the two, are characteristic colors of Geum, 
so the plant is worth considering where a touch of such tones 
is needed. The note can never be strong, as the blossoms, on 
stalks a foot or more long, are scarcely larger than buttercups 
and not over-numerous. There are two types, one with rounded 
leaves and the other with long ones, forming a complete rosette. 
Scattered along or near the edge of the border, they are quite 
effective the season through. I have known one of the orange 
varieties to bloom as early as April and as late as November, but 
the summer montlis are their flowering season. 

And who knows much about the lovely Saxifrages from 

(34) 
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across the water? There are the broad-leaved ones (Megasea 
type) that provide a bold, though very low, foliage effect for the 
edge of the border, or for the rockery, not to mention larger 
clusters of spring flowers. The purplish, pink-flower S. cordi- 
folia, var. purpurea, is as good as any of the half dozen varieties 
in the market. A white variety, S. squarrosa, blooms in June, 
later than the others. The Megasea Saxifrages will do well 
anywhere, but the alpine kinds prefer partial shade and good 
drainage and are well adapted to the rockery. Of the latter, the 
genuine London Pride variety (S. wmbrosa) will prove a charm- 

ing acquaintance. 
Another neglected early border flower, and among the most 

beautiful of all, is the Primula in some of its rarer forms. The 
Cashmere Primrose (Primula Cachemiriana) is unique in con- 
trasting lilac flowers and whitish green leaves, the combination 
being particularly agreeable. The later Japanese Primrose (P. 
Sieboldii) has white, pink and lilac flowers 
with light green foliage, and in its way is 
quite as beautiful. Then there is the re- 
markable blue Primrose (P. acaulis ceru- 
lea). All three are perfectly hardy, and 
there need be no difficulty in wintering a 
fourth type of Primrose (P. auricula). 
The last-named blossoms freely the second 
year from seed and the range of coloring 
is nothing short of astonishing to anyone 
who is familiar with the Auriculas of 

England. 
Then there is a Larkspur that ought to 

be in more gardens. This is the Chinese 
type. Its comparatively low growth, un- 
conventional branching habit, finely cut 
foliage and loose, graceful panicles of 
flowers make it particularly desirable for 
the front part of a border, where the tall 

larkspurs are out of the question. Two of 
its blue shades are unsurpassed by its more 
pretentious relatives, and there is a pure 
white that goes exceedingly well with the 

others. Seed plant- 
ed out of doors in 
the spring will fur- 
nish,a few autumn 

flowers, but it is, 
of course, not until 

the second year, 
and after that, that 
the plant takes on 
its real glory. The 
Zalil Larkspur 

(Delphinium — sul- 
phureum) has simi- 
lar foliage, but is 
taller of habit, and 
is worth a better ac- 

quaintance because 
The Chinese Larkspur has a loose branching of its clear, light 
habit that serves well the front of the border 

Do you know the blue Pentstemon, or Beard- 
tongue, that forms splendid upright clumps 

yellow flowers. 
Now that the 

Bleeding Heart, be- 
loved of old gar- 
dens, is coming 

back to its own, 
why not have the 
plumey kind (Die- 
centra formosa) 
also? On a small 
scale— it is only 
about a foot high 
—it has all the 
merits of the other, 
with the additional 
advantage that it 

The Leopard’s Bane is one of the most charm- 
ing, though least known, of the yellow 
spring perennials 

blooms from spring to the end of summer 
and does not lose its foliage, which is 

handsome enough in itself to warrant a 

place in the garden for this plant. 
And, all things considered, where is 

there a yellow perennial of more intrinsic 
beauty than the low, drooping St. John’s 
Wort (Hypericum Moserianum)? A well 

established plant in the border will give a 
wealth of golden flowers, like little single 
roses, in the summer. As it is of shrubby 
habit, it lends itself well to the edge of a 
shrubbery border. 

Salvia, to most who grow flowers, 
means the best material for painting the 
home grounds, or garden, red. But there 
are three good blue salvias that are hardy; 
also a white one, the S. argentca, of the 
beautiful silvery foliage. Of the blues, 

S. pratensis should be far better known. 
It is not always blue, however. Some- 

times the lower lip is white and the upper one purple, and occa- 
sionally there will be a distinct lilac tone. 

The False Dragon-head (Physostegia Virginiana) I as 
rarely see in the home garden. Yet for a tall perennial of mid- 
summer it is uncommonly meritorious. Sometimes it is called 
obedient plant. Between the delicate pink and the white there 

is little choice and few perennials spread so fast. 
The Pentstemons or Beard-tongue, too, are seen less fre- 

quently than would be the case if more knew of them. The blue 
Pentstemon (P. ovatus) forms splendid upright clumps and, in 
this respect, is a refreshing contrast to the coral (P. barbatus 
Torreyit), which is admirable of color but very sprawly. 

For my closing plea I add one of the bluest of blue flowers, 
that came to me nameless but has since been identified as Lead- 
wort (Plumbago larpentae or, more properly Ceratostigina 
plumbaginoides). Its small flowers open, in little clusters, in the 
summer and early autumn, making the matted reddish foliage 
bright with bloom. The plant excels for a carpeting effect. 



A quaint roof shelter of large flat tiles protects the sturdy, centuries-old oak tim- The lich stone appears here; on it the bier was 
bering in posts and brackets rested in entering 

Lich Gates as a Practical Suggestion 
BY RUSSELL FISHER 

” this da ft nere ng popularity of entrance gateways, ciating clergyman. For this reason the entrance gate came to 

to garde nd grounds, there is a very practical and helpful be roofed over, and it nearly always sheltered a lich stone on 
suggestion in the old Li ites of England This form of which the bier was laid while the funeral procession halted. 

entrance to a churchyard originated thirteen hundred years ago, Lich gates were usually built of wood, on a stone base, so 

fell out of use for a time, but seems again to be coming into its’ there are few, if any, in existence that date back four centuries. 
own, In England, previous to the Revolution, it was the cus- There is much in the picturesque mass and sturdy dignified con 
tom for the friends of the deceased to carry the body to the — struction of these passing monuments that should serve as an 
churchyard, waiting at the entrance until the arrival of the offi- inspiration for garden entrances of to-day. 

Without the cross and with somewhat lighter All the sturdy, time-mellowed oak framework is put together with heavy project- 
construction this would make a modern gateway ing dowel pins and mortises 

( 30) 
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Window-seats for the Summer 

ANY houses are built these days 
with windows of such a size that 

low hot-water or steam radiators are 
placed under them. Plan to have boxes 
made to cover them which can be set up 
in the summer time, and which then make 
effective and inexpensive window-seats. 
They can simply be lifted from over the 
radiators before the furnace fire is lighted 
in the fall. These are especially desirable 
to use in bay windows, halls, etc., and if 
not wanted for seats they make excellent 
shelf space for plants. Sh = 

Stimulating Dahlias 
:* your Dahlias do not thrive, punch a 

hole in the side of pound coffee cans, 
near the bottom; fill with fertilizer from 
barn or chicken-house and sink one in the 
earth beside each plant. Fill the cans with 
water every day, which will both feed and 
water the roots of the plants, and you will 
find yourself richly rewarded with blos- 
soms. 

Maupe E. S. HyMers. 

To Protect Porch Swings 
From Rain 

A° most of the swings, or bed-ham- 
mocks, used upon open porches are 

made of material which is greatly dam- 
aged by rain, and as they are usually too 
heavy to be taken indoors upon the ap- 
proach of every storm, the simple device 
of “block and tackle” may be employed to 
great advantage for their protection. 

The rough drawing given below shows 
how the tackle should be rigged. In this 
drawing the supporting chains have been 
left out so as to avoid confusion. 

| 

Use a block-and- 
tackle for hoisting your porch | 
swing to the ceiling during rain-storms. 
The supporting chains have been omitted 
to show more clearly the hoisting device 

INGENIOUS 
‘DEVICES 

Labor-saving Schemes and 
Short Cuts in the House 

and in the Garden 

To the supporting hook (A) in the ceil- 
ing of the porch tie one end of a %4-inch 
clothes-line or sash-cord. Then with a 
short piece of the same cord passed 
through the eyelets, (b and c) in the sup- 
porting end of the swing a small awning 
pulley, or block, may be closely lashed to 
the outside of the swing. The free end of 
the line should then be passed through 
this block, a second pulley of the same 
size (e) lashed to the supporting hook 
(A), and the free end of the cord passed 
through this second pulley. 

The same arrangement of pulleys and 
cord should be made on the other end of 
the swing, except that the ceiling pulley 
(f) should be double, having two wheels 
in it instead of one, so that the cord from 
the pulley at the other end of the swing 
may pass through it, thus bringing both 
cords down at the same end. 

A cleat (g) fastened to the wall com- 
pletes the job. 

W. A. P. 

A Transplanting Screen 
HEN necessary to transplant flowers 
late in the season or when the sun 

is very hot, take the largest old umbrella 
obtainable, open and suspend it over the 
middle of the bed. Adjust the hose so that 
a fine spray keeps the umbrella moist, and 
your plants will not even wilt. 

a. ooh Bee 

Ventilating the Cellar 
TRY to ventilate our cellar frequently, 
knowing how necessary this is to the 

health of the family. I did not think, 
however, that sufficient air came through 
the windows. Our door was of the cus- 
tomary folding type outside, with another 
door at the foot. This of course pre- 
vented my putting a swinging net door 
at the bottom. I made, however, a screen 
out of 7% inch by 17% inch pine which just 
fitted in the opening when the door was 
wide open. Two turn-buttons secured it, 
one on either side. The cost was small 
for wire and wood, and the result—a 
much better aired cellar. C.F 

How to Soften Putty 
CCASIONALLY it is necessary to 
take out a window-pane or the 

unbroken parts of a large pane of glass 
that has been damaged. If putty is used 
to hold the glass in place it may be soft- 

ened by mixing caustic alkali or carbonate 
of potash with an equal part of freshly- 
burnt lime. which has been previously 
sprinkled with water, causing it to break 
up. Mix the two with water until a paste 
is formed which may be spread on the 
putty. If one application fails repeat it. 
To prevent the paste from drying too 
quickly mix it with less water and add in- 
stead some soft-soap. T. E. W: 

A Home-made High-chair 
OUR rubber-tipped door bumpers, 
screwed to the legs of an ordinary 

chair increased its height, to the greater 
comfort of our little guest, and with the 
lightest expense to ourselves. 

M. E. S. H. 

Renovating Rag Rugs 
Y cottage rugs, woven of white carpet 
rags with a twisted border of pink, 

had faded to an ugly dullness. I mixed 
stencil colors to the original shade of pink, 
and went over the border, brushing it in 
well, and the rugs look as well as before. 

m. B.S. B. 

Training Frames 

ERHAPS some of House & GARDEN’s 
readers would be interested in a little 

bamboo arrangement I devised for train- 
ing roses and vines and other plants 
cylindrically on the lawn and in the flower 
garden. I took pieces of bamboo fish-poles 
and pushed them equidistant from a tri- 
angle center into the sod and earth and 
brought the tops together, fastening them 
securely with copper wire. Then I trained 
climbing roses and other plants of similar 
growch around this frame, as indicated in 
the accompanying sketch. The result was 
most pleasing. D. R. M. 

Old bamboo fish-pole sections were used up- 
on which to train a climbing rose in a cer- 
ner of the lawn 
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There is a valuable lesson in the way the Philadelphia architects use 
stonework In some of the suburbs it is practically the cheapest 
wall material, and most effective with broad white joints 

tps. 

ieee 
a 

l 
The floor plan is of the central 

hall type, with service wing 
back of the dining-room 

: 

‘ 
7] 

An outdoor stone fireplace is one of the features of Mr. Hearne’s Thirteen closets and three 
house. This part of the porch is enclosed for winter use baths on the second floor is 

an equipment to be envied 

At the rear of the central hall a few steps lead down to a coat room A built-in sideboard flanked by a door and a china-closet makes an 
and lavatory attractive end of the dining-room 

THE HOME OF MR. W. W. HEARNE, WAYNE, PA. David Knickerbacker Boyd, architect 
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Mr, Bull’s house is a free adaptation of Dutch Colonial motives. One of the most A wide porch adjoins the living-room end, its 
charming details is the narrow trellis running around the face of the dormer win- roof carrying across the end the line of the 
dows, to support vines growing in the window-boxes “Germantown hood” 
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, The first floor plan. Space is A fine broad vista is secured across the whole front of the house The second floor plan. A surpris- 
gained by having but the one by keeping the openings wide into the hall with a window at ingly small hall is needed with 
staircase either end of this axis a central stair-well 

; 

The living-room finish is extremely simple, of dark stained cypress A curtain wall of brick and frame, between the heavy stone piers, 
in mantel, ceiling beams and bookcases gives the house a feature that is distinctively unique 

‘ THE HOME OF MR. JEROME C,. BULL, TUCKAHOE, N.Y. Aymar Embury, II, architect 
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Blue and White Bedroom 

Curtains and Spreads 

toweling, which comes in phi S| 

* trips (ten towels to the strip), cost 

ing from eiwhty cents to a dollar and a 

half per strip, makes an attractive mate 
rial for curtains and spreads in a blue- 

and-white bedroom Phi 
be had in white ground with blue patterns, 

toweling may 

or blue ground with white patterns. Some 

of the prettiest material is that with 

like pattern in deep blue against a white 
ground, or the sort with blue butterflies 

on white ground edged with a light blue 

border in a key-pattern 

grass 

This toweling 

may be mounted on dark blue denim, linen 
or cheese-cloth to give it proper hanging 

thickness for curtains 

spread tor n 

ot strips 

| made a lovely 
bed by fastening a number 

of denim together (in the fash 

ion of Bawdads), with strips of these tow 
els down cat h side and act s the bottom 

Sasi a 
oz 

‘ > Ps 
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An attractive boudoir paper printed in soft 
ery and os on a rough basket-weave 
ackgroun 

pertaining to individual problems of interior decoration and furnishing. 
sired, please enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope 

For my closet I made a towel laundry-bag 
of the same material, and also used these 

towels for making a dressing-table cover. 
I. CAMERON 

Enameled Silver Toast-Racks 

( NE of the latest things in table ware 
is the silver toast-rack enameled in 

ivory color. These are being shown in 

one of the Fifth Avenue shops. 

Table-Glass for the Country 

FT HUIS season's glassware offers many 
alluring patterns to the housewife 

seeking distinctive table-glass for her 
country home. There are shown Colonial 
shapes, reproducing the glass of Colonial 
times in every quality from pressed to 
cut. A very lovely set of sixty pieces is 
being shown by a New York dealer for 

$5.60, and is just the thing for the table 
of the Colonial cottage. The newest things 
in iridescent table-glass are quite proper 

for country cottage use, and many new pat- 
terns are now on the market at very low 

Lemonade pitchers and tumblers 
in iridescent glass are especially attractive, 
and also the individual carafe-and-glass 
sets for chamber use. 

prices, 

Chinese Embroideries for 

Decorations 

N' IW that Chinese embroideries have 

been imported almost everywhere, 
and are beginning to rival Japanese work 

in popularity, many uses for them in 
household decoration are presenting them- 
selves. The lovely embroidered skirts 
worn by Chinese women are so designed 

and cut as to allow their being used as 
lambrequins above Chinese silk curtains 
selected to match the dominant body color 
of the material. A very lovely pair of 
windows in a small parlor were decorated 
in this way. Two yellow silk Chinese 
skirts, embroidered in black and in blue, 
were selected of the same shades, and un- 
der the window, lambrequins were formed 
by taking the stdes of each skirt and con- 
necting them with a deep valance of yellow 
Chinese silk bordered with a three-fourths 

(40) 

When an immediate reply is de- 

inch strip of blue above a three-fourths 
inch strip of black. The yellow Chinese 
silk curtains hung below these lambre- 
quins were likewise finished with a strip 
of black and a strip of blue along the 
edges of the curtains and along the bot- 
tom, which came just below the sill of the 
windows. 

Round and square pieces of Chinese 
embroideries are sold in the shops for 
mats. The square and oblong shapes in 
the large sizes make very attractive cov- 
erings when put applique on sofa pillows. 
They are also very appropriate when 
made up into small cushions for the backs 
of chairs. It is interesting and useful to 
know that the strips of Chinese embroid- 
ery offered for sale may be bleached by 
your cleaner and dyed any other color. 
Thus by bleaching and re-dying the blue 
embroidery of the mats mentioned can be 
transformed into yellow pieces or those of 
any other color. 

te 

A modern reproduction of the old Colonial 
block papers in grays, white and cream, 
for hall use 

mew 
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Decalcomania Transfers 

"PHe old-fashioned process of transfer 
pictures (decalcomania) has survived 

to an excellent present day use, as evolved 
by certain ingenious designers of artistic 
furniture. White enamel bedroom sets, and 
painted furniture of almost every sort, can 
often be made more beautiful by the ap- 

A decalcomania pattern measuring 8 x 8 in. 
showing blue flowers with green leaves. 
The patterns cost $3 a dozen 

plication of small Dresden flower-pattern 
decalcomania transfers to the chair-backs, 
and other furniture parts. Care should be 
taken in decoration of this sort not to 
overdo it in any way. For country homes 
there are many other uses to which care- 
fully chosen decalcomania patterns can be 
put, decorating white enameled trays, 
wooden candlesticks, cupboard doors, and 
especially in playroom decorations. These 
transfers are easily procured and are 
very inexpensive. 

The materials needed are the decalco- 
manias, a transfer cement and a rubber 
roller such as is used for rolling down 
photographs. The varnish-like transfer 

This pattern in violets would make an at- 
tractive one for white enameled furniture 
in a bedroom. $1.50 a dozen 

cement is applied thinly to the tranfer 
pattern, being allowed to dry for ten or 
fifteen minutes, or until it becomes tacky. 
Then the transfer is placed in the position 
desired on a smoothly finished surface and 
rolled down. After rolling, wet the pa- 
per and roll again. After removing the 
paper the surplus varnish around the 

transferred pattern and the gum deposits 
from the paper should be cleaned away 
with a sponge saturated with benzine. 
Then go over the transfer again with a 
soft dry cloth to take off any surplus ben- 
zine from the pattern. Allow the piece to 
stand for at least two or three hours be- 
fore coating finally with varnish. 

2 

The Pantry Draining Board 
} possible specify your butler’s pantry 

sink board to be made in one piece. 
I know it is difficult to get material wide 
enough, but where two boards are joined 
in places Where water is sure to wet them 
they are almost certain to spread apart, 
and then dirt, etc., gets into the crack, 
and is very difficult to get out. The ordi- 
nary maid simply will not take the trouble 
to do so, so an eye-sore is the result. It 
is an excellent plan not to finish this board 
with varnish, but simply to leave it bare, 
so that it can be carefully washed at fre- 
quent intervals. Where the sink fits un- 
derneath it there should be plenty of putty 
along the joints to prevent the water from 
slopping out between board and sink when 
the dishes are being washed. CC. K. F. 

A design of poppies in natural colors meas- 
ures 3% x 12% in. and costs $1.50 a dozen 

To Save Radiator Space 
VERY inch of floor space is required 

as a rule in halls, and especially in 
bathrooms, and a great help towards mak- 
ing this possible is to be found in the “wall 
radiators,” which can be purchased these 
days and which are suspended from the 
wall instead of on the floor as is usual 
with one of the ordinary kind. Of course 
they are of a different shape, but they are 
symmetrical and should have an extensive 
use in places where floor space is at a 
premium. rae Sys 

For Hanging Burlap 
AN excellent paste for hanging burlap, 

which of course has enough weight 
to need a strong adhesive, should consist 
of 1 lb. of good glue dissolved in 2 gals. 
of water, into which put enough paste 
powder to make it stiff. Then add to the 
still warm paste 2 tablespoonfuls of tur- 
pentine or Canada balsam, and stir well. 
The paste powder consists of 84 parts of 
wheat flour or starch, 8 parts of caustic 
soda and 8 parts of sulphate of ammonia. 
All parts must be weighed. rae 

German Plant Baskets 

HE flower and fruit baskets, shown in 
the illustrations, are the latest things 

of the sort from Europe, and may now be 
procured in this country. They are of 

These white enameled metal flower-holders 
are the latest thing from Munich 

light metal, enameled in white and come 
in many sizes and patterns. They are very 
lovely for holding potted plants, for fruit, 
as jardiniere covers, etc., and lend a crisp 
note to a room’s decoration. The square 
forms (about the size of a strawberry- 
box), are especially attractive when sev- 
eral are placed on a window-sill and filled 
with English Daisies, ferns or other plants. 

K. G. C. 

Cleaning Japanese Doilies 
HE delicate white painted Japanese 

fibre table doilies, which have be- 
come one of the novelties of the year, con- - 
front the housewife with the problem of 
cleaning them, as they cannot be washed 
and ironed. However, they may be dry 
cleaned, as the pigment used in their deco- 
ration permits this process. 

There are many shapes, among which is this 
ten-sided one to hold potted plants 



lhe kditor will bi lad to answer subscribers’ queries pertaining to individual problems connected with the garden and grounds. When a 
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In the Garden July 
FHIS is a good time to 

subject ot 

of Peonies. 

study up the 

Dahlias and 

although planting them will 
be a later operation. It is always well to 
have a little foreknowledge of a subject 

handy against the time of having to use 
it. Indeed every lover of plants should 

go about the garden with note-book in 

hand for jotting down memoranda for 
next season's planting use. There will be 

varieties perhaps, to 

him in his neighbors’ gardens, which he 
will forget all about if he does not have 

recourse to some 

manent 

Varieties ot 

many lovels new, 

such 

reminder of 

method of a per 

would lke 

own garden another season 

what he 

to have in hi 

A° oon a 

lettuce ‘ 

me of the very early crops 

radishes and the like are 

out of the way, clear off and fork up the 

soil that bedded them, and lighten it, if 

the earth has with leaf- 

mold and sand, covering the new bed with 

become heavy. 

Petunias may now be lifted and transplanted 
to fill borders along informal paths 

a two-inch layer of sifted soil. Seeds of 
hardy Poppies and other perennials, and 
biennials may then be sown. As soon as 
the plants reach the early budding stage 
they must be thinned out to give each re- 
maining seedling plenty of room for 
growth. Then when frost-time approaches 
the plants may be covered with a mulch 
of coarse stable litter. 

APANESE Hop, Morning Glory, Pop- 
‘ py, Portulaca, Calendula and Nicoti- 
ana are annuals that will resow themselves, 
a fact that should be borne in mind when 
beginning to plan for fall garden opera- 
tions, 

One way of keeping moist the soil 
around growing plants during times of 
drought is to spread freshly cut lawn grass 
around the base of each plant. 

As fast as you find suckers forming on 
fruit trees remove them at once. 

If you cut all the faded blossoms from 
your Pansy bed and give the plants liquid 
manure every week they will continue to 
produce lovely flowers all summer. 

Be on the watch for ripening wild- 
flower seeds. They may be planted in 
light, rich loamy earth later. 

Keep Sweet Peas, Marigolds and other 
flowering annuals picked, for their plants 
will soon cease to bloom if allowed to go 
to seed. 

You may have dwarf Asters for late 
bloom in window boxes for the autumn if 
seed of these are sown now. 

Harvest early vegetables and rework 
and replant soil for late crops. 

Plant Artichokes during the middle of 
the month. 

Keep your flowering plants such as 
Chrysanthemums, Cosmos and Dahlias to 
a compact bushy growth by “pinching.” 

(42) 

Evergreen Porte Cochere Screen 
W§* have an oval grass bed extending 

directly from the wall of our porte- 

cochére into the driveway. We should like 

some suggestion for shrubbery there. 
L. S. 

Try grouping plants of Thuya occiden- 
talis, var. globosa around a specimen of 
Retinispora squarrosa in the center. It 
will make an effective permanent setting 
against the outer side of the _ porte- 
cochére. 

Porch Vines for North Exposure 
I' is sometimes difficult to find vines that 

thrive when planted in a northern ex- 
posure to cover porch pillars. Therefore 
the following species are recommended as 
solving the problem of a suitable porch 
plant in such positions: English Ivy 
(Hedera Helix), Hop (Humulus Lupu- 
lus), Thorn (Crataegus Lelondi), Honey- 
suckle (Lonicera Japonica var. Halliana, 
and also (Adlumia cirrhosa), and Clema- 

tis, (Clematis Virginiana). 

A brick stable yard enclosure has been made 
attractive as here shown by wall-gardening 
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This shows what planting will do. It is the 
only garden spot for miles around near 
Maricopa in the Arizona desert 

Wall- Planting 
MAY gardens, especially those in the 

country, are often near, or bounded 
on at least one side by stone walls. At- 
tractive wall-planting has, therefore, be- 
come an important consideration in gar- 
dening, especially with amateurs. There 
are many devices by which wall-gardening 
is facilitated, such as the fastening of 
“pockets,” pots, etc., against the side of 
walls, in-setting alcove-like boxes, and 

again planting in crevices. SUNNY WALLS 
may be made beautiful with Lobelia, Ivy- 
leaved Pelargonium, Petunias, Heliotrope 
and Tropeolum Lobii, to mention a few 
sun-loving plants. In watering any plants 
especially exposed to the sun, use luke- 
warm water instead of chilling them with 
cold douches. SHADED WALLS will be the 
place for ferns, Begonias, Saxifrage (S. 
sarmentosa), trailing Campanula (fra- 
gilis garganica), Lysimachia Nummularia, 
etc., while at least two roses, the lovely 
“Gloire de Dijon” and the “William Al- 
len Richardson” will thrive on the shaded 
wall, east or west, if not exposed to high 
and cold winds. It is worth while turn- 
ing your attention to the matter of plants 
for your wall-gardens, for the subject is 
more than a passing fad, and wall-garden- 
ing ought everywhere to be encouraged. 

Plant-Leaves Turning Brown 
) gece season we had more or less trouble 

in our garden with Phlox and certain 

other plants, the leaves of which turned 

brown and began dying from the base of the 
plants up, although the blossoms looked fair- 

ly well. I could fot seem to find out what 

was the trouble and this year I would like 

to know what to do in time to prevent a 

recurrence of this sort. 

Undoubtedly there is something wrong 
with the soil in which the plants you de- 
scribe are grown. Try sprinkling a little 
lime around the roots, pricking it into the 
soil slightly. Should this fail plants may 
be watered now and then with a solution 
of one ounce of sulphate of iron to a gal- 
lon of water. 

Garden Labels 

A NEAT home garden is made much 
more interesting when the various 

plants, especially those that may be un- 

common, or new in variety, are labelled 
with the common name, the botanical name 
and the variety. Labels for this purpose 
may be obtained from any dealer in garden 
supplies. They are to be had in a variety 
of forms, both wood and metal, for stake- 
driving, or for attaching loose. One of 
the most satisfactory forms of labels is 
that of the stake-label, a label attached to 
a thin wooden or metal rod, permitting the 
plant-name to be read without having to 
stoop over to see it. 

A S Dahlias produce their best blossoms 
in August it is well, if buds appear 

in July, to pinch them off when starting. 
This will enable the Dahlia plants to per- 
fect their blossoms later. 

Border Plants for a Lake Shore 

HAT plants do you suggest for beau- 
tifying the border of a little lake on 

which our country home ground touches? | 

have planted Iris, the blue variety, and would 

like to experiment further this season and 

next. M. L. R. 

Sweet Flag (Acorus Calamus), and the 
variegated form (A. gramineus var. varie- 
gatus) will be good additions for foliage. 
Then the rose-colored Milkweed (Ascle- 
pias incarnata), Purple Loosestrife (Ly- 
thrum Salicaria), Yellow Flag _ (Jris 
Pseudacorus), Swamp Pink (Helonias 
bullata), Swamp Mallow (Hibiscus Mos- 
cheutos), Swamp Aster (A. prenanthor- 
ides), are suggested for color, and also the 
low-growing Marsh Marigold (Caltha 
palustris). These plants may be obtained 
from nurseries that make a specialty of 
aquatic stock for all situations, 

Beds of Portulaca withstand sun and drought 
and may be of indifferent soil 

Portulaca for Dry Gardens 

"HE gem-like brilliancy of the little 
flowers of the Portulaca is not sur- 

passed by any other annual of low 
growth. Unfortunately, popular as it was 
in the gardens of our great-grandmothers, 
we seldom see Portulaca in the gardens of 
to-day. And yet there is scarcely a better 
dry-weather plant for flat bedding, car- 
peting, and to fill out gaps in walls and 
for rockwork in general. Its foliage is 
succulent and a soft green, while the red, 
white, yellow, and pink flowers, like min- 
iature Wild Roses, produce a wealth of 
gorgeous bloom. It is a good plant to sow 
in July, for its seed does not germinate 
until hot weather. Indeed, ignorance of 

this fact has often led garden beginners 
to believe it was not coming up at all. It 
can be transplanted in full flower. 

This is the way an up-to-date vegetable garden should look, no matter how small a plot is 
given to it. The kitchen-garden should always be as neat as the flower-garden 
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The Process of Layering 

TH beginner quite naturally looks 

upon seed as the origin of plant life 

and it of course ts But Nature does 

not limit herself to seed alone for plant 
indeed she behaves with 

some things as if she expected almost 

their every effort in the struggle for ex 

istence to be thwarted hese are the 

things which we cofnmonly speak of as 
spreading from the roots or from suckers 

and stolons; and it 1s this determination 

in every bit of branch or root to live and 

grow which makes the process known as 
layering possible. This is the simplest 
means other than sowing seed at the gar- 
dener's disposal for increasing the num- 

bers of any given specimen; and being a 
perfectly natural method of reproduction 
the most inexperienced are practically cer- 
tain of success with it 

propagation 

PROPAGATING TRUI rO TYPE 

It shares in two advantages, too, along 
with propagation by cuttings and by graft- 

ing, over seedage. The first is the cer- 
tainty of its always preserving the iden- 

tity of a species or a variety; seedlings do 
not always “run true,” but play curious 
pranks sometimes, strongly suggestive of 
those unruly human offspring in whom 
litle resemblance to either parent or any 
known ancestor can be traced—those pro- 
fligates or geniuses, as the case may be, 
who startle their relations and sometimes 
stir the world 

This does not happen commonly, to be 
sure, with the plants ordinarily dwelling 

im a garden, but there are innumerable 
things with which it does happen occa- 
sionally—usually highly bred varieties— 

and some with which it invariably occurs 
and which therefore positively cannot be 
actually reproduced from seed. 

The second advantage which plants 
produced by layering have is a curious 

anomaly of youth and maturity combined 
—for a plant produced by layering is as 
old as the parent plant in one sense, yet 
as young as its own newly formed roots 
and independent life in another. And in 
this combination there seems to dwell all 
the lusty vigor of youthful growth and the 
luxuriant productiveness of maturity. 

An absurd snowball (Viburnum opu- 
lus, sterilis), not more than eight inches 

high, which I once saw growing in a bo- 
tanic nursery and proudly bearing two 
enormous trusses of the familiar, closely 
packed tiny blossoms, brought this fact 
home as nothing before it ever had, for 

ordinarily a plant that size would be only 
a seedling of a vear’s growth, at least two 
or three years removed from even the most 
precocious attempt at producing blossoms. 

FAMILIAR EXAMPLES 

Nature makes use of the process of 
layering in many species. The sweet trail- 
ing arbutus of the woods is one example, 
the noxious poison ivy is another; the 
strawberry of garden and field, the to- 
mato and the grape or berry canes lying 
along the ground are more familiar ones 
perhaps, the former indeed being regular 
walking plants, journeying along from 
season to season by means of their “run- 
ners,” which creep out and root to form 
new plants. The grape or berry canes 
root at the nodes of the stems without any 
especial appendage from which roots de- 
scend. 

The operation depends of course on 
the tendency of plants to produce roots 
from what 1s called the “cambium zone,” 
or layer, of their stems—that is, the layer 
of tender tissue between their bark and 
the wood, along which the nutritive juices 
flow. And as all roots are produced by 
stems ordinarily—not stems by roots— 
this tendency is not in the least remark- 
able, though it may seem so from our 
habit of putting the cart before the horse 
and thinking of the roots as giving rise to 
stems. Given half a chance most stems 
will strike root—layering is the “half a 
chance.” 

\nywhere along a stem a root may ap- 
pear, but the most favorable place to invite 
such appearance is at the nodes, just as at 
this point growth of a branch above 
ground may be most confidently expected. 

TWO BLADES WHERE ONE GREW 

Young branches are chosen usually 
because they are more pliable and easily 
bent down and they may be removed from 
the parent plant when they have rooted, 
without affecting it. The season of great- 
est activity is most favorable to the speedy 
rooting of layered stems, so of course 
spring or early summer is to be chosen for 
the work. 

There are, generally speaking, four 
methods or forms of layering, though 
some differences in detail bring the num- 
ber to double this—but they are all modifi- 
cations of or developments of the one idea, 
which is to cover a node in a stem with 
earth. 

Roots tend eternally away from the 
light and towards moisture, hence they 
must have earth.to bury themselves, where 
the one is excluded and the other con- 
served. The little pile of earth over a 
stem is all the encouragement they need 
and the activity commences usually at 
once. 

To “layer” a vine or more or less pros- 

trate growing shrub, lay a branch or cane 
of the previous season’s growth—unless 
otherwise specified—down along a shallow 
trench and cover it at intervals of four or 
five inches, over a node, leaving a node or 
two between each covered space so that 
shoots may rise as well as roots descend. 
When these shoots have made a good start 
fill in the uncovered spaces up to and 
around them, until they have the appear- 
ance of separate little plants growing from 
the ground, but do not sever them from 
the parent plant until late fall or in the 
spring. The time of course depends on 
when the branch is laid down and also 
upon the plant’s ability to root quickly. 
Some things must be left undisturbed 
much longer than others. 

Serpentine layering is advocated by 
many, as it is supposed to induce a more 
even flow of sap and therefore a corre- 
spondingly even distribution of roots along 
the layered stem. It is the same as the 
simple layering just described except that 
the stem is bent above the ground at the 
uncovered spaces, while the portions to be 
covered are curved down beneath it, the 
“serpentine” form being repeated to the 
end of the branch where the tip finally is 
turned down into the earth. As the tend- 
ency of sap is to flow to the end of 
branches and make there the strongest 

growth, it is not unlikely that there is an 
advantage in thus intercepting it by 
curves, though some do not think it-worth 
while. Quick growing vines seem to re- 
spond to it very satisfactorily, however ; 
and it is worth trying on the season’s 
growth of a Clematis or Wistaria. 

A single plant of Honeysuckle, or al- 
most anv hardy vine, may be carried the 
length of a wall or fence by simply bury- 
ing each season’s longest branches either 
in the serpentine layer or the simple form, 
and going on each season from where the 
last left off. In such a situation the plants 
springing from the layered sections do 
not need to be severed and transplanted 
for they are already in the situation where 
they are wanted. 

LAYERING SHRUBS AND TREES 

With shrubs or trees branches must of 
course be bent down to reach the earth. 
Usually they are held in place by a forked 
stick driven firmly over them; then the 
end of the branch is turned up abruptly 
so that the tip stands erect out of the 
ground where it is held by tying it to a 
stake. The bark will be ruptured by the 
sharp bend underground, and this is usu- 
ally enough of an obstruction in the flow 
of nutriment to induce roots to put forth 
in search of more; but lest it should not 
be, a cleft may be made in the branch, near 
a node, from below up and not through 
more than a third of the total thickness. 
Sometimes a ring of bark is removed en- 
tirely around the stem, but this is not ne- 
cessary ordinarily. It is well to do it, how- 
ever, with plants having exceptionally 
hard, thick bark. 

(Continued om page 51.) 
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arvia 
Preserves Roads 
Prevents Dust~ 

rT. 

500,000 Gallons of Tarvia for 

Brooklyn Borough, Greater New York 
The above photograph shows Cropsey Avenue, | macadam was either maintained at great expense or 

Brooklyn, where the first experimental tarvia work in | allowed to rapidly disintegrate. 

Greater New York was done several years ago. Tarwiating solves the problem. 
It gives to macadam a slight plasticity so that it 

does not break up even under automobile traffic. 

The surface is clean, smooth, durable and dustless. 

Tarvia greatly extends the life of the macadam and 

reduces maintenance costs so materially that fre- 

The results were so satisfactory that the authorities 

have been using more and more Tarvia each year, cul- 
minating in the huge 1910 order for 500,000 gallons. 

Tarvia solves the vexing problems of road mainte- 

nance on suburb, state and county ste where the de- quently the entire expense of the treatment is saved. 

velopment of property does not justify brick, sheet Our illustrated booklet just issued, entitled “Good 
asphalt or wood block pavement, yet where the traffic | Roads—How to Build, Preserve and Make Them 

is too heavy for ordinary macadam. Dustless,” will be mailed free on request to nearest 
Formerly there has been no middle ground, and the | office. 

BARRETT MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
New York Boston St. Louis New Orleans 
Chicago Cleveland Pittsburg Minneapolis 
Philadelphia Cincinnati Kansas City London, Eng. 
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MOTTS PLUMBING 
==> SHOWER BATH/” 

- i q | (\ }) MONG the well-inform- 
AL }! y | ed, the use of shower and 

e, . | | Y <p needle baths is no longer 
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considered a matter of 

mere Summer comfort. The 

tonic effect of this form of bath- 

ing is now recognized as necessary 

to all-year-round healthfulness. 

We make every necessary fixture 

from the simplest hand-spray to 

complete combinations for spe- 

____ cial shower rooms. We are also 

Caner wile Resaptas prepared to furnish complete 
hydrotherapeutic equipments 
for residences or hospitals. 

Li MODERN PLUMBING 
gy 

When planning bathroom equipment, 

send for our booklet, ‘“‘Moddern Plumb- 

ing,” which shows the most advanced 

fixtures in Imperial and Vitreous Porce- 

lain and Porcelain Enameled Iron Ware. 

There are 24 illustrations of mudel bath- 

rooms ranging in cost from $85 to $3,000. 

Full description of each fixture is given, 

with general information regarding deco- 

ration and tiling. Sent on receipt of four 

Needle Bath in Recess With Glass Door cents to cover postage. 

THE J]. L. MOTT IRON WORKS SRAMEES 
ee age oe Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, 

148 OWRR FIGHTY YEARS OF SUPREMACY 190 Detroit, Minneapolis, Washington, . Louis, 
oo om anvewT ow : eT New Orleans, San Francisco, San Agtonio 

4 ie = a* = al tl AND SEVE ~ TEs ad oe StTRER! Atlanta, Seattle and Indianapolis. 

N E W Y O R K C I T Y CANADA: 83 Bleury St., Montreal 

TO MAKE SURE THAT YOU ARE GETTING GENUINE MOTT 
WARE, LOOK FOR THE MOTT LABEL ON EACH PIECE 

A Butler’s Pantry Door 
should swing both ways; should close gently and 
without noise and stop at once at the centre 
without vibrating. The only way to accomplish 
this is to use the “BARDSLE ” CHECKING 
HINGE. It goes in the floor under the door and 
there are no ugly projections on the door. 

JOSEPH BARDSLEY 
147-151 Baxter Street New York City” 

In writing to advertisers please mention Hovsz ann Garpen. 

Landscape Gardening with Bush- 
Hook and Pick 

(Continued from page 28.) 

the larger pasture and spring below. He 
now aids in keeping the paths open and 
the bushes’ near them within modest 
bounds and gives a spot of light to many 
of our landscape pictures. Some of his 
paths have now been widened by remov- 
ing intruding bushes and the less worthy 
young trees. At the end of the cart-path, 
a turn-around for teams was made by cut- 
ting through a mass of Golden-rod and 
Sumach, leaving, however, an effective 
border of gold and crimson. From here 
a path was made meandering to follow 
lines of least resistance out to the edge of 
the bluff, from which a broad view of vil- 
lage and valley can be seen. At a turn 
in the path a small White Birch log was 
thrown down. Anyone using the path 
must here pay attention to his footing and 
for a moment forgets to look ahead. 
When the obstruction is passed, he looks 
up and has a pleasant surprise in the pic- 
ture of the valley church-spire and valley, 
now seen under the old Hemlocks at the 
edge of the bluff and framed in by the 
bushes at the sides of the pathway. 

In picking flowers, one way of making 
an effective bouquet is to gather into the 
hand, picking one color by itself and then 
another, In this way one gets effective 
masses, but the different colors are not 
sharply separated and blend more or less, 
giving the bouquet unity in spite of the 
variety of color it contains. On the same 
principle, this piece of woodland is being 
developed. In one place, there was a 
grove of Pines, some old and full of char- 
acter, some young and developing a soft 
beauty of their own out in full sunshine, 
and others spindling and crowded, while 
all were obscured by growths of Cedars 
and other saplings of no especial value. 
Enough of these last were removed to 
reveal the Pines as a unit and enough of 
the Pine saplings cut out to give the others 
a better chance for growth. The outlying 
Pines prevent any suggestion of a solid 
block of trees and lead off to blend the 
Pine grove with the Cedars and Junipers, 
which are characteristic trees of a neigh- 
boring region. 

In another place, Oaks in a family 
group showed their glittering foliage, 
dark green in summer, and red-brown in 

autumn. They were obscured by clumps 
of small Birches. The bush - hook soon 
made poles and brush of these, and now 
the Oaks can in part develop branches 
clear to the ground and will show as a 
warm spot in the autumn landscape and 
make a background from certain points of 
view for the white stems of. the larger 
Birches, which form a grove near-by. 

Stakes were needed to aid in the plant- 
ing of the fruit trees in the orchard, and 
the smooth round stems of the Birches 
were very attractive for the purpose. In- 
stead, however, of making a clean sweep 
of whole clumps, the smaller sprouts were 
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taken from each clump, and from the rest 
the dead twigs were quickly removed with 
the bush-hook as high as it would reach. 
The stems, which were before nearly con- 
cealed by the twigs and small sprouts, 
were in that way brought out in full 
whiteness to contrast sharply with the 
Oaks and Hemlocks not far away. 

At one place there is near the cliff a 
fairly level bench of land, which was cov- 
ered with bushes and Cedars mixed with 
a few larger trees. Above the bench is 
the steep slope on which the Pines are 
growing. The lower level bench has now 
been cleared of nearly all of its tree 
growth, giving a place for picnics or la- 
ter, perhaps, for tennis-court and garden. 
In this way the Pines on the slope are 
revealed and a comfortable and spacious 
resting place provided for those roaming 
over the tract. 

On the upper terraces are two old 
Hemlocks whose branches drooping to the 
ground made an arbor, shady at all times, 
but with no outlook and somewhat breath- 
less. Cutting out a hanging branch and 
a few small trees let in the air and gave 
a narrow outlook upon the level bench 
below and out to the distant valley and 
white farmhouse still farther down. 

The point on the edge of the bluff, 
which juts out farthest into the valley and 
from which now the broadest view can be 
obtained, was entirely covered with a 
growth of small Poplars of very little 
value. A few hours’ work with the bush- 
hook reduced them to brush and sticks for 
the fireplace and revealed a panorama ex- 
tending from north through west to south, 
and commanding village, valley, distant 
hills and a mountain in a neighboring 
state. A few hours more of work with 
bush-hook and pick developed an easy 
descent from this clearing to the terrace 
below and opened a vista framing in a 
picture of a near-by mountain showing 
itself over the Hemlocks by the brook. 

In the lower part of the tract and 
nearer home, some things have been done 
in the way of improvement. The wood- 
land paths leading from the pasture to the 
spring are pleasant places but not easy to 
reach from the house. To reach them it 
was necessary to leap the brooklet and 
then -¢9 somewhat roundabout. In the 
edge of the woods in the dell there was 
an old stone wall of round boulders. By 
moving a cartload or two of these and 
hauling a little clay, a curved dam, or 
causeway, was built across the stream. 
The ferns have already taken possession 
of parts of this and blended it with the 
wodland. One can now cross with dry 
feet and in a dignified manner to reach the 
paths beyond. The dam is bordered on 
one side by the little pool above it, and 
one may have the unusual pleasure of see- 
ing wild Cinnamon Fern, Red Osiers, Gol- 
den Willows, Arrowhead and other bog 
plants close at hand while keeping his 
shoes dry. One may also hope sometime 
to see wild Azalia and Cardinal-Flower 
growing here in congenial soil and look- 
ing at home, although transplanted from 

NABISCO 
Sugar Wafers 

As an accompaniment to chocolate or 
tea, or an adjunct to the dessert of a formal 
dinner, NABISCO Sugar Wafers are 
equally appropriate. Keep a few tins of 
these most delightful confections on hand 
—then you are prepared for any dessert 
emergency. 

In ten cent tins 
Also in twenty-five cent tins 

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY 

— 

All cement, brick and stucco Be sure 
exteriors need the word 

PETRIFAX Cement Coating | | "EFAS 
Without it rain and dampness are sure to penetrat and cur oO hetrate, causin 

damage and unsanitary conditions. J name 
Petrifax waterproofs the exterior. It consists of a mineral areon 

base, which 18 carried info the pores of the cement by a volatile 
liquid, which evaporates quickly, leaving a hard yet elastic an ¢ 
surtace that will not crack, chip nor peal, even under climatic . 
cuanges. To cement and stucco it gives a untform an i pleas- keg and 
ing color that these materials themselves never have, and can. 
without destroying theirtexture. Let us tell you more about > 
this successful waterproof coating. We are always glad & 

to answer questions. Ask for Booklet. < 

Dexter Brothers (o.i15.8r0%4,8t., Boston, Mase. 
Makers of Dexter Brothers’ English Shingle Stains. 
AGENTS — H. M. Hooker Co,, Chicago; John D, 8, Potts, 

218 Race St,, Phila,; Carolina Portland Cement Co., Bir- 
mingham and Montgomery,Ala., Jacksonville, Fla,, Charles. 

ton, 5.C., New Orleans, La,, and Atlanta, Ga.; C. M. Brockett 
Cement Co., Kansas Citv, Mo, : Sherman Kimball. San Francisco Calif; F. 8. Combs, Halifax, N.8.; AND DEALERS, . 

HARTWELL, RICHARDSON & DRIVER, 
ARCHITECTS, BOSTON. 

In writing to advertisers please mention House anv GarDEN. 
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a neighbor's meadow, Cutting out a few | Are You Interested in a Home? 
intruding bushes in the old paths improved a a0, cand ois conte Ser & copy of 
them greatly, and newly a oom sate now = 24 CRAFTSMAN HOUSES a 

lead from the pool through the region = 
where the great masses of Maidenhair and 
interrupted fern luxuriate under the rocks 
on the north side of the hill, to the spring 

and the great grape-vine near the fence. 
The Spice-bush is so beautiful a shrub 

that it should be more largely used. In 
early spring its gray twigs and branches 
cover themselves with a yellow haze of 
blossoms, followed by glossy dark green 
leaves and berries which turn to bright ws - 

scarlet The W hole bush, bark, leaves and Giving euperters gd foo aia of 24 Craftsman Houses costing 
‘ . to build from 000; we will also send free an interest- 

berries is pungent with a spicy odor. A | ing 32-page booklet. 
long path bordered with them is very at- “THE CRAFTSMAN HOUSE” 

aattena « ; -~ ; [f shee These books are both beautifull inted, and be sent 
trac tive, and it would seem as if they postpaid to ay address to interest you in aS a idea 

Mercer Boller for Steam aad Hot Water Heating might serve a useful purpose in planting, i ee bie teen belie haces’ oh @. lower out. 
especially as they grow well under the | Qafteman cams sry home ie, paih mom erty bent or 

i * . . Da _ . ati stantial construction, hard-wood interiors, built-in features d 

Our Heating Boilers | | “sc oe se Shae at nee oe ia One of the great pleasures in taking ~ et ws Co ees he 
possession of a place like this is the con- thw how tot about it ani “CRAFTSMAN HOMES oe 

and Radiators tinual succession of discoveries which tenie Ene P=, a wider public, we are making the fol- 

may be made; the Laurel on the hillside, | the Craftsman for a Year $3. 00 all Fer 

a Fir or Larch, which has seeded in from | “Craftsman Homes” - - o} $3.75 

a neighboring “place,” or the fact that the | Amy one of over 90 House Plans 

(olumbines on the cliff are connected with | Gustav Stickley, The Craftsman 
are made for the home those we know down near the bars by a Room 134, 41 West 34th Street, New York 

hs straggling ragged ribbon of others all 
where the Architect down the rugged hillside, where we never 

go except when our sluggish Sunday blood , and Owner demand eae cine a Patent Window Stop Adjuster 
: : The little Beech tree discovered down events DraFts, Dust AND Window RATTLING. 

uniform heat in all near the path may be our pride some day IVES’ PATERT 
weather if we will give it room and sun, and the Window Stop Adjuster. 

: little White Pine, which looks so well in avy BED 
oe : spring, that we call it a treasure as it 

The efficiency of our shows fresh and green against the gray of 
e ' the edge of the woods, must be attended mg 

apparatus mak rs this to, if we do not wish it smothered by the ans Telae habia adl cn omumhec tend ts Gateenine 
always possible. brush -_ makes its location a question 1n ) Beg - —. po Met Ml LA dy pA hoa 

summer. a 
———— Working in these ways, we hope to 

make the labor of a few spare hours or 
MILLS SAFETY BOILERS leisure days with these humble tools, de- 

velop into greater unity and effectiveness , 
the beauties which nature has so freely i) p E A R ae 
given and add to the financial value more 
than enough to offset the little time taken 

THE H B SMITH CO from the labors of the farm and orchard. New Cooking Range 

New Warm Air Distributors 
Porch Pillows 

Factory, Westfield, Mass. Open Grates and Stoves for 
ve (Continued from page 29.) Wood and Coal 

1225 Arch St., Philadelphia so thin as to require lining. Oriental cot- Special Stoves for Laundry, 
ton stuffs, with Batik decoration, are in- Stable, Greenhouse, Etc. 

teresting and inexpensive, but difficult to 
procure, as Turkish or Armenian dealers 

Steam and Hot Water Heating 

; : : prefer to import embroidered shirt waists Systems 
Stanley S Ball-Bearing Hinges rather than the more artistic products of 

erbinensieten tu their countrymen. Russian crash is suit- There are many reasons why you should 
hanging doors either in able for outdoor use, and decorations in pid = cg = — 

. . 7 Ps stencil are appropriate, applied with a Appliances—the most modern, efficient, a 
Big Public Buildings or home-made “ patna oinell. Crash economical 

Private Dwellings toweling in blue or red and white squares, IN YOUR COUNTRY HOME. 
RN ESE I a is sometimes used for covers, with blue or 

ordinary hinges, and their action is noise- red embroidery covering some of the Write to-day for further information and estimates. 

less and perfect. 5-1 ~ meee Bronze squares, and used to tack the narrow Hotels and Institutions receive special attention. 

. strips together. Another material bor- : 
THE STANLEY WORKS aa a icon the culinary department of James Spear Stove and Heating Co. 

Myrtle Street, New Britain, Conn. the house is the German dish-cloth. Of 1014-16 Market Street - Philadelphia, Pa. 
New York Office: 79 Chambers Street heavy hand-woven cotton, creamy in color, 

In writing to advertisers please mention House ana Garpen. 
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the dish-cloths are decorated with peasant 
embroidery and their real vocation is un- 
suspected. Arras cloth is harmonious and 
agreeable in coloring but must be kept out 
of the sun if used for pillows, as it fades 
in a bright light. Appliqué decoration is 
suitable for this material, sometimes called 
Craftsman or Handcraft canvas. Monk’s 
cloth, with its loose weave and heavy tex- 
ture, is effective, and is decorated by 
weaving brightly colored tapes in and out 
through its meshes to form a primitive 
Indian-like design. 

For seat cushions, to be used on porch 
steps, woven raffia is a dust proof cover- 
ing. The ends of the grass are left to 
form a fringe at the edges. 

The old-fashioned rag carpet method 
of making old goods into new is often 
adopted for pillow covers, but new goods 
are usually employed. While the weav- 
ing is done by a professional worker, the 
cutting and sewing of strips is done at 
home. 

Simple decorations, easily executed, 
are most satisfactory for porch use. If 
flower designs are used, they should be of 
extremely conventional character, as real- 
istic forms may come into close competi- 
tion with nature, to their disadvantage. 
The materials used are inexpensive. Mer- 
cerized cotton is employed for embroid- 
eries. Appliqué is done with scraps of 
material, and the use of Japanese stencils 
or wood blocks nieans only a trifling out- 
lay. 

As helps to the comfort of the modern 
porch, and adjuncts to a garden scheme, 
cushions and pillows play a small but im- 
portant part in the outdoor life of the 
American family. 

Bcok Reviews 
[The Publishers of House and Garden will be glad to 

furnish any books desired by subscribers on receipt of 
publisher's price. Inquiries accompanied by stamp for 
reply wll be answered immediately.] 

Gardens Old and New. Edited by W. Avray 
Tipping, M. A. Sumptuously illustrated. 
Cloth, gilt top, Crown folio. New York: 
Charles Scribner’s Sons, Importers. $12 
net. 

The object of this magnificently illus- 
trated volume is to depict the many-sided 
character of old and modern gardenage, 
and to indicate the possibilities that lie be- 
fore possessors and planners of gardens. 

Soil Fertility and Permanent Agriculture. By 
Cyril G. Hopkins, Ph.D. Illustrated. Cloth, 
8vo, 653 pp. Boston and New York: Ginn 
and Company. $2.75. 

Professor Hopkins’s book is written 
primarily for American landowners, who 
must either think and plan for the preser- 
vation of the land or allow its more ex- 
tended ruin, and secondarily for other stu- 
dents of agriculture and economics, wheth- 
er in the lecture-room and science labora- 
tory. 

REECO WATER SYSTEM 
(Water supplies installed complete 

and ready for use) 

We do the work, you turn the faucet. 
Our system relieves a customer of 
every detail. We install any kind of 
water-supply complete and ready for “© 
use. No matter where_you live, if it -. 
be near a well, a spring, or running ‘ 
brook, and you feel that you could 
enjoy some of those comforts and 
conveniences which a bath and run- © 
ning water give in a home, but are in With'pheumatic pressure nk 
doubt as to the expense involved, write us and we will tell you exactly the cost, and 
in case you purchase, we will take complete charge of the work, relieving you of every 
detail of installation, thus giving you a water-supply all ready for the turning of the 
faucet. Our business life covers an experience of seventy years. During this period 
we have been able to adopt the best of such inventions and improvements as have 
from time to time become available, until our system of water-supply is the very best 
obtainable, being indorsed and in use by various departments of the U. S. Government 
and, to the number of over 40,000, is working in all countries throughout the world 
to-day. Our pumps are operated by electricity or hot air, as may best suit the location 
or convenience of the purchaser. 
Write to our nearest office for catalogue K and let us tell you the cost of a water-supply all ready for use. 

RIDER-ERICSSON ENGINE Co. 
35 Warren Street, New York 40 Dearborn Street, Chicago 234 West Craig Street, Montreal, P. Q. 
239 Franklin Street, Boston 40 North 7th Street, Philadelphia 22 Pitt Street, Sydney, N. S. W 

The Owner of this Attractive House 
Enjoys His Windows 

They’re all casements hinged to swing 
oat—tight in winter and catching alé the 
breezes in summer. 

They’re equipped with our famous Hold- 
fast Adjusters to operate and lock easily 
with one hand without disturbing screens, 
storm sash, curtains or Venetian blinds. 

Our free hand-book tells you all about 
up-to-date casements and our remarkable 
casement devices. 

Write to-day to the 

CASEMENT HARDWARE COMPANY 
154 Washington Street Chicago 

6 TT ET 3 FET oy ET TERE 
eS 

(Corrugated) 

‘ Will not Kink, crack, split or burst 
Before it leaves the factory, every foot of Elec- 

tric Hose is tested by hydraulic pressure twelve 
to fifteen times greater than hydrant pressure 

To make Electric Hose, a jacket of 
seine twine is braided over a tube of 

gg Electric Garden Hose 

ST > EEE OT LEIS ES © fp SU 
<2 ?. 

Om 

Pe, | pure rubber. Another tube is “pulled” 
¥ over the jacket. Another jacket is 
; braided over the second tube—and so on. 

oa The final, outer tube of rubber is heav- 
ily corrugated. All the alternating tubes 
and jackets are vulcanized by tremend- 
ous pressure into a unified fabric of ex- 
traordinary strength. 

Electric costs but little more than or- 
dinary hose. It lasts three times as 
long. 

Send for our ‘“‘Garden and Lawn Cy- Ele f H H & R bb C 
oe booklet _ — — ‘s C ric ose U er 0. 
every home owner. Address Depart- 
ment J. Wilmington, Del., U.S. A. 

ne ane, © 

In writing to advertisers please mention House AND GARDEN. 
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This great book 
of plans, elevations, 

Ideal Homes should be in the hands of every prospective 

home ivrilede ror home owner, 

hook are actual examples of homes already built, and 

the estimates of cost are taken from the exact figures 

and show just what you can do today with whatever 

appropriation you have allowed, from a $1,600 bunga- 

low to a 810.000 house. 

many valuable suggestions and giving you a tangible 

basis from which to make your plans and arrange your 

appropriation, will be the means of saving you a good 

many dollars. 

This great magazine 
—a full year 

the most beautifully printed 
magazine of its kind in America, for the home owner 

** Ideal Homes 

and home maker, brings to you every month fully 

illustrated articles for improving and beautifying the 

by the ablest editorial and contributing staff 

in America, covering every branch of home making 

home 

from architecture, interior decoration and landscape 

vardening to definite instructions for doing much of 

the simpler work yourself, 

prospective home owner should take advantage of this 
. 

offer. 

Smith Publishing Company 
526 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. 

specifications and estimates of 

The homes shown in this 

This book besides offering 

Every home owner and 

Send us your name, address and $1.00 today. 

{90 

THISTLE - INE 
The Great Weed Destroyer 

Positively Kills 
Poison Ivy, Sumac, Canada Thistles, 
Burdock, Wild Morning Glory, and 

All Noxious Weeds. 

Mr. E. Herman of York, Pa. Requesting advice 
from Mr. F. Rockefeller, received the following : 

Cleveland, Ohio, January Sth, 198 
Pormen, 

ork, Denn., 
Dear Sir 

Replying to your letter of the léth instant, 
have used a great deal of Thiscle-ine | dissolve it 
ase it aceording to directions on the can, | use 6 
ayrin, and after palling up a Canada thistle, partially 

ll the hole with the liquid, or spray the liquid over 
the thistle. I have killed thousands of them «@ have 
never had any trouble, and have repeatedly examined 
them some time alter spraying with the lig i 
have never yet found a live Canada thistle after 
treated im this way 1 cannot undermtand why you 
should have any trouble. | do oot believe | have ever 
made application move than once to the same istle. 

Yours very truly, 

F. RUCK EFELLER 

Mr. & 

Manufactured By 

The Lindgren Chemical Co. 
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. 

6a Can sufficient to cover 5000 sq.ft $2.00 

Civil Engineer and LandscapeArchitect 
EUGENE PITOU, Jr. 

Designs and estimates for improving and construct- 
ing the grounds of city and suburban properties. 

Ornamental Fixtures Furnished 

229 Broadway, New York 
Tele phone, 6084 Barclay 

bet | 
K.UYENO 

“JAPANESE ARCHITECT 

cost , electricit 
with None of their dangers, by using 

Produces 
be lighted the same as electric light 

or wires, 

Economy Gas Machine Co., 
437 Main Street Rochester, N. Y. 

In writing to advertisers please mention House ano Garpven. 

COUNTRY HOMES 

ke py Caen Fee 

Economy Gas Machine 
xs for light and kitchen fuel. May 

without 
or write for list of 

tory or in the business and social world. 
Who, for instance, is not vitally interested 
in the fact that the United States is now 
exporting, every year, for the compara- 
tively paltry sum of five million dollars, a 
quantity of our most limited plant-food 
material which, if retained and used upon 
our own soils, would be worth a thousan«( 

million dollars to our children in the next 
generation of Americans? 

The Ideal Garden. By H. H. Thomas. II- 
lustrated with 16 colored plates and 96 half- 
tones. Cloth, 16mo, gilt tops. Stamped 
in colors. 276 pp. London and New York: 
Cassell and Company, Ltd. $2 net. 

This book aims to show how a fabric 
may be raised that shall be worthy of the 
gardener’s conception. Six months’ work 
in the outdoor garden is passed in review, 
and an explanation is given of those prac- 
tical details that seem chiefly to mystif; 
the amateur. American garden lovers will 
find the pages of this handsome book con- 
taining much helpful suggestion. 

Dogs and All About Them. 
Leighton. Illustrated. Color frontispiece. 
Cloth, 16mo, 344 pp. London and New 
York: Cassell and Company, Ltd. 

A concise and practical hand-book on 
matters canine by a recognized English 
authority on the subject, and author of a 
previous work, “New Book of the Dog,” 
whose expense has put it beyond the reach 
of those who will welcome this less costly 
volume. 

By Robert 

Swimming. By Edwin Tenney Brewster. 
Illustrated. Cloth, 8vo, 95 pp. Boston 
and New York: Houghton Mifflin Co. $1 
net. 

A helpful little hand-book of the whole 
art of swimming, treating adequately of 
speed-strokes and other matters not alone 
addressed to ambitious and muscular 
youth which has no fear of the water. 

Seekers in Sicily. By Elizabeth Bisland and 
Anne Hoyt. Illustrated. Cloth, 12mo, 282 
pp. New York: John Lane Company. 
$1.50 net. 

This is one of the most entertaining 
books that has ever been written about 
Sicily. Wit enlivens almost every page, 
and no humorous incident escapes the 
authors. Few books convey information 
with so bright a spirit. It is an ideal 
“steamer book.” 

Fungous Diseases of Plants. By Benjamin 
Minge Duggart. Illustrated. Cloth, 8vo, 
508 pp. Boston and New York: Ginn & 
Co. $2.00. 

Professor Duggar’s book is a substan- 
tial work of reference, presenting scienti- 
fic information in an available form for 
those broadly interested in plant produc- 
tion or country-life. 

Country Neighbors. By Alice Brown. Cloth, 
12mo, 361 pp. Boston and New York: 
Houghton Mifflin Co. $1.20 net. 

Lovers of Miss Brown's other stories 
of New England life will find this new 
collection written in the same delightful 
vein. 
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A Holiday With the Birds. By Jeanette 
Marks and Julia Moody. Illustrations by 
Chester A. Reed. Frontispiece in Color. 
Cloth, 16mo, 211 pp. New York: Harper 
& Brothers. 75 cents net. 

This is the story of three children whs 
go swimming, picknicking, berrying, sail- 
ing, motor-boating, breakfasting out-of- 
doors, and on all such jolly romps, on 
which occasions they see the birds and 
learn their habits with the help their eld- 
ers give them. It is a good way to pre- 
sent nature-study to a child. 

Greek Lands and Letters. By F. G. and A. 
C. E. Allinson. Illustrated. Cloth, 8vo, 
pp. Boston: Moughton Mifflin Co. $2.50 
net. 

With this book in hand there would 
scarcely be a spot in all Greece where the 
traveler would not know just how he 
ought to feel and why, for the entertain- 
ing writers have presented in this volume 
matter of the greatest interest to the stay- 
at-homes as well as to the have-been- 
theres. 

Mr. Carteret and Others. By David Gray. 
Illustrated. Cloth, 16mo, 218 pp. New 
York: The Century Co. $1 net. 

Here is a new book of “Gallops” stories 
by David Gray, and like the author’s pre- 
vious book, they touch on sport of various 
kinds. Mr. Gray’s characters are delight- 
ful creations. 

The Process of Layering 

(Continued from page 44) 

Stool or mound layers requires a little 
longer time, as they must have due prepa- 
ration. The shrub from which new plants 
are to be produced is pruned back severe- 
ly in the spring—‘headed in” to nothing 
but low, short stubs, to induce a free 
growth of sprouts. When these strong 
young shoots are well grown—usually by 
the middle of summer—a mound of earth 
is piled entirely over the old plant and 
brought up some distance on the stems of 
the young shoots. This induces them to 
root freely, and by another spring they 
are ready to be dug up, separated and 
planted as individuals. 

Air layering is simply an adaptation of 
the process to branches which, for one 
reason or another, cannot be bent down 
to the ground. It consists in applying 
earth to a stem that has been cleft as al- 
ready described, or girdled, by means of 
a divided pot holding earth clasped around 
it and held in place by binding. Sphag- 
num moss is wrapped around the whole to 
retain moisture, and the pot is supported 
in its unnatural position by a stand of 
stakes, if the work is being done out-of- 
doors. Inside in a conservatory or green- 
house, where the air is constantly moist, 
a paper pot enclosing the sphagnum alone 
may be used. 

Tip layering is exactly what the name 
implies—the laying down of a tip alone 
which, bent to the earth, is buried for a 

thick, hot suds. 

Just send your name and address together with 
the name and address of your local plumber and 

we will forward by express prepaid one Ricumony Suds-Maker. 
think you can spare it, return it at our expense. 
greatest convenience, money and time saver you can install in your kitchen. 

THE MSCrum-HOWELL Co. 

Try This “RICHMOND” 

Suds-Maker Free 
You simply turn the faucet and The ‘Ricumonp Suds-Maker delivers 

It does not in any way interfere with the hot water 
“a faucet and can be easily attached to it. It gives you instead, two faucets— 
» one for clean, hot water—the other for thick, hot suds. 

Think of the dozens of ways 
this ingenious device will 
cut down the work in the 
kitchen ! Learn what it 
means to save hundreds of 
steps every day-to always 
have thick creamy soap suds 
on tap. The“Richmond”’ Suds 
Maker gives you any quantity 
of soap and water thoroughly 
mixed in scientific propor- 
tion—it is always ready to 
meet your instant needs, It 
puts an end to the drudgery 
ofdishwashing—simply place 
dishes, silver, glassware 
under its creamy suds for an 
instant, then just rinse and 
wipe. It putsan instant auto- 
matic end to waste, to un- 
sightly soap dishes, to the 
nuisance of using up the 
odds and ends of soap. Use 
any kind of soap. 

Use it ten days—then if you 
This is your chance to learn about the 

Write today. 

265 Terminal Building New York, N. Y. 

Box C 

WILLOWCRAFT 
is up-t& date in every particular and far excels reed or rattan fur- 
niture in its beauty, fine workmanship and durability. 

Send direct to our factory for catalog of 150 designs and prices. 
We are the only manufacturers of Willow Furniture whose 

advertisement appears in this magazine. 
THE WILLOWCRAFT SHOPS 

North Cambridge, Mass. Dehvered 

$13 sO 

IND it around your 
trees. Stop the third 
crop of caterpillars 

from crawling up. It is 
the most destructive crop 
of all. 

Caterpillars or tussock 
moths cannot crawl un- 

der, and won't crawl over 

Strokum. The only 
banding substance that 
does the work and lasts 

In writing to advertisers please mention House anp GarvEN. 

Strokum Stops Caterpillars 
an entire season. It is 
not unsightly. Guaran- 
teed not to harm the 

trees. Anyone can put 

it on. 

Send $3.00 at once fer a 
sample package of fifteen 
pounds, which is enough to 
band fifteen trees, three feet 
around. Express paid east 
cf the Mississippi; 50c. extra 
west of it. 

Send for our illustrated 
booklet. 

George Stratford OakKkum Co. 
166 Cornelison Avenue, Jersey City, N. J. 
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First impressions are 
As 

you enter the door a 

Wood Mantel 

most important. 

in the hall, with a cheerful fire to bid 

| you welcome . creates at once a tavor 

| able impression of the house and its 

owner Here is one oft many 

| WOOD MANTELS appropriate tor 
| ahall. No room is complete without 
| a mantel—and Wood Mantels are 
| made that harmonize with every 

| room. Many suggestions and illus 

| trations will be found in the booklet 

| Why Wood Mantels? 
which we will gladly send to any one 

thinking of building, remodeling or 
| decorating Address 

Wood Mantel Manufacturers’ Association 
H. T. Bennett, Secretary 

Room 1225, State Life Bidg., INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 

AN SRN SITUE 

few inches, Branches which will not bend 
enough to be forked down and turned 
back up, may sometimes be rooted by tip 
layering, and thus save a resort to the 
more troublesome air layering. 

Now is the time to do this work, and 
a few of those common shrubs which re- 
spond most readily to this process and are 
therefore the best for the beginner to work 
with, are listed below. The method to be 

followed with each is practically the same ; 
three to four inches is deep enough to 
cover the stems in all cases: 

Calycanthus — Carolina ll-spice or 
sweet shrub: Simple layering; put down 
in summer, sever in late autumn. 

Daphne—Garland flower: Simple lay- 
ering ; put down in summer, do not sever 
till following spring. 

Forsythia: Simple, serpentine or tip; 
put down in summer, sever late autumn; 

tips will root where they strike the ground. 
Philadelphus—Syringa: Simple layer- 

ing: put down in summer, sever in late 

autumn. 

Ribes—Flowering currant: 
lavering according to directions; 

following spring. 

Mound 

sever in 

Road Making on the Country 
Place 

(Continued from page 31) 

ing from pitch and creosote to disinfect- 
ants, paints and beautiful dyes, furnishes 
a dense black bitumen which is weather- 
proof, adhesive and cheap. When the 
engineer has spread down his broken 
stone and rolled it into true contour, he 
heats the viscid tar till it becomes a fluid 
and flushes a heavy coat of it over the 
stone. Before it cools and hardens the 
top layer of fine stone chips is spread and 
rolled into the pitchy bed. The tar cools 
and the stone is thus gripped firmly in a 
viscid matrix. The plasticity of this ma- 
trix permits this surface to yield slightly 
instead of pulverizing. It loks like sheet 
asphalt and is dustless in the same sense 
that asphalt is. Its plastic softness is re- 
vealed by the difference in sound when a 
horse is driven over it. The sharp metal- 
lic ring of the hoofs on ordinary macadam 
is deadened to a velvety thud on the tar- 
impregnated surface. 

Simple as it is, this process of making 
automobile-proof roads was learned only 
by long and costly experiment dating 
from work that began at Nice ten years 
ago. The French engineers worked it out 
to a point where they had abandoned all 
other forms of dust prevention and devel- 
oped a new industry with special machin- 
ery for tar spreading before the American 
engineers took it up in 1904. To Mont- 
clair, New Jersey, falls the honor of hav- 
ing first developed the process thoroughly 
in this country. Other towns and cities 
followed suit, and there are now many 
localities, especially suburbs of large cities, 
where the dust problem is especially vex- 
ing, that have adopted the policy of build- 

TERRA COTTA 
Garden Furniture 

Your garden and hall will be more attractive if fur 
nished with the Galloway productions. The material is 
hard burned selected clay fired to a point to insure 
durability in the severest climate 
The extensive cx lection of original designs and r 

plicas of antique art includes: 

FLOWER POTS FLOWER BOXES JARDINIERES 
VASES BENCHES FERNERIES TABLES 

SUN — Dagens FOUNTAIN 5 
“au ontaining 

fratior wea su remealion 

Galloway Terra Cotta Co., 3218 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
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ing nothing but tar-treated roads; plain 
macadam being considered uneconomical. 

The coming of the new type of road 
means much to residents along the great 
automobile highways. Many a pretty su- 
burban cottage has depreciated in value on 
account of the increasing dust nuisance. 
Many a lawn that was once the pride of 
its owner has been neglected because it 
was no longer possible to get satisfaction 
from it. Far from being a benefit, the 
presence of an old-fashioned macadam 
thoroughfare has been in the past few 
years a costly nuisance to many a property 
owner. The new type of road will go 
far to restore original values and at the 
same time it will dispose of much of the 
present prejudice against the automobile. 

Making a Water-Garden 

(Continued from page 28) 

common white Pond Lily in form and 
varying from five to ten inches in diame- 
ter. Like the Egyptian Lotus this variety 
is a rapid grower and throws out stocky 
horizontal rhizomes which have a tendency 
to circle around the edge of a pool, crowd- 
ing the Vympheas and other floating Lilies 
into the center and effectually concealing 
them from view by means of their tall 
foliage. For this reason it is always ad- 
visable to plant Lotus in a pool by itself, 
or at least to take the precaution of wall- 
ing off a portion of the pond where it may 
grow without interfering with other aqua- 
tic plants. 

Among the more tender species of Lily, 
nothing is lovelier than the Zanzibars. 
These are surprisingly easy of culture and 
their beauty amply compensates one for 
the winter care which they require. Since 
they cannot be allowed to remain out-of- 
doors after the frost comes, it is best to 
plant them in tubs, allowing three or four 
plants to one tub for the first season and 
later dividing them as they mature. If 
arranged in this way the Lilies can be 
readily lifted from the water in the au- 
tumn and removed to a warm cellar to be 
stored until spring. Zanzibariensis rosea 
is a pink Lily of delicate coloring and de- 
lightful fragrance, while Zanzibariensis 
azure produces magnificent sky-blue blos- 
soms. Although usually small the first 
season, these Lilies frequently measure 
from six to ten inches in diameter when 
the plants have reached maturity. 

The queen of all Water Lilies is un- 
doubtedly the magnificent Victoria regia, 
which is a native of the rivers and streams 
of Brazil. This wonderful plant produces 
gigantic blossoms of unsurpassed splendor 
when left unmolested in its South Amer- 
ican haunts, but it does not take kindly to 
our colder northern climate. It is a hope- 
less task to undertake growing this tropi- 
cal beauty in an outdoor pool, for without 
artificial heat beneath the tank it will sel- 
dom thrive. Furthermore, even under 
favorable circumstances, it is a costly ex- 
periment which the amateur will do well 
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Hoskins’ Dandelion Pills put dandelions 
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To clear your lawn of dandelions, plan- 
tains and other noxious weeds, use a Hos- 
kins’ Gun with Dandelion Pills. With the 
gun (Dowell, with tin receiving cap) jab a 
pill into head of each dandelion—that set- 
tles him. Easy standing work and no 
backaches. 

The Gun and 500 Hoskins’ Dandelion 
Pills, transportation prepaid, for $1.00. 
Your money back if they fail to kill. Right 
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to leave to a more experienced florist, 
while he devotes his own time and energies 

to the more hardy varieties of Water 
Lilies 

Blending Architecture and Nature 

by Planting 

(Continued from page 24) 

Finally, it is worthy of note that, while 
vines are indispensable to the great place 
no matter how much other planting it may 
boast, they are also the one thing which 
the tiniest scrap of land will support—they 
are the material par excellence which will 
furnish the greatest possible results in the 
least possible space. Roothold is practi- 
cally all the ground that they require, con- 
sequently the most restricted area may ac- 
commodate one or two. No wall or fence, 
even in the heart of the largest city, need 
ever be bare of some sort of restful green. 
They are the one thing adapted to every 
place with positively no restrictions. 

Southern Garden Notes for July 

py A. B. McKay 

of Horticulture, Agricultural 
Mississip pt 

Professor 

College, 

A? February is the Southern season for 
starting quite a list of vegetables 

for spring and early summer harvest, so 
July may be regarded as the “turn of the 
year,” or the time when the Southern 
gardener must busy himself with prepar- 
ing the soil and planting for fall and early 
winter gathering. 

Before the advent of July early plant- 
ings of such vegetables as onions, turnips, 
English peas, cabbage, Irish potatoes and, 
perhaps, bush beans and sweet corn, have 
been harvested, and the soil occupied by 
these crops has been prepared for other 
plantings. 

With weather conditions during mid- 
summer differing widely from those pre- 
vailing during February and March, meth- 
ods of planting and treating garden crops 
started in July must, in many cases, differ 
materially from those practiced with these 
same crops planted in early spring. The 
warmest, dryest soil was selected for the 
spring crop of potatoes; and, to facilitate 
prompt drainage and a higher soil temper- 
ature, planting was done in slightly ele- 
vated rows. A cool, well-drained, moist 
soil, such as is found in alluvial valleys, 
is best for the fall crop. To properly pre- 
pare even the best soil for this second 
crop it is necessary to plow, harrow, re- 
plow and re-harrow several times before 
planting in order to get the best mechani- 
cal condition for the conservation of 
moisture. So important is this matter of 
thorough preparation of soil for the fall 
crop of potatoes, and most other vege- 
tables planted during midsummer, that it 
is better, when necessary, to defer plant- 
ing several weeks. Should it become ne- 
cessary to plant potatoes as late as August 
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Ist to the roth (the best crop of potatoes 
the writer ever grew was planted August 
15th and harvested November 15th), it is 
well to sprout the seed potatoes, if the 
eyes have not started well, before plant- 
ing. This is done by spreading the pota- 
toes in a cool, shady place and keeping 
covered with moist earth or other like 
material for two or three weeks. Plant 
on a level or, if in well drained land, in 
furrows, firming the soil well over the 
seed potatoes. The soil thus prepared 
and planted, little remains to be done until 
harvest. 

Cabbage seed drilled in rows where 
crop is to be grown in the latter part of 
July should begin to head early in Octo- 
ber. No better time than the latter half 
of July to plant melons, cucumbers, 
squash, table corn, okra, and practically 
the whole list of short-lived vegetables 
such as beans and turnips. 

With fertile soil properly prepared 
and plenty of water judiciously applied, 
our fall and early winter garden, in point 
of variety, quality and yield, often equals 
and, sometimes excels, that of spring and 
summer. During the rainy period, which 
usually comes in July and lasts from ten 
days to two weeks, no oportunity should 
be lost to put garden soil in ideal condi- 
tion for the crops which are to occupy it 
for the balance of the season. Lose this 
opportunity and it may be best to abandon 
the garden until the time to begin opera- 
tions for the succeeding spring. 

Shingle Roofs 

| laying shingles there are a few points 
to be observed. Use galvanized iron 

nails and always use two nails to a 
shingle—three in cases of wide shingles. 
Break joints by at least one inch—more 
if possible, and do not make a joint over 
a nailhead. Lay no whole shingles wider 
than eight inches. If wider, split or 
mark deeply with the hatchet so as to 
break joints and also to eliminate the 
danger of chance breakage; then nail as 
two shingles. It is better to bend the 
shingle first to see if it develops a weak 
place—such is the natural place to sever 
it. When it is advisable to keep one edge 
of a shingle at a fixed point, nail that 
edge only—shingles shrink and expand as 
long as there is any life left in the wood. 
If shingles are damp when aid they should 
be laid fairly close; if dry, the joints 
should be slightly open to allow for swell- 
ing when wet. A dry shingle laid tight 
will swell and buckle when wet, and such 
things are not good for a roof. 

C. BE 

Palatable Poison 

| by powdered sugar is added to borax the 
roaches you wish to destroy will more 

readily feed on it. Do not add too much 
of the sugar. A small amount is all that 
is necessary. C. K. F. 

Hicks Trees for August Planting 
Every one of the evergreen family can be There are also 800 Red Cedars from 10 to 28 feet high, 

transplanted with success during last of July and that are ideal for landscape effects or as all year round 

through August. In doing such planting now, screens. 

your other trees are in full foliage so 

you can tell exactly where the Spruce, , 

Pines, Hemlocks, Firs, Cedars, or , 
Arbor Vitae can be placed to best ad 7 
vantage, either for effects or as screens. a 

We have an unusually fine lot of all j 
these trees in our Nursery now—quite 
the finest of any year yet. In the small- 

wg aM 

White Spruce that are five years old @-~. — : 

buy these in goodly numbers for a Sectuaily a few red ae : : Teened Lon 
surprisingly low sum for their kind. sesi@emen> 

Isaac Hicks 

er ones, there are, for example: 40,000 S™iesshemetecbeemers< — 

Westbury, Long Island 

The special advantage you have in 
securing your trees of all kinds from us, 
is that you can buy them small if you 
want to, or the fine big specimens that 
give you an immediate result with all 
the discouragingly long, ‘grow up wait” 
left out. 

To further convince you of the su 
periority of our tree growing and hand 
ling methods, send for our new catalog, 

“Hicks Trees.” It is an untechnical, 
and one to three feet high. You can This little sketch shows how readable, likable sort of catalog filled 

cellars with illustrations that are out of the 
usual, 

@ Son 
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Cabot’s 
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SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Boston, Mass. 
1133 Broadway, N. Y 350 Dearborn Ave., Chicago 
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Send for a sample and catalogue (free) of 
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“Ifa man can write a better book, preach a 
better sermon, or make a better rat-trap 
than his neighbor; though he build his house 
in the woods, the world will make a beaten 
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Established 1844 

FRENCH’S CROWN PAINT 
“Quality and Economy” 

SAMUEL H. FRENCH @ CO. 
Paint and Varnish Manufacturers 
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A Shrubbery Group of Wild 
Things 

(Continued from page 16) 

glossy leaves the next spring, it was beau- 
tiful. 

The beautiful wild white Clematis 
(Clematis Virginiana) grew rampant 
along a pasture fence, and a Wild Grape 
was traced by the scent of its blossoms to 
the side of a spring, where a White Birch 
(Betula populifolia) proved irresistible, 
and in the fall almost undigable, because 
its roots were given to twisting themselves 
around the roots of everything else within 
reach. But its beauty, when the planting 
was finally made, compensated for the 
work. 

Wild Roses, you may be sure, had their 
place—half a dozen of them, and marked 
stakes were driven where clumps of espe- 
cially good perennial herbaceous plants 
were to be found—dainty pink, spreading 
Dogbane, gorgeous Black-eyed Susans 
and Golden-rod of several different varie- 
ties, and seeds were gathered and planted 
as soon as gathered, for most of the wild 
flowers need parts of two seasons to get 
started. 

When the autumn came, all these 
shrubs were transplanted. There is al- 
ways the danger that someone else has 
been prompted by the tags and stakes to 
appropriate your discoveries, and unless 
you have kept some sort of a memoran- 
dum you are apt to forget some of them 
yourself. The consolation is that there 
are always more shrubs to be had at the 
same price. In planting, the earth around 
the roots of the shrubs was kept loose and 
damp, each plant as it was taken up had 
been cut back just one-half, and, in a 

couple of years, the east end was decked 
in luxurious foliage worthy of a stately 
park, and each shrub brought forth, not 
alone its natural blossoms, but a bouquet 
of reminiscences that, to those concerned, 
were fully as delightful as the flowers 
themselves. 

WHEN IN BOSTON STAY AT THE 

COPLEY SQUARE HOTEL 
HUNTINGTON AVE., EXETER AND BLAGDEN STS. 

A high-class, modern house, Intelligent service, moderate prices, pleasant rooms, superior cuisine. 
distance telephone in every room 

Long 

Ladies traveling alone are assured of courteous attention. 
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Hiding Gaunt Rose Stems. 
WHEELOCK FENCE—strong, unclimbable, RUST PROOF §::::: HEN the amateur gardener strolls 

among his Roses he will, perhaps, 
wonder that Nature should order so many 
gaunt bare stems under the blessing of 
luxuriant blossoming. As a matter of 
fact (and of course anyone who knows 
anything about Roses at all knows that), 
Nature has ordered nothing of the sort. 
It is man’s doing, with his propensity for 
grafting Roses on other plant-stems, a 
necessity it is true, but one which his in- 
genuity, in turn, will require to be meet 
to cover up the bareness that one may 
feel called upon to complain of. Now the 
Honeysuckle solves the problem in certain 
gardens. It is often safe as a vine to 
clamber upon the base stems of such 

were lovely Roses as the “Frau Karl Druschki.” 
; eee RR For a —- ee a ye. - 

~ ne of the best Honeysuckles. it shou “ ’ Office, Slater Bldg., WORCESTER, MASS. | - . 
WHEELOCK RUST PROOP” FENCE CO., °* Factory, Clinton, Mass be kept in bounds by pruning, and an 
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A very interesting pamphlet just issued by us on the Per- 
gola can be had free on request. Ask for catalogue P-27. 

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO. 
Elston & Webster Avenues, Chicago. Ill. 
East. office, 1123 Broadway. New York City 

Exclusive Manufacturers of 

KOLL’S PATENT LOCK JOINT COLUMNS 
Suitable for Pergolas, porches and interior use. 

We also publish catalogues P-290f sun-dials and P-40 of wood columns 

THE.FIREPLACE 
is the feature around which the family life cen- 
ters. Let it be honest, genuine and built for 
burning logs. 

Send for our “Hints on Fireplace Construction,” 
J containing reliable rules for the proportioning of 
fireplaces and flues, and catalogue of our fireplace Throats 
and Dampers, Iron Coal Windows, Etc. 

THE H. W. COVERT CO. 
169 Duane Street NEW YORK 

lf homebuilding has any appeal 
to you—if you have in prospect 
building operations of any de- 
scription-you simply must not 
be without the 

Great January 1910 Building Num- 
ber of House and Garden 

50 Pages of Distinctive Homes—Colonial | 
Half Timber — Cement — Remodeled Farm- | 
houses— Bungalows—Summer Camps. 

A limited number of this superb issue are 

on hand. Write for a copy ard see if it 
doesn’t crystalize your ideas. 

Sent by return mail on receipt of 25 cents. 

McBRIDE, WINSTON & CO. 

—A Building Manual= 

449 Fourth Avenue, New York 

OUR own individual rug, differ- 
e1t from all other rugs, and in 
a high class wool fabric adapt- 

ed to your own decorations. If the 
rugs in stock colors do not suit your 
requirenents, we will make one that 
will, either plain; self-tone or con- 
trast. All sizes up to twelve feet 
wide, any length. Seamless, wool 
weft, n:versible, heavy and durable. 
Sold by best shops, or write for color 

‘ line and price list to Arnoxp, Con- 
STABLE & Co., New York. 

THREAD 2 THRUM WORKSHOP, 
Auburn, N. Y. 

THREAC 

abundant blossoming and proper low 
growth may be assured if the tops are 
stopped and lateral growths well spurred. 
The tall tree-stemmed Roses will seem 
less bare in the garden if the lovely 
Wichuraiana Roses, “Elsie Robichon,” 
“Alberic Barbier” and others are used as 
a covering, and the Petunia also lends it- 
self excellently to this end. 

Fertilizer for Ferns. 

NE of the best fertilizers for the 
Maidenhair Fern and for other 

ferns is nitrate of soda dissolved in the 
water that is fed to them. If your ferns 
are small or weak do not make the pro- 
portion of nitrate more than one-quarter 
of ounce to the gallon, but large plants 
and those of vigorous growth should be 
watered with a solution in proportion of 
one-half an ounce of nitrate to the gallon. 
Apply this fertilizer not oftener than once 
every ten days. Soot and salt are also 
useful. Some gardeners declare that the 
soot water fertilizer imparts a rich dark 
green hue to the fronds. 

Plants for Wire Baskets. 

"THE hanging baskets of wire, made for 
porch use, may be lined with moss 

and filled with an earth composed of a 
mixture of loam, leaf-mould, a little well 

rotted stable manure and sand, the whole 
being made fairly firm. In this soil one 
may plant small Begonias, Fuchsias, trail- 
ing Lobelias, Ferns, Ivy-leaved Gerani- 
ums and Tradescantia, besides other vine- 
like plants. 

Pepper Plants for Use and Or- 
nament 

BY GEORGIA TORREY DRENNAN 

URIOUS, but true it is, that while a 
certain genus of plants will scatter 

its growth in all lands, there will be some 
species that will grow nowhere but in 
some one locality. For instance, there is 
a member of the Capsicum family that 
grows nowhere in the world but on a 
strip of land beginning somewhat north of 
New Orleans, extending through the Rio 
Grande section of Texas and beyond the 
City of Mexico. It is closely allied to the 
Cayenne or Capsicum minimum. It is 
called “chili patin” by the Mexicans. Un- 
like the Cayenne pepper, which the French 
call “piment,” and the Americans, “Bird’s- 
eye pepper,” the chili patin is so fiery 
that no one can eat it but Mexicans. They 
feed on pepper from childhood to old age. 
The healthful properties are such that its 
use is considered to prolong life. It gives 
powerful aid to digestion. No plant pro- 
duces a seed-berry that burns like the chili 
patin. The pods are round, about the size 
of a pea, and dazzling scarlet, with blos- 
soms as white as snow. The green pods, 
the red pods and the white blossoms, at 
certain times of the year, are all on the 
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@ Thousands of city people 
every year grow discontented 

with their restricted way of 
living. They yearn to get back 

to nature—to lead the ideal life, in a 
community of small farms, with other 
congenial people. And yet be within 
reasonable distance of a metropolitan 
center. 
gq If you own a large country estate or 

wish to make a profitable investment by de- 
veloping such a tract into a high-class farm 
community—we can show you how to do it. 

g@ Being experts on all agricultural matters 

q but this is only one of our spe- 

@ We advise on all agricultural 

growing, cattle 

g Send for full information on 
community farm living, also for 
our regular booklet, if you are 
interested in the general work 
we are doing. 
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**We Solve Your Country Problems’’ 
CEO. T. POWELL, President 
CHARLES H. PLUMP, 

Treasurer and Manager 

5 East Forty-second Street 

NEW YORK 

Bungalows and American Homes 

« Design No. 2, Built in California and lowa—Cost $2800 
Our Handsome 112 page, 8x11 book of Bungalows, Mission, Colo- 

nial, English timbered and Concrete houses for 1910 shows inte- 
riors, exteriors, and coer pees and actual cost to build, ranging 
from $1,000 10 $10,000. These designs are photos of structures 
we have built throughout the country—not theoretical pen pic- 
tures. Special specifications and details of construction made to 
suitanyclimate. Price of book $1.00prepaid, Sample leaves free. 
BROWN BROS., Architects, 917 Security Bank Bidg., Cedar Rapids, lows 
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wr 70% aS bush at one time. All other Cayenne 
“ Peppers are borne in clusters, but this 

G REENHOUSES @ kind puts out just one flower stem in a 
alt ons all car ean fein. Guswed s place and the pod has one to itself. An- 

eave houses; they can be erected other peculiarity is that there is always 

rapidly, are great flower producers : a leaf just over each little pod, to shield 
and exceptionally free from repairs. ’ . | it from the sun, which in the section where 

FO aerate Seg | chili batin grows is fierce. ‘The cap over 
tells the story of superiority. each pepper is like a little parasol, pro- 

Write, call or let us call. Send vs tecting the green pod, which is four 
for circluar. 4 months turning red. 

HITCHINGS & COMPANY When red and ripe, the pods hang on 
1170 Broadway, New York : the bushes until the flowers come again. 

AEE When in this dry mature state, they give 
off an impalpable powder that gets into 

: a the air and protects the plants from all 
5 For durable paint f all kinds use National Lead 

AVE .THE FLOWER f moony Pave White ‘Lead (Dutch Boy Painter Company's Boy I kinds of insects. The plants are perennial 
trade mark). “Dutch Boy Paint Adviser No. 9! 

Uph . positively kills plant 
DEUNG nsects of every 

on request, free. and gregarious on this strip of land. 

species, without in- 

HATIONAL LEAD COMPANY, 111 Broadway, New York | They are about five feet high, and of neat, 

jury to the most deli- 

symmetrical tree form. The foliage is 
small, luxuriant, dark rich green and 
glistening as if it were varnished. The 
plantations are beautiful to gaze upon; 

PN the picture of luxuriance. 

wo nee On the Rio Grande wild turkeys feed 

, Sittin ali upon the ripe Peppers, and it is said the 

Uphine It is endorsed by lead- pungency penetrates to the flesh and im- 

ine qutcuneiontets ond parts delicious flavor. Partridges and 
wild turkeys frequent the Pepper planta- 
tions so that hunters know where to find 
them. 

The Piment of the French and the 
Cayenne or Bird’sEye of Americans is 
less fiery than the foregoing and more 

Collier's Weekly says 

Uphine has a future as long and 

wide as the United States. 

Aphine is sold by high class 
seedsamen everywhere 

Residence, Morristown, N J 

Aphine Manufacturing Co. ( Hoggson Bros,, Contracting Designers ) ornamessel I , . 

Med al. It bears starry white blos- 
. “rhe suo ng KELSEY HEATING COMPANY soms, in clusters, which are succeeded by 

SEND Main Office : New York Office : : inc i rariety | FOR DESGRIPTIVE CIROULAR B an), ee Sevens pods an inch long in one variety and 
round pods the size of a Sweet Pea in the 

feed HOUSE & GARDEN will be glad 3ird’s-Eye. The plants are useful and 

to consider ornamental. In New Orleans they are 

PHOTOGRAPHS BY AMATEURS more frequently seen in the flower gar- 
den than among herbs and vegetables. 

of attractive Inter ors, small gardens, and garder ing operations, and will pay its regular rate for such as | They are grown in pots and windows, and 
are accepted. A\ll others will be promptly returned if postage for the purpose is enclosed. Address | piazzas are decorated with them. Being 
Photograph Dept., McBride, Winston & Company, 449 Fourth Avenue, New York. deciduous, the outdoor plants drop their 

foliage and stand for two or three 
months in Louisiana, denuded, except of 

Ss UB Ss c R IB E N Oo W the bright red pods. These persist all 

for the best practical journal of advertising in America. One that deals knowingly, winter unless the English sparrow takes 
and from the inside, with the thinking, planning, selling side of business. , a notion to feed upon them. Other birds 

too are fond of the Bird’s-Eye Pepper. 
GRICULTURAL Indoors few plants are more satisfac- 

DVFR ISING tory. They make perfect little trees, full of 
delicate, rich green, shining leaves, sprin- 

is written—not by theorists—but by real workers in the actual advertising field kled with numerous pure white blossoms, 
It is a journal of modern advertising news and methods—1oo pages monthly— green peppers and dazzling red pods in 

right off the advertising griddle and piping hot clusters. The temperature needs to be 
It's the newsiest, brightest ; sIpf . f 3 is g i . : : siest, brightest and most helpful exponent of all that is good in just above freezing point. They are not 

\merica and England in Newspaper, Magazine, Mail Order, Street Car and Outdoor 
Advertising sensitive to cold, except it be below the 

Every business-man in America ought to read an advertising magazine—if he freezing point. 
doesn't, he's neglecting the only permanent foundation for any business. The Tabasco sauce of commerce is 

READ IN THE JANUARY NUMBER: made of chili patin and Cayenne Pepper 

“The Harpoonist” monthiy jabs at the ads that are uncouth, inept or ill- or piment, Domestic sauce is made by 
advised. : . : 

“Sparkes and Misfires” —by D. Herbert Moore, widely-known ad-smith and brilliant filling ° bottle one-third full of the little 
writer of advertising. red pepper pods and the balance with 

“The Battle with the Waste-baskets” “Honorable Mention” for the winning Commercial Booklets vinegar. Both red and green pods are 

“Current Comment on Advertising” —>y our New "York Spectator, F. E. tore used thus to make pepper sauce at home. 

“Advertising— That's it.” by Joe Mitchell Chapple, Editor of the National Magazine. The potted plants are entirely free 

and a dozen valuable leading articles from insects. Branches are cut, full of 

We'll send sample copy on request. The regular subscription price is 50 cents flowers and red peppers and used as bou- 
per year, Right Now we'll send it Three Years for One Dollar. ; quets for the table. The red pods are 

AGRICULTURAL ADVERTISING placed on the table and eaten with meats. 
LONG-CRITCHPIELD PUBLISHING HOUSE 1320 Corn Exchange Bank Bid'g. CHICAGO One is able to make much of little with 

the Bird’s-Eye Pepper—in the flower bor- 

In writing to advertisers please mention House anv Garvan. 
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ERICSSON VENETIAN BLINDS 
MADE IN SWEDEN 

The only Imported Venetian Blind on 
the market. 

Ericsson Venetian Blinds assure com- 
fort and privacy. Answer the purpose 
of an awning, shade and shutter, there- 
by saving expense. 

Slats are made thinner than on domes- 
tic blinds, therefore they occupy just 
half the space when raised. 

Hung as easily as a roller shade and 
operated with a patented adjuster that 
makes them more convenient and satis- 
factory than any other blind. They will 
not get out of order. 

Made in all sizes and colors for win- 
dows, summer porches, etc. 

We guarantee satisfaction or money will 
be refunded. 

Prices and further information on re- 
quest. Ask for Booklet B. 

SWEDISH VENETIAN BLIND CO. 
1123 Broadway, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

Now when you are spending so much time out of 

doors about your grounds, you should have a repre- 
sentative of our landscape department visit you and 

advise regarding any new plantings or alterations 

of your grounds. A postal will have prompt response. 

BROWN BROTHERS COMPANY 
Rochester, N. Y. (The Flower City) 

ve Rustic 

@ Can you realize the beautiful effect a Rustic 
Umbrella, a Newport Rustic Log Cedar Settee, 
ora Rustic Pergola would create in the grounds 
surrounding your home? Nothing is more art- 
istic, ornamental or comfortable. 

ISU 
i RPE et 

Sas 
a at Py) 

@ Weather does not affect Rustic Red Cedar 

furniture, and it will last for years. We will 
gladly furnish estimates and send new 
catalogue upon request. 

RUSTIC CONSTRUCTION WORKS 

33 Fulton Street, New York City 

der of summer, and in the windows in 
winter. The Peppers can be gathered 
any day for a variety of purposes, both 
for utility and ornament. 

Another very ornamental and also 
useful Pepper is the Celestial or Straw- 
berry. It differs from every other pep- 
per. The pods are shouldered and shaped 
like a large strawberry, and when first 
formed are creamy white. As they in- 
crease in size the color changes to buff, 
then orange, and lastly to a strawberry- 
red. It is common to see one or two of 
these plants in flower gardens in New Or- 
leans. They are as showy at a little dis- 
tance as the Hibiscus. Strawberry Pepper 
grows about four feet, and bears pro- 
fusely. The properties are more mild 
than Cayenne, nevertheless it is a true 
pepper and burns. 

Concrete Pits for Manure Storage. 

"HE problem of soil fertility conser- 
vation is one of the most important 

considerations of the time. Not alone is 
it a matter for the farmer’s attention, but 
quite as much a subject in which every 
country dweller, whether he owns or rents 
his acreage, should be intensely interested. 
In this connection extensive experiments 
have shown that the strength of various 
manures (stable and barnyard), is di- 
rectly dependent upon the manner of their 
storage. Manure that has been piled on 
the bare ground or in wooden pens loses 
fully a quarter of its fertilizing properties 
by reason of the leaching, as it is called, 
caused by heavy rains, tramping of the 
stock, and also, later, by reason of fer- 
mentation as “firing,” brought about by 
the lack of sufficient moisture. The mod- 
ern method of constructing concrete pits 
for the storage of manure has much to 
commend it. A load of manure thus 
properly preserved is often worth fully 
two loads of manure carted from old 
storage heaps. 

Antique Collecting in Vacation 
Time 

COLE 

"THE collector of antiques who finds 
himself in a new country place for 

his vacation, is like a traveler in a new 
land abroad—once the beaten paths are 
left behind all sorts of delightful vistas are 
apt to be opened to him. The old notion 
that every inch of the country has been 
ransacked by city dealers who have left 
nothing but desolation behind is dissipated 
by the facts in the case. No matter how 
often the professional collector pounces 
down upon the community there is always 
a crop of new old things springing up, and 
real ones, too. Of course an elephant on 
a prairie is a difficult thing to overlook if 
you should happen to find things turned 
upside down and come across one. Just 
so with vast mahogany cupboards, sofas 
twelve feet long, four-posters large 

BY MARVIN 

In writing to advertisers please mention House anv GARDEN. 

"for Lu ncheon? | 
What Shall I ) have 

of course! 

The only prepared Welsh Rarebit ready to serve 
Daintiest and most appetizing of Rarebits, Simply 
add ale, beer, water or milk; heat in chafing dish 

or sauce pan, and serve on toast or crackers, 

Four packages, enough for 

eight people, by Express 
Prepaid, Fifty cents. 
At your grocer or delicatessen, 
enough for two. 

THE oa. -BIT F opceateuatd 

1o cents a package— 

Landscape Gardening 
A course for Home-makers and Gar- 

deners taught by Prof. Craig and Prof. 

Batchelor, of Cornell University. 

Gardeners who understand up-to- 

date methods and practice are in de- 

mand for the best positions. 

A knowledge of Landscape Garden- 

ing is indispensable to those who 

Paor. Craia. would have the pleasantest homes. 

250 page Catalogue free. Write to-day. 

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL 
Dept. 228, Springfield, Mass. 
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enough to hold a good-sized family, and 
the like. These.things may have disap- 
peared long ago, for the professional col- 
lector has been pretty sure to stumble 
across them. However, one should re- 
member that circumstances, and not al- 
ways absolute ignorance of values, make 
the pleasant pursuit of collecting a peren- 
nicl pleasure. People who will not sell 
things to-day may to-morrow, and where 

] y » tne most tempting offers met a cold recep- 
| ¢ tion yesterday, even less attractive ones 

: : may be welcome to-day. Of course one 
does not expect to hitch up a horse-and- 

————$— buggy and go into the neighborhood wilds = - 
PERIOD MIRROR OF ROMAN DESIGN Sun Dial Shop on a house to house canvass, demanding 

. admittance at every doorway that prom- 
7 Geeeee fapeeS ises to lead to furnishings other than those 

of an old Renaissance : irec i pisce, oll weed, hand Antiques that have been acquired on the instalment 
carved and finished in ; plan. Indeed, collecting antiques in the 
antique leaf gold. Other Juterior Decoration country sections is a pastime fraught with 
mirrors of exquisite de- . be EP a ome t r industrious diplomacy. I suppose, if one 
sign im all sizes alter ‘ : .. f ‘ 
the important periods MES. HERBERT NELSON CURTIS were to begin recipes for getting at things 

in both reproductions 22 East 34th Street NEW YORK CITY of the sort they would begin with smiling 

and antiques are for peat tame mesicnen requests for permission to drink from the 
sale at moderate prices li > In fac he back d t f at The Cella Shop. ces a act, os yacK Goor ty ge 
Also included in the 10use 1s always the nearest road to the 

assemblage are desirable RARE ANTIQUES front one, and unless you have conquered 

Furniture and Objects, and FI me re eps wm a ob rt ‘igh = a the kitchen it is little use besieging the 
OPCS, SRG é ; hie of Hanan and shelf clocks, Slope Front Desk, Side- - ¢ fF fan , sc Masbles and Terra Cotes, Shefield Plete, etc. board, Sofas, Folding, Tilt-top, Drop-leaf, parlor. As a matter of tact, antiques, in 

Sheraton and other tables, Stools, Rare country places, have a way of deserting 
HE CELL LASS. tioP Chairs (genuine old Chippendale design) the best rooms, and rare bits of blue and 

inc. Mirrors, High Chest, Sewing and Shaving white Colonial china, chests, knife-cases, 
‘ 1. ‘ = F " . ~ ° Poy ° 

ANTIQUES - REPRODUCTIONS — ay ome ir ew *s niente, clocks and the like, have a way of finding 
- - ewter and Brass Candle Sticks, etc., from = aa ; kj 

1 East 46th Street N. Y. City private collection, for sale cheap. ae cnn themselves in the pantry and kitchen that 
jaspection and correspondence cordially invited. 0. A. CELLA want list ’ always sets the heart of the searcher for 

Correspondence with Collectors and Dealers solicited treasures of the sort jumping wildly. Of 

ANTIQUE FURNITURE WILLIAM 1_ ALLAN course one of the most provoking ob- 

Hotel All P ‘Ile. P stacles the collector runs across is the dis- 

Rare China, Pewter, ns an, Fottsville, cana. | covery that the “simple” a he has 

; been cultivating, by conversations for days 
Old Lamps, Andirons, Etc. The Corner Shop past, as a measure leading up to the ulti- 

NO REPRODUCTIONS GREAT BARRINGTON. MASS. mate, are, after all, warily impressed with 
an unexpected sense of what you are up 

HENRY V. WEIL Colonial Furniture and Historical China to and you awake to find that they have 

698 Lexington Avenue Sheffield Plate and Pewter “sot great store” by what you didn’t think 

Cor. 57th Street slew Yesk RICHARD H. MAUNDER they would be “sot” by at all! The an- 
tique collector enjoys even the disappoint- 
ments to some extent, for it is worth 

I RANSACK 1000 AT i ics ANNUALLY while to be learning the ins-and-outs of 

human nature which cannot be better dis- 

ANTIQUES From the oldest and best New England homes. Furniture, China, covered than by browsing around the 
Brass, Copper, Fireplace and cookery utensils. Books, prints, etc. countryside in search of ancestral posses- 
Send for photos, lists and descriptions. : ” : 

sions not “sot store bv” bv their descend- 
HAND BRAIDED RUGS made by the housewives of Old New England, in all Mec f j i ee = ’, é -owners -over, after a while little 
quae colors and from new material. Send for R am-owners. — + bscal om 3 

photos. ne SS Aen “human nature” may lead to the hiding 
place of old furniture. 

RALPH WARREN BURNHAM, Ipswich in Massachusetts It is well to remind the amateur that 
the experienced collector has learned how 
an ingenious turn will enable him to util- 
ize portions of otherwise damaged pieces 

Low Cost Suburban Homes of old furniture, etc., to excellent advan- 
, tage, wherefore it is worth while stopping 

Plans, illustrations and descriptions of nearly 100 houses which have twice to consider what otherwise one 
been built i : : 
peng aw mdi costs ranging from $1000 to $10,000. In most cases the might regard merely as junk. Modern 

Many of the houses have been built as suburban residences—others as cabinet-makers can do wonders with pa- 
small country homes or as bungalows or mountain camps. Houses of tience and polish, and I have seen a rose- 
sy ~— frame, shin in one and ay are included. wood consol that once ignominously but 
_ All are distinctive an of suggestion for anyone interested in build- sefully served as a | coo stored to 
ing beautiful but low cost homes anywhere. evap Mond leach agate ae cAbyemere 

62 pages, beautifully illustrated and printed on coated paper with art the aristocratic claim of being worthy a 
paper cover. Price 25 cents, postpaid. lace in a Colonial dining-room where it 

” al 1 to lenk ra h f McBri always seemec to Jenk on with a sense 0 
de, Winston & Co., 449 Fourth Ave., New York satisfaction, even if tinged with regret, 

when fowls were brought upon the table. 

in writing to advertisers please mention Hovse anp GARDEN. 
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oon a a BOUND VOLUME XVII OF HOUSE & GARDEN 
FOR YOUR WORKING LIBRARY 

@_ Many of our friends tell us that there is such a wealth of timely sug- 

gestions for interior decoration and home gardening in HOUSE ©& 
GARDEN that they cannot at the time of publication carry them all into 
effect. Now these suggestions and this mass of practical information will 
be just as valuable to you next season—if you have it still available. 
If you trust to keeping the loose copies, the chances are that when Spring 
planting time comes around those invaluable Spring planting issues will 

have disappeared, and with them a lot of information that would be ex- 
ceedingly valuable to you just then. 

Bind Your Copies, and have them ready for reference, 

when next season, and the next, brings its problems 

@_ Send in the six numbers (January to June inclusive) which compose volume XVII, with $1.25 
and we will return them (express prepaid) bound in the stunning new cover designed by George 

| Hood—a binding of brown linen decorated in brown, purple and gold. Copies returned for binding 
must be sent by express prepaid and missing numbers will be supplied at 25 cents each. 

Bound Volumes Complete, $2.50. Express Charges, 25 cents 

McBRIDE, WINSTON & CO. 
449 Fourth Avenue, New York 

Garden and Porch Furniture 
Send for Catalogue 

North Shore Ferneries Co., Beverly, Mass. 

cE UNDERGROUND 
s GARBAGE RECEIVER 

* Ever wished for a Garbage Can in which garbage cannot 
stink in summer? A can in which flies cannot breed and 
spread typhoid germs? A can having a cover which every 
tame closes tight automatically —and cannot be opened by 
prowling dogs and cats? A can which, being out of sight, 
does not disfigure the backyard? The Stephenson 
Underground Garbage Receiver has all these advantages. 

: 1 also make Underground Earth Closets 
cy for v5 and for Dwellings without Sewer- 

— ‘age and Portable Metal Houses for same. 

SOLD DIRECT. Send for eireular. 

C. H. Stephenson, Mfr. 
20 Farrar Street, Lynn, Mass. 

4 East 42d Street ° : : 

Garages 

Studios 

Chapels 

MADE IN SECTIONS 

WE ERECT THEM 

Cha-Wa, $60 up. Japanese Tea House 

Billings, Stevens Company 
New York City 

SEND FOR CIRCULARS 

In writing to advertisers please mention House AND GARDEN. 
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Scores of houses just as distiactive as this appear among the illustrations 

Distinctive Homes ot Moderate Cost 
EDITED BY HENRY H. SAYLOR 

A Book for House-Builders and Home-Makers 

ie We publish this book in response to an ever-increasing demand for a volume of pictures, 
plans and descriptions of the most charming homes in this country—not the great 

estates and show places, but the sort of places that most of us can look forward to building, 
ranging in cost from $3,000 to $20,000. 

¢. The illustrations, of which there are more than three hundred, both of the exteriors of 
houses and their garden settings, and of the principal rooms inside, are all from photo- 

graphs of houses already built, reproduced in superb half-tone engravings, with line draw- 
ings of the floor plans. 

The carefully selected contents includes country homes, seashore cottages, alluring Weg msively re- 
modeled farmhouses, etc. All the desirable architectural styles are represented: Colo » English Half-timber 

Stucco, Cement, Dutch Colonial (the pa roof type), Swiss C t, etc. Chapters written by authorities cover all 
sides of the fascinating problem of house-building, interior decoration and furnishing. The relations between the 
home-builder and his architect, the matter of es specifications, contracts, the puzzling problem of extras and how to 
avoid them—all these subjects are clarified in a most comprehensive and interesting way. Throughout the text are 
—— pages of pictures illustrating constructive, decorative and furnishing details—entrance doorways, bay windows, 
outside shutters, chimneys, stairwa dormer windows, built-in china-cupboards, consistently furnished interiors, 
porches—all grouped so that the reader may, at a glance, compare all the best types. 

Important Subjects Covered 

The chapter headings indicate the general scope of the text matter in Part I of the book, which is followed in the 
same volume by the finest collection of moderate-sized homes in good taste that has ever been brought together. 

Chapter I. The Home-builder and the Architect Cha Vil. iting Systems and hting Fixtures 
= Il. Dulin Materials: Their Respective Merits, _ VIL. baie Conveniences, Wainscoting and Book- 

ec ts and Costs cases 
Ill. Constructive Details: the Roof, the Cellar, Win- IX. Floors and Floor Coverings 

dows X. Wall Coverings, Portieres and Window Draperies 
IV. The Porch, the Terrace, Enclosed Porches and XI. Furnishing and Decorating the Bedroom 

Sleeping Porches XIl. Furniture 
V. The Fireniace XIII. Picture Hanging and Ornaments 

VI. Heating Systeme and Water Supply XIV. The Garage 

ia “Distinctive Homes of Moderate Cost” is the most complete and authoritative volume on the subject 
yet published. It is a sumptuous book, size 10 x 12} inches, superbly printed on plate paper, taste- 

fully bound. Price $2.00 net. By mail, postage 25c. 

McBride, Winston & Co. 
McBRIDE, WINSTON & CO., Publishers, Publishers 

449 Fourth Avenue, New York 668 Pouth Avenue, Mow Yak 

| 

I 

Please send me Distinctive HOMES OF MODERATE | 

Cost, postpaid, for which I enclose $2.25 | 

| 
Name 

Address 

In writing to advertisers please mention House anp GarpEen 
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The Garden Primer will tell 
you the whole art of start- 
ing flowers and vegetables Have you any desire to go out 

With the aid of the Garden 
Primer you simply cannot 
fail to have a garden like 

in the hotbed and coldframe into the garden before break- this 
fast and gather dew-wet vege- 
tables such as money cannot 
buy? 

The Whole Subject of Gardening Covered 
A glance at the seventeen chapter headings will indicate the field covered. 

I. Introductory 

Il. Sorts of Plants V. Seeds and Sowing 

Ill. The Soil 

THE GARDEN 

PRIMER 

Now Ready 

The Garden Primer 
By Grace Tabor and Gardner Teall 

An Indispensable Book for every Garden-Maker 

Cc. The Garden Primer, as its title indicates, is a hand-book of practical gardening infor- 

mation for the beginner, covering every branch of the subject from preparing the soil 

to the gathering of the fruit and flowers. In it is set forth, without any confusing techni- 

calities, just the information that will enable the amateur to grasp quickiy the essentials of 

garden-making. The authors, in preparing this book, have drawn from their long experi- 

ence, and in writing it assume on the part of the reader no knowledge of the subject, in 
order that it may be of the greatest value to the beginner. There has been great need of a 
book of this kind, yet, so far as we know, no volume has ever been published that treats 

the subject in this charmingly simple way. While dealing with first principles this volume 
has an equal interest for the advanced gardener, who will find much of value in the experi- 
ences of the authors, and in a fresh presentation of a subject which always abounds in new 
methods and discoveries. 

G. Every branch of gardening is treated in a delightfully practical way—the growing of vegetables and flowers, the use 

of fertilizers, pruning, cultivating, spraying and the thousand-and-one things that every successful garden-maker 

needs to know. A profusion of illustrations, many of them of the most practical sort in explaining the various garden 

operations, make the text especially clear. 
C. The matter is supplemented by carefully prepared planting tables, an invaluable guide to the beginner in gardening. 

The whole contents is carefully indexed, greatly simplifying it for reference; thus information on any subject con- 

tained in the book is instantly accessible. 

i 

| 

| 

IV. Nomenclature 449 Fourth Ave., New York 

VI. Seedlings and Transplanting { 

VII. Plants and Cultivation 

VIII. Fertilizers 

IX. Hotbeds and Coldframes | enclose $1.06. 
X. Pruning { 
XI. Garden Pests and Spraying | 

XII. Garden Tools i 
XIII. The Flower Garden 1 

XIV. Flower Planting Tables I 

XV. The Vegetable Garden 1 

XVI. Vegetable Planting Tabies , 
XVII. Calendar of Garden Operations 

1 
The Garden Primer is a beautiful 16mo volume , 

with many half-tone illustrations. Bound in dark | 

green cloth, tastefully decorated, with an inlaid illus- | H. & G.—May. 
tration of an exquisite garden scene done in full color. | 

McBRIDE, WINSTON &» CO., Publishers 

Please send me postpaid THE GARDEN Primer, for which I 

In writing to advertisers please mention House anv GARDEN. 
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Nero Fiddled While Rome Was 

Burning 

‘Criminal indifference” you say. And you are right. But how much 
worse 1s it than what you are doing every day? You have read these ad- 
vertisements of the HARTFORD FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY for 

a year or more, telling you that you ought to know all about the company 
that carries your fire insurance, but have you done anything about it? Many 
haye, but the majority of policy holders have done nothing about the 
selection of acompany. They are still “fiddling.” 

In the history of fire insurance in America, a large majority of the fire 
insurance companies organized have failed or retired from business. To be 
insured in a company like the HARTFORD, that has been in business a 
hundred years and will be in business a hundred years from now, costs no 

more than to be insured in one that may go out of business next week. 

It’s your property which is to be insured. It’s your money that pays the 
premium. You are to get the indemnity in case of fire. In short, it’s your 
business and this matter is up to you. Why, then, don’t you DO something? 

And here’s what to do. At the bottom of this advertisement is a coupon. 
Cut it out, write in the name of your insurance agent or broker, sign your 
name and mail it to him. 

Any agent or broker can get you a policy in the HARTFORD if you 
tell him to do so. Don’t be a “fiddler” in the face of fire. Cut out, fill in 
and mail the coupon. DO IT NOW. 

»* 
a _ > 

“A GENruRy oF SERS 

STATE MENT JANUARY 1, 1910 
Ceptel, *''- © + $2,000,000, 00 Name........ 
Lisbilities, « + + «+ «© «© 14,329,083.01 
Asoets, ae « « 23,035, 700.61 
Surplus for Policy Holders, ~ «© 8,713,747,50 Address 

a 

ee ra 

CAREY PRESS, N. Y. 


